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TJ-JTS 'Diary' origin!llly appeared in the Indian Temperance 
:Magazine-Oil Guard-and at the rCt}UCst of friends inter-
ested in the welfare of our soldiers in India, I now publish 
it in a more permanent form. There is no attempt on my 
part to make a book; my sole object has been to give 
permanency to a simple record of work among soldiers in the 
late Afghan campaign. Having shared their trials and dangers, 
I have much pleasure in bearing my testimony to their 
courage in uattle, and to their patience in sickness-cheerfully 
enduring privations for the mainten:ll)cc of the honour of their 
country, and dying at the post of duty rather than be f.1ithless 
to their trust. 
As Secretary to the Soldiers' Total Abstinence Association 
it was my duty to visit our regimental societies in Afghanistan, 





object I had in visiting Cabul. In every camp we hnd 
members of the Association, and we have the gratification of 
knowing that our men were better able to discharge their 
duties thnn those who drank their rum. A lower percentage 
of sickness among the abstainers is ample proof of the fact 
that abstainers nrc better able to endure fatiguing marches 
than non-abstainers, and more to be relied upon in the hour of 
battle, when steadiness is essential to \'ictory. 
In every camp between Peshawur and Cnbul men were 
punished for drunkenness; at J cllalabad the whole guard got 
drunk by breaking into the Commissariat rum-store, which 
not only disgraced the regiment, but the whole brigade, as 
a native sepoy had to supersede a British guard. How 
different was the condition of the J ellalabad Garrison in 184 z, 
when, under more trying circumstances, Sir Robert Sale's 
brigade had to defend the city ngainst overwhelming numbers, 
and also fought a pitched battle ngainst Akbar Khan, 
thoroughly defeating his army, and taking the whole of his 
camp. To quote the words of Sir Robert Sale : ' The 
Europcnn troops, besides ha\'ing insufficient rations, were 
without their allowance of spirits. I will not mention this as 
a pri\•ation, bcc;\llse I verily believe that this circumstance 
and constant employment have contributed to keep them in 
the highest health :llld most remarkable discipline. These 
facts nrc so stdking, thnt officers and men acknowledge that 
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we were much better off without the ration of spirits than we 
could possibly have been with it.' 
This garrison would never have gained the title of 
'Illustrious' had spirit·drinking been possible. It always 
has been most productive of insubordination and sickness 
in the ranks of the army. Whenever Dritish troops have been 
deprived of this dangerous ration, they have always done their 
duty more cheerfully, and endured hardship more patiently. 
It is to be expected, as evidence accumulates on this subject, 
that the spirit ration will be abolished, and tea substituted for 
men on active service. 
Frequent reference 1s made to the distribution of Afghan 
Temperance honours. The honour consisted of a silver bar, 
with 1 Afghanistan, I 879,' in raised letters, being prcseltted to 
every man who f.1.ithfully kept his pledge through the cmn-
paign; and, according to our returns, 42z bars were distri-
buted. 
The army in India presents a vast fi eld of labour for Chris-
ti:m workers. Our soldiers are on foreign service, and in a 
heathen land where they arc isolated from the people amongst 
whom they live, and separated from their friends at home, 
they specially appe:tl to our S)'ITifl:llhy and need our minis-
trations in the cantonments in which they arc garrisoned. 
Those who have been pri\·ileged to work amongst them are 
sensible of the gratitude they mnnifest for :my interest that 
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may have been taken in them. No class .of men arc more 
grateful to those who labour amongst the m than Driti~h 
soldiers in India. 
If in any degree the perusal of this record of work among 
them should arouse in the hearts of my readers n desire to 
do something for their welf.1re in Inclia, I shall feel amply 
repaid for the privations I cndmcd nnd the cfnngers I encoun-
tered in walking through the Kh}'Lcr Pass to Cabttl. 
i\[ u:-; DF.Sl.l'.\' V 11.1 . • 1, Sou rust:A, 
D,·rtml-?r, JSSZ. 
]. <;ELSON GREGSON. 
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CHAl'TER f. 
FRO~t I.AII ORE TO l'f.SliAWUR. 
Tm: railwny journey to Jhclum is through n deeply interesting 
pnrt of the l'unj:mb, it crosses the winding R;1vcc 1\lld the 
wide-spreading Chcnab, which is spanned by one of the longest 
railway bridges in the world, its length being three miles and a. 
half. The Chenab recalls to mind the sad disaster of Chillian-
wallah, where our army was nearly cut to pieces. At Wnzccr-
nbad the usual knives, horn-glasses, and walking-sticks, which 
screw together in three parts, were brought ronnel fur sale. 
This was the Shclftcld of the Punjanb, in the days when H.un-
ject Singh mach: his swords, and spe:ns, which did so much 
mischief, when lighting ngainst our troops. Although th~sc 
Wuzccmbnd knives arc not CCJUallo the Sheffield blades, they 
arc very good sp~cimens of native work, and quite worth the 
money they nsk for them, which is from one to five rupees. 
As soon ns we crossed the milway bridge at Jhclum, we snw 
the vnst preparations which were being made in the Tmnsport 
Department for conveying stores to the front. Some of the 
ponies and camels were in n very wretched condition, certainly 
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they had not the appearance of being fit for baggage nninlals; in 
fact they were hnrdly strong enough to carry the pack~ on 
which the loads had to be secured. In consequence of tbe 
herding together of cattle, and the crowding of natives who 
attended on them, cholera l1ad broken out ir1 the station, and 
the officer in charge of the Transport Department dicrl a few 
days before I passed through. 
Nothing could be mocc uninviting than a dirty house nel<it 
to the dilk bungalow, miscalled the Jhelmn Hotel; everything 
was simply filthy- dirty servants, broken-down chairs, walls 
that had not been whitewashed for an age, and food that satis-
fied one by looking nt it. Most fortunately for me, my telegram 
from Lahore had secured a scat in the d;1k • for Rawul Pindee, 
or I should have been obliged to m:tke the best or this Jhelum 
Hotel for ftve days. When the time came for stnrtiog, my 
companion had a most unreasonable quantity of luggage, to 
which the diik baboo1· very respectfully objected. 1,1e bare 
thought of a native raising an objection seemed to ignite a 
mine of bad templ!r in this fellow-traveller, who wat fresh from 
England, and consequently could neither understand wbnt was 
said nor could he explain himself, and so roared in 'his Math 
like an English bull, and kicked the unfortunate driver for pre. 
suming to refuse to take his baggJgc. At this I 1hought I 
might offer my services as interpreter, and tried tQ make him 
understand in his own lrmguage, that the native baboo was 
only objecting in accordance with the regulatio1u to his heavy 
baggage: by this time the ba\loo had retired from the scene 
somewhat afrnid of the enlightened Englishman's boot-maker, 
who is too frequently introduced to the natives, giving them a 
taste of British shoe-leather. The end of the matter was, that 
after hnlf nn hour's delay we started, and the cnrnged Britisber 
was sleeping and snoring away his anger. It is to be hoped 
that this 'New-come' wilt soon pass the lower standard cxami. 
" Diik, a mail CMI, t D:ik b~boo, n p~l·oflice cleTir. 
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nation in the langua~e, and treat the natives with thcir ·owll 
vocabulary instead of English leather. 
The road from Jhelum to R1wul Pindce was almost in a. 
condition of block: a long lim: of weary bullocks were dragging 
their heavy loads on to Peshawttr, and what with drivers fast 
asleep in the carts; and teams of four bullocks to huge hackeries, 
and long strings of camels, we were constantly coming to a. 
standstill : every now and then we banged against some un-
fortunate cart that had come to grief on the road; left just 
where the wheel came off, in the middle of the road or on the 
side, no matter where. Then in addition to the constant blow-
ing of the driver's bugle, the dust was fl!arful, rendering a 
night's d:1k from Jhclum to Pindcc as uncomfortable, wretched, 
and wearisome as it was possible to be, and mnking me long 
for the old iron-horse and the two iron ra ils, which e nable the 
tr:wellcr to sleep comfortably and get o ver the brround rapidly. 
There is this consolation, the railway is being m;\de, and cxtm 
rates and extra labour are now making the optning of the line 
a possibility next year, Coolies of every description arc ex-
ceedingly scarce at Pindee, on account of the high rates paid 
on the railway-works. 
At l'indce I was most kirully and hospitably received by 
~rr. Thackwell, oft he American Presbyterian ~-fission. Although 
the whole of his time i:l given to native work, h e has deep 
sympathy with work among soldiers, and would gladly hold a 
service for them, but for the unsat isfactory conditio11 of his 
health, which will not admit of extra work. The first meeting 
I held was in the theatre of the Eighty-first. The men o( the 
regiment are suffering very badly from fever, the hospital is 
crowded, and I- noticed in going through the barracks that 
numbers of men had been obliged to cover thernsclvcs with 
their blankets, as they were suffering from ague. Fever 
has never been known to be so bad at this station before : 
while Europeans are reduced to a condition of extreme weak-
I-2 
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nes!i, natives :\I'C dying by hundreds. After the meeting I 
st:ntcd for Attock, this time with :l fellow-traveller who had 
cviclcntly passed the ' lower standard;'* conseqnently there was 
no trouble o r difficulty of any description, :lnd we reached Fort 
Attock early the following morning. T here can be no donut 
th:lt this looks like the natural boundary of llriti5h India, as so 
m :my Inc\ian statesmen of the old school h:lve thought. T he 
mighty InJus, swelled by the Cabul river, roars with great im-
petuosity through the bold rocks which keep the river in a 
narrow channel. There is no chance of the rive r ovcrriowing 
the rocky ln nk, though it has been known lo rise sixty fed in 
twcnty-iour hours. Durin~ the cold season the ri,•er is bridged 
with bo.1ts, which have to be removed as soon as the rains set 
in ; and I suppose this suggested to some enterprising engineer 
the hnppy or unhn ppy thought of boring a tunnel undt::r the 
Indus, which has been done nt an enormous cost, and only to 
r<!su\t in a most useless nnd expensive piece of work, which has 
never been of nny service, nnd now llC\'Cr can l.Je, as the ri,•cr 
will soon be bridged l>y the railway, mtd the water wi ll be 
allowed lo rcm:lin in the tunne l, although the splendid steam-
pumps which were sent from Englnnd to pump the tunnel dry, 
nne\ keep it so, nrc rusting on the rocks at Attock. In crossing 
the bridge one could not help wondering whether this was the 
spot where the great Mnccdonian crossed the Indus, and who, 
when he lwd conquered the world, cried because there were no 
more worlds to be crushed j anc\ then :lt lnst was himself con-
quered by drink, and died n. drunkard'l; death after leading_ 
:mnies to conquest in every part of the civili?.ed world. Not 
f:n from the hridgc of boats at the junction o f the I nrins and 
the Cabul, the di fference in the two rivers is most mnrkcd 'nnd 
distinct; the clear water of the Indus flows for some distance l>y 
the side of the mudd}' Cal.Jul r iver without uniting with it. 
We had a meeting for tbc Attock Garrison in the evening, nnC. 
• The lower stand~nl is the firs t cxnmin~tion in Hindoostancc. 
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the men of the artillery nnrl the Se\'entcenth united together. 
The garrison i; very small, only consisting of a battery of 
artillery and a company of the Seventeenth. 
Early the next morning I went on to Nowsher..l, which is just 
half.way between Attock and Peshawur. There is a very com-
fort;\blc d:1k bungalow, where I stayed the Sunday. On Satur-
day evening I had :l very good meeting with the Seventt:cnth 
Regiment, and presented Afghan bars, as I did at Pindec, to 
those who were entitled to them. It will be an honour which 
they never need be ash:\med of wearing, and will be an inter-
esting reminder of hard marches and great privations on the 
Afghan expedition of 1879· On Sunday morning I had a 
prayer-meeting, and in the evening an evangelistic meeting in 
the prayer·room, which is at the end of one of the barracks. 
How I long to find our abstinence men working for Christ, 
and leading their comrades on to a higher and truer life 
than that which they can lind in themselves. 
I got into Peshawur about half-past ten, and was very has· 
pitnbly received hy Mr. Davis. Here! I found the Twenty-fifth 
regiment, and arranged with Colonel RuddelL for a meeting in 
the theatre. The Colonel very kindly presented til<.! Afghan 
bars. The men have suffered, and arc suffcrin;{ a great dtnl 
from the fe~•cr, which seems to be inseparable from this station. 
In addition to the Temperance meeting, we had an Evange-
listic meeting in the soldiers' prayer-room. There is something 
exceedingly interesting in the fact that this room was built for 
the good of our soldiers by that fine Christian soldier, the late 
Colonel Wheeler, who lies buried in Agra. He not only erected 
this praycr-rO<uu for his owr1 countrymen·, tmt ~also preached the 
Go.,pe\ of Christ in the ba1.anr11 to the l\Iohnmmcdan~ On one 
occasion, when they were abusing him in a very violent manner, 
his sycc• retaliated, and abused them back again. As soon t\S 
the Colonel heard this, he told tho syce to go outside the city-
" Sycc, groom, 
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gate and wait for him there, and reproved him for gi\•ing abuse, 
the syce tric~ to justify himself, by saying, 'Sahib, they abused 
you.' The Sahib, however, had learnt the great lesson of re-
turning good for evil, remembering the action of his divine 
Mnster, who, whCI\ He was reviled, reviled not again. Thus 
this noble Christian soldier was the first to preach the Gospel in 
the bazaar of Pcshawur, nnd n\so to erect a prayer-room for the 
European soldiers, years before Lord Lawrence promulgated his 
memorable order for the erection of pr:1.ycr-rooms in the canton-
ments of India. 
The Church mission m:1.y be said to have been founded by 
another earnest Chri~tian soldier, Sir Herbert Edwards, who, in 
t855, was Commissioner of Peshawur. Some apprehension 
of danger was fdt by those who distrusted and feared the pro-
pagation of the Gospel in so bigote d a stronghold of Moham-
medanism. An onicer put down his name on the subscription 
list thus-' Om ruper: towards rt Duuu and Adam's ,-,_·vq/tJt:r for 
lhtJ flrslmissio;wr)•.' But Herbert Edwards was too brave a 
man, too wise a politician, and too bold n. Christian to share 
such fears. In his missionary speech at a meeting in Pcshawur, 
he uttered the following memorable words: ' In this crowded 
city we hear the Brahmin in his t emple sound his sunkh and 
gnng; the muezzin on his lofty minaret tills the air with the 
azfln; and the civil Government, which protects them both, will 
take upon itself the duty of protecting the Christian missionary 
who goes forth to preach the Gospel. Above all, we may be 
quite sure that we arc much safer if we do our duty thnn if we 
neglect it, and that He who hnth b.rought \lS here with His own 
right ann will shield nnd bless us, if in simple reliance upon Him 
we try to do His will.' The C hurch missionaries have nob\)' 
sustained all that these words sugges t, and in the present mis-
sionaries, the Revs. T. P. Hughes and Jukes, the mission is 
most ably represented. The mission·house contains a very 
valuable library, which owes its existence to the libcmlity of 
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Mr. Hughes, who started it with the proceeds of a reward 
received from Government for an able Pushtoo work which he 
edited. Although Dr. Care>•'s translation of the Dible in 
Pushtoo hns long been superseded, it shows the deep interest 
that gifted and l:uge-hearted man had in ever)'thing which 
nfft:ctcd the spread of the Gospel in India. While residing at 
Scram pore, and working laboriously among Bengalecs, he found 
time to think of the Afghans, and to translate the Bible into 
Push too. 
CHAPTER H. 
FROM I'ESIIAWUR TO D.\KK,\. 
P~slunvur, NvzJ<'mb.-r 11/h, 1879.- The General ha~ gr:mted me 
permission to go to the front, and directed me to the Quarter-
master-General for information respecting troops going up. I 
fmd that a detachment of the Fift)'-tirst and Sevcnty·second 
nre going in n day or two, so that I shall have n good escort 
::~11 the way, the transport officer was somewhat J>lll.7.lcd in 
giving me my official de~igll:ltion, by which I was allowed n 
certain rate of baggage; at last it wras decided I should have 
the baggage allowance of a st:~ff ofliccr, which eMblcd me to 
indent for three mules to carry my ))clongings to Cabul. 
There is n great deal of sickness in the station ; nearly every-
one either is, or has been, down with fever. The chaplain told 
me that he hnd buried 2oo during the ye:tr. This heavy mor-
tality may be accounted for by the troops coming back from the 
front with cholem. 
N o7tl!mbcr t211t.- Dusy getting my kit together, which consists 
of a tent, a charpoy, a stool, and a small terapoy, two saucepans 
and a tin bowl, n few stores, a small tin box of clothes, and 
bedding. Not havin;; sttccceded in getting a horse, I shall have 
to walk, and hope I shall be able to manage it, although a 
medical friend has given a very decided opinion against the 
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attempt. l\Iy consolation is that the men have to do it, and I 
shalt be able to understand their difficulties better if I walk 
with them. 
J.Vo~·.:mb.:r r 4//1.-Dclaycd on account of the detachment not 
s tarting. I went down to the camp, bnt could not get any ccr 
tain information, so determined to start for J umrood to-mor-
rol\'1 which is Saturday, where I can halt till Monday, when the 
detachment may overtake me. After visiting the men in camp, 
I went down _to the transport officer, ncar the fort, to get my 
three mules. In one batch of camels I saw three dead; and of 
all the wretched, half-starved looking creatures, I never saw 
anything like the camels, horses, ponies, mules, donkeys, and 
bullocks that were camped together by hundreds. I was 
th;mkful to find that the three which had been told off to me 
were not the worst I saw, though they were very weak and lean. 
J.''ci7JtJIIb<'r •Sih.-To enable me to make an early start, I was 
up before five, when it was pitch-dark, and had everything !'Cady 
for loading by the time it was light, in the hope that we should 
be a good distance on the rO<ld to J umrood before the heat of 
the day. Unfortunately, all this early rising wns of no avail; 
we were loading and unloading the wretched ponies till eight 
o'clock ; these unfortunate creatures were so we:1.k that they 
fell down with the weight of a lo~d that an)' ordinary coolie 
would have carried on his head. After unpacking my boxes 
and leaving behind my stores, books, and c.xtra blankets, we 
managed to make :l start for the Khyber. The knock-kneed 
ponies waddled along rather than walked. I dragged the 
leading pony, my bearer took the second, and the man in charge 
took the third, and n queer lot we looked clr;~_;ging these 
mi:;crablc creatures along the road in a most doleful condition. 
There was no help for it, as they would not move without being 
dragr:;cd alon~. At last I got relieved of my weary task by pro-
mising an Afghan;~ rupee to lead my brute to Jumrood. The 
road to this fort is exceedingly dreary-no trees, no villnge~, 
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and no cultivation be yon'! British territory. Nothing but 
stones and the skeleton bones of camels and bullocks right and 
left of the road, the first signs of the break·down, or t!t:nrl amtli-
tio11 of the gig:mtic Transport Department. The J umrood Fort 
is built of nntd, with a large courtyard used by the Commis-
~nriat Department for stores, and is garrisoned by n .i\Iadms 
regiment. 
The Commissariat sergeant in charge was one of our old 
members, and soon put me in the wa)' of making out indents 
for my rations and my transrort cattle. My rations were as 
follows: Bread, x} lb.; meat, 1 {- lb. ; potatoes, r lb. ; rice, 
4 oz. ; salt, 5 oz.; tea, 1 oz. ; sugar, 3 oz. ; fircwoorl, J lb. 
I was in hopes of spending a quiet Sunday at the fort, and lefc 
l'eshawlll' to-day for the purpose ; but unfortunately two very 
bad cases of cholera broke nut, and the men go into camp 
to-morrow morning, and the medical oOiccr thinks I had better 
leave. A strong escort starts in the morning for Ali ?.·Iusjid, 
an{\ I have arranged to go with it, rather than wait for the 
detachment from Peshawur. 
NtJi!<'/11/Jtr x6/h.- Thcrc was a dreaclful noise nil night-
camels constantly growling, dri vcrs cur.>ing, dogs IJ:ul<in;;, and 
policemen howling, and the sentry now and then challenging, 
'Who goes there?' I woke rather too early, but hcari ng so 
much noise, made sure the convoy was about to start. Having 
lighted a match, I looked at my watch, and fancied it had 
stopped, and was going to light my spirit-lamp to make a cup 
of Leibig's beef-tea, when the fort-gong struck two, which con-
v inccd me that my watch was going rightly enough, and that it 
was my sleepy head which was wrong. \Vc turned out at five, 
and had everything ready by hnlf-past six for loading. 1\fter 
yesterday's experience, I changed my transport ponies for 
bullocks, and got on a good den I better. After a long delay of an 
hour ;111d a. half, a very 5mart little Goorkha sergeant came up 
and said, 'Gllard ready, sahib.' The guard· consisted of eight 
• 
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fine stalwart Sikhs, with the smart little Goorkha sergeant in 
charge. I marched at the head of my escort armed with a r;ood 
oak walking-stick. 
The road was through a country of stones-nothing but 
stones ; no trees of any description, no grass, no cattle, no 
villages, nothing but barren ruggedness. A strong wind sweeps 
over the ground for about two miles before entering the pass. 
At the entrance of the Khrber the roarl winds along the bed of 
a river, and the celebrated Ali :\Iusjid Fort cnn be seen from the 
rising ground. After winding along the dry stony bed of the river 
for some distance, the road ascend:~ the hill on the left of the 
pass, nnd rises until n low range of hills has been crossed, and 
then descends into a wild gorge, where a mountain stream 
rushes down over its rocky bed: a few trees and some green 
grass make a bright oasis in a. desert of stones, rocks, and 
barren hills. These wild mo\lntain-rangcs have given the world 
a race of the wildest-looking creatures ; savage in countenance 
wild in nppear:mcc, dirty :md f1lthy in dress: the Afreclce Afghan 
is the type of a lawless robber. The rocks arc bored on all 
sides with caves, in which these rufli:ms arc in the habit of wait-
ing for hnrmless and unprotected travelle rs, who arc sure to lose 
both their lh·cs and their goods as soon as they enter the Pass. 
On my way up the hill-road I met a detachment of the Twelfth 
Regiment, and had the pleasure of shaking hands with some of 
our nbstainers who had rcmainerl f.'lithful through the campaign. 
Even the non-abstainers acknowledged that they could march 
bette1· on tea than rum. I then n~ked them where they were 
going, and thC)' nnswcrcd, with nsmile, 'Home I' At the sound 
of tha t word, my heart felt too full to let me speak, and as I 
w:~lkcd on, I tho11ght of Jo,•ed ones who would be quietly 
attending divine scr\'ice ns I marched throuah the wild Pass 
this Sabbath morning. At Ali ;\·lusjid I found the Second 
N. I . very busy getting ready to stnrt. 1'he commanding officer 
very kindly invited me to the ir mea, so thnt I W:ll well 
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cared for. It was impossible to have a service in the midst 
of the bustle an<l confllsion inseparable from brenking up 
camp, so spent the time in reading Dr. C. J. V:1t1ghnn'sscnnon~ 
on' Lessons of Life and Godliness,' which I cnjo}•cd cxcccdingl}'· 
The level ground on which the camp is pitched is completely 
surrounded with hills. Ali Mnsjid looks down upon it, and 
the hill-tops arc crowned with small forts, 'very like the ol<l 
round Martello towers in England. The whole place is com-
m:mdcd on all sides, and would be absolutely impregnable if 
held by our troops; new barrack buildings have been erected 
at the old fort, which has completely changed its original 
appearance. 
At sunset it wns very grand to listen to the bugles, as the 
sound echoed and re-echoed among the mountains, and then 
far away a faint answer seemed to come as from another camp 
down the Pass. This regiment has su!Terecl terribly from sick-
ness, it has lost a hundred men by death, and has a hospital 
roll of .fimr lumtlrd sick, chiefly from fever: the Thirty-ninth 
N. I. suffered as much, when camped here. The Second and 
Thirty-ninth N. J. Reginwnts will have very sad recollections ol 
Ali 1\lusjid. 
J.Voz;,:mb.-r •7/h.-Up at f1vc, and got my spirit.lamp at work, 
making an cxcell\!nt cup of beef-tea before starting. Striking 
the tent anrl packing the baggage took some time, and then the 
shrill blast of the bugles went echoing over the mountains, 
making the wild gorge rc\•erbcrate with the sound. Then 
commenced the general bustle and noise connected with 
marching. Knock, knock, knocking all over the camp; the 
pegs were soon drawn, and the white canvas tents struck by 
the word of command. The order was giv~n, and at once the 
rows of tents were down, so that by time it was light, not a 
tent was stauding; then came the busy task of loading the 
camels, and what between the growling of these creatures and 
the loud threats of the camel-drivers, it is impossible to imagine 
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the din of confusion whic h lasted till the c:uncls were \oadcJ. 
Every man had to look aftct' his own interests, and l p~id sotnl! 
attention to mine, bnt fonnd to my disgust that my bullock~ 
had gone back to Jnmrood ; so there:: I was, stranded, without 
:my means of goi ng on or getting back. Away I 1\'L'Ill to the 
tent of the Commissariat sergeant and woke him up from a 
comfortable sleep; after a good deal of rubbing of his eyes, 
and calling for h is bearer, he ~;mdunlly discovered that it was 
not a nightmare of c;unc\s and bullocks waking him up, hut a 
s ·1hib in real distress, who needed camels or bullocks to take 
his baggage on to the next camp. H aving impressed upon him 
the necess ity of doing something at once, as the escort was 
about to start, h e ga1•e the chowdry * the order to le t me h;\Ve 
three mules, which I promised lo return as soon as I arrived at 
Luncli K o tal. Then by using a rupee persuader, I got the 
chowdry to find the mules in a vcrr short space of time, and 
was ready to march at half-past sc\•en. T he road was by the 
side of the Khyber river which runs through the gorge. At the 
base of the bluff rock o n which the f<>rt is built, rmd close to 
the little Musjid, Ali l\{u~;jid, from which the fort takes its name, 
:~ new road is bci ng cut, or rather blasted, out of the solid rock, 
very much higher than the present one, which is liaiJle to be 
fl ooded in the rains. About three miles from the fort we came 
\lpon an extensive vnllcr, in which there were some dcsl!rtcd 
\'illagcs; each village had the appcnmnce of a mud fort, with 
one or two towers, and sometimes a tower was built at each 
corner of the village. The:: first sigr1 of anything like civili?.ation 
was a flock of goats drive n by an Afghan bO)' over fields that 
seemed lo provide nothing but stones for pastnmge. The dead 
r.nd rotten cnrcases of donkeys, ponies, bullocks ;mel camels 
made the march most o(f~.:nsivc and loathsome; I seemed to be 
inhaling typhoid every ~tcp of the way. A dying c:1mel is n. 
most pat hctic sight ; the poor I.Jeast dies in harness, carrying his 
" Chowdry, ~ n~tivc inspector, 
'1"11~ Kll\'ll t:K 1';\S~ . 
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loaci to death, and when he can bear the burden no longer, sits 
down with his legs IInder him, and dies. At tht! other end of the 
valley Lundi Kotal camp came in sight; first the Field Hospital, 
then the llcngal Cavalry had their cnmp pitched about two miles 
from the nag-staff, at the General's tent; then followed different 
native regiments, a regular ba1A1ar, and on rising ground the 
Emopean regiment, the artillery and the headqunrtcrs of the 
brigade. I went to the Quarter-mastcr·Gcncral's tent and got 
permission to pitch my tent on the usual camping-ground for 
convoys, etc., quite a mile from his tent, which I found rather 
a hard march, after a weary and dusty journey. The ground 
was close to the Commissariat stores, so I went in to order my 
rntions, and was greatly astonished and plt:ased to find Mr. 
Eukcr in charge of the godol\'n. if As soon :JS he saw me, he 
f.1irly jumped and shouted, 'Dless me I who would ever have 
thought of seeing )'Oil at Lundi Kota.l ?' He at once took me 
into his tent, nnd asked me to remain there as long as I was in 
camp. After a tub- oh, wasn't it n luxurious treat I water in 
this camp is so scarce that a tin of water is more common for 
a bath than a tulJ. Every drop has to be brought four miles 
into camp, so that water is more precious than rum at Lundi 
Kotal. After breakfast I calli:!d on the General ;md other 
ofliccrs, and got everything arranged for a meeting in the lines 
of the Twelfth Regiment. We move on to-morrow, and this time 
the Tra.nsport Department gave me a camel to carry my 
baggage. What next? First three miserable ponies, hardly 
able to c<~rry themselves without any baggagt::; then bullocks, 
which I considered an improvement upun the ponies, but 
dreadfully slow; then came the mules which were best of all-
they walked along with a. goodwill, wngging their long ear.i and 
tails, as much as to say, 'We would rather carry your baggage 
than our heavy commissariat loads; and now I am to have a 
camel, which I hope will not drop down on the rood and die. 
~' Godown, Commi..s;ui~l sto1ts, 
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Having got permission from the commanding officer to 11se 
the tents which had been pitched for the Roman Catholic 
padre's .. services, provided the padre had no objection, I called 
on the Roman Catholic padre, and was very kindly received ; 
he at once granted me leave to hold my meeting in his tents. 
To usc his Ol\'ll words, he said : 
' It is nelther consecrated nor dedicated.' 
'No, neither; and,' I added, 'it's only a tent.' 
'Yes, only a tent; and I think you may have it for the meet-
ing-your meeting is for a good purpose.' 
I was much struck with the simplicity of this gpod man, who 
was in very had health, suffering from the effects of sunstroke. 
He travelled from Kandahar to this place last June, and when 
travelling in a dhoolic in Scinde he quite expected to be dead 
before he reached Jacoba bad. He said the heat in crossing the 
sand was fearful, but it had to be done; it was work for the 
Master, and he quietly said : 1 It would not have mattered if I 
had died, it was God's work, and that is worth dying for.' 
This showed a spirit of perfect devotion to the service of God, 
willing to live and ready to die. 
In the evening we had our meeting i11 the tent, and had a 
large attendance. The Colonel of the Twelfth Regiment very 
kindly presided, and presented the Afghan bars to the men who 
had remained faithful to their pledges through the campaign. 
Forty mcml>ers rccei,·cd this special honour. I was very 
greatly interested in going through the Commi3sariat godowns, 
which were full of all kinds of stores for the usc of the troops, 
including every description of warm clotbing, preserved meats 
ond vegetablcs1 as well as patent horse-biscuits for the cavalry. 
Afghan prisoners are constantly brought into camp, and tried 
for robbing and murdering our native followers who stmy from 
the lines. An oflicer who is familiar with these tribes is trying 
to mise an irregular regiment among these lawless ruffians, and 
• P:ulrc, priest. 
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has succcerled to some extent in forming them into an armed 
police, giving them charge of the road through the Khyber. 
One of the native soldiers of .ny escort said that they were a 
race of savages 'who neither knew God nor man.' This same 
man could not restrain the remark n~ we walked through the 
wild and barren defiles of the Khyber : ' What is the usc of 
taking such n country? there is nothing but rocks and stones 
and savages.' Not ::m 1mrcasonnblc remark upon the Afghan 
question, when there is nothing but rocks and stones and wild-
looking Afghans to be seen. 
I had a very nice :md interesting visit to the large· Field 
Hospital, and went into each tent and spoke to the men abont 
the power of Christ to s:wc them from sin. :\Jany sat up on 
their cots and listened very attcnti\'ely. Poor fellows, it moved 
me greatly to sec their gratitude for my visit. ,\t present there 
is neither Scripture-reader nor chaplain* to visit the sick and 
comfort the dying. During the bst campaign there was a very 
earnest chaplain in charge, the Rev. J. Spcns, who was obliged 
to take sick-lc<wc. To usc the expression of one of the men, 
' He seemed to live in the hospitill.' All through the drc:tdful 
visitation of cholera he was always attending the men. It is to 
be hopctl that a like-minded man will succeed him in the im-
portant duties of n chaplain on acti\'C service. Each brigade 
requires an earnest chaplain, and an acti,,e Scripture-reader. 
I wns much interested in a Commissariat sergcnnt who signed 
the pledge, a most accomplished liNgllisl, having passed in the 
higher standard exnmination, and what is most remarkable, in 
Sanscrit ; he c:m speak Persian and l)ushtoo, and might, one 
would think, find a better sphere for his abilities thaJl in 
superintending the baking of bread in the Commissariat 
Department, for which office a knowledge of Persian and 
Sanscrit is not necessary. 
• Chnpl~ins were sent up afterwards 
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CHAPTER III. 
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.Dakk11, Nm;.:m/Jo•r H)/II, •879.-Up at five, nnd nttemptcd to 
make a start with a camel instead of mules, and found the 
' patient beast of burden' exceedingly impalimt and obstinate. 
He objected very strongly to carry :my baggage, and had a. 
favourite trick of jumping up with n fearful growl as soon as the 
men began loading, and three times he succeeded in throwing 
everything off. After a great d eal of trouble and delay we got 
started, and had a long and tedious march down to Lundi-
Khana, where the convoy is made up for Dakka. The T rnns-
sport sergeant in charge was one of our men, and had very 
thoughtfully got me a comfortable breakfast ready, which was 
quite unexpected and very acceptable. The table in his tent 
was a most ingenious contrivance. It was simply the wheel of 
a broken bullock·hackcry; the axle was made to d o duty for a 
centre leg, and the wheel fo rmed :u1 excellent round table, 
covered with white wnx.doth, with a lantern on the top. The 
man who thought of this camp-table ought to have taken out a. 
patent for a revolving round table, a first-rate cont rivance when 
servants arc not so numerous ns in peaceful c:mtonmel\t s. The 
convoy consisted of camels, bullocks, mules, donkeys, carts, and 
a mixed multitude taking all kinds of stores to the front. This 
part of the Pass is the most dangerous between Jumrooct and 
Jellalnbad; the hills :ue infested with a number of lawless robbers, 
who only live on rlnnder. The other day the rl:lk was fired at, 
and convoys nrc constantly being robbed. These convoys 
straggle so fearfully, that it would be quite impossible for the 
escort to protect them when two or three miles separate the 
advnnce-guard from the rcar·gnard. Defore going into the tent 
for my breakfast, I took care to get my camel well to the front 
of the convoy, close to the advance-guard; and after breakfast 
I was very vexed to find that the wretched cnmel-driver had 
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left my servant in charge of the camel, while the convoy 
march ed on, leaving my unfortunate baggage nearer the rear-
gunrd than the advance-guard. l'vly servant was looking very 
disconsolate and frightened, and nearly cried when I told him 
that it was a dangerous road, and tha t he must keep up with 
thl.! escort He then compl:lincd that he wouldn't have come 
if he harl only known what the country was like, and then 
fairly broke down. I then reminded him that we were under 
the protection of God, when on His service, as mnch as whcri 
we were in India. This seemed to cheer him, and he kept 
pretty c lose to the escort as we wandered through the wild Pass 
to Dnkka. T his servant wns a native Chri:;tian, ':mel a more 
attentive and f.'lithful servant never served me. At Sherpore he 
wns most invaluable. 
During the dny we met a great many respectable Afghans 
coming down from Cabnl to Peshawnr-whole families; some 
of the women were complete!}' cove red with most peculiarly-
constructed d resses, so as to hide the very shape of their bodies ; 
in fact, they looked like large pillow-cases or bales of cotton 
riding on ponies. We also met a lnrgc convoy of sick and 
wounded in dhoolics on their way to Peshawur. As soon as we 
got out of the narrow Pass the valley of Dnkka came full in 
view. About a mile from the fort we pnsscd a large camp of 
Cnbulecs, merchants from Cnbul, taking grapes, pomegranates, 
raisins and dried fn1its to India. T he t'cnts were simply black 
blankets resting upon sticks, and the boys and girls were n lot 
of rough young Afghans, who would be just ns wild and savage 
as their foref.1thcrs. The fort is a l:ugc square building close 
to the river, which sepnrntcs it from the town of Lnllpoom. The 
fort was nothing but a large yard surrounded with high mud 
walls. T he inner yard had rows of rooms round the wall, '9o'ith 
a wide vcrnnda, which was evid ently the old barracks ol the 
Ameer. In the centre of the yard is 3. building used by the 
oflicers of the native regiment qunrtered here as a mess-house ; 
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and in a small garden enclosure the onicers pitch their tents. 
The garrison consists of a native regiment nne\ two guns of a. 
mount:lin battery. I had a meeting in one of the rooms in the 
veranda wall and presented llomb:udier Wells with the Afghan 
Dar, and also two signallers, one belonging to the Fifty-first and 
the other to the Twelfth Regiment. 
Basnwul, Nov,·mb<r r2/h.-I felt the cold more keenly bst 
night than I had ever done before. :;\[y Poslilmr"~ was a great 
comfort, and kept me warm and snug during the night. In the 
morning I got away with the d<1k escort, which tr:wels much 
faster than the convoy. Her :Majesty's mails were carried on 
three donkeys (it was the parcel diik) ; the letter d~k is carried 
by sowars. The guard managed to pttt an extra load on one of 
the donkeys and reserve one for themselves, which they very 
politely oficred me before mounting the poor beast. Each 
sepoy hnd n turn at donkey-riding; I preferred my OWl\ feet. 
As soon as we got through the Khoord Khyber P.1ss, we came 
\tpon an extensive valley. It was a great treat to sec signs of 
civilization in cultivated fields, men busy ploughing, women 
busy wnshing at the ri\'er, or, more correctly speaking, beating 
the clothes on hard stones; herds of cattle and flocks of sheep 
and goats were grazing in the valley, in charge of bright-eyed 
Afghan boys. The villages, trees, fields and r.attle, and 
villagers busy at their work, formed a pleasing contmst to the 
rough rocks in the wild Pass we had just passed through. 
When the signaller in the fort at Dakka told me thnt he 
received signals from Pi,-gnk, I little thou~ht that there was 
such n literal repetit ion of Pisgah in J\fghanistnn, overlooking 
the well-wntcred plains of Dakk:t, with the wild and rocky 
passes behind, corresponding to the barren wilderness of Sinai, 
just as the Lundi ri\'er reminded one of the Jonlan with the 
fruitful plain of Dakka by its side. Is it only a strange coinci-
dence that the land shoulcl have the names of various places of 
• Poshlcen, an A(ghan sheep-skin coat. 
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I)alcstinc, that the reople shoulrl have Jewish names and rc-
markahlc Jewish features; or are they, as some imagine, some 
of the lost tribes of the house of Israel? 
Rasmvul is the next camp (or mud fort) ; it is in a wide plain 
of stones, with a high mountain-range, covercrl with snow, not 
very far dist:mt. The plain is surrounded with hills, the ~;r:md 
Snfcd Koh, with its snow-capped peaks, towering far abO\'e them 
all. The camp consists of a regiment of Bengal Cavalry, 
two squadrons of the Carabineers, two guns of C 3, Royal 
Artillery, and two companies of the Twelfth Regiment. fiefore 
the meeting I went round the hospital tents, and thouflhl soi11e 
of the men looked very bad. Poor fellows-the~· were gl:1d to 
be visited. Our meeting was held in a tent kindly lent for the 
purpose; the men got pieces of timber, and laid them across for 
seats, and during my lecture crowded round, hoth inside and 
outside. At the close, several men signee! the pledge. Nearly 
every night the camp is fired into, and the dnty is very heavy. 
We were very fortunate in having no shots fired into camp 
the night we were there. 
JWm.-mbc~r 2 rr/, JJari/.:ab.-This morning the convoy started 
very late; it was nearly eight o'clock before we made a 
move. I got tired of waiting, and went on with a party of 
signallers who hnd to go every day to a hill about two miles 
from camp to signal. When we reached the signal-station the 
convoy was a long way behind; so I ventured on alone, armed 
with my walking-stick, until I cnme to the half-way hnlting-
place, where the escort was waiting to relieve the TI:lsawul 
escort. The sergeant ill charge of the escort said that the road 
was pfrfectly safe, so I ventured on, to B:uikab, without wait-
ing for the convoy. I found it very heavy walking, as the road 
was nothing but a track across a sandy plain. On tuy way I 
passed several deserted villages, and then came to a large one 
where the people were busily engaged in peacefully looking 
after thcil' fields and cattle, women were beating the clothes 
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most vigorously by the village stream, and for the first time 
I saw a lot of children playing a rough and boisterous game. 
The game seemed to be in keeping with Afghan instincts. One 
big rough-looking lad was in the centre of a ring, on all fours, 
surrounded by a number of equally rough boys who were shout-
ing, and bawling, and beating the unfortunate fellow in the 
centre with their puggrees; whenever the centre boy got a 
crack from a puggreeil- he gave himself a sharp twist, and tried 
to knock down with his leg the boy who had struck him. 
These Afghan boys play at beating each other when lads, and 
shooting one another when men. They are also fond of stick-
ing a big knife into a hear of mud, which drills them in the 
treacherous custom of stabbing their neighbours when they 
ate old enough to fight for their tribe. 
The fort a t this camr is very small, and the camp only con-
sists of two squadrons of Bengal Cavalry. I was glad to find 
two excellent officers who knew me. :Major C-- , command-
ing the camp, and Captain -- of the Bengal Cavalry. They 
received me very kindly in their mess-tent. The table was a 
solid square of mud, raised about two feet from the ground, 
which answered very well ; only there was no place for our 
legs under the table : but remember a mud table is better than 
no table at nil. My tent is comfortably pitched close to the 
high wall of the fort, so there is no danger of my being fired 
into to-night. One night there was a great deal of excitement in 
camp, as guns were heard in the direction of some large vil-
lages between this and Basawul, which made them think there 
was a sharp engagement going on. The Major turned out his 
men, and away they went in the direction of the firing; and after 
being out for some hours, they got sufficiently ncar to find out 
that it \Vas nothing but a marriage festival-or)e of the Khans 
had been having a great display of fireworks, which consisted 
in keeping up what sounded like the booming of guns and 
• Jluggrcc, n n~tivc lurb;tn. 
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rnttlc of musketry. They have a particular kind of ftrework 
which exulodcs, making a noise exact!}' like a gun; ami then his 
men tired their old muskets, so that in the dark ness of the night 
a marriage fes tival might easily be mistaken for an engagement. 
Jdl,rla/Jarl, JVolA'IIIbtr 2211d.-I started this morning in very 
much betlcr style than I hacl done on any former occasion, 
instead of tramping out on foot, Captain -- very kindl>• lent 
me his horse to ride to the halting-plnce, where we sltould meet 
the escort from J ellalaba.d. As I rode along the plain with 
four swell sowars behitld me, the cnmel-<lrivcrs who were 
coming from Cabul took some trouble to get lbeir camels out 
of the way, and made a profound salaam as I rode past, an 
honour which wa!i never confl.!rrcd on me when I went tramp-
ing along on foot. The r.oacl was rough and barren, and for a 
long way it went winding over some low hills, which used to 
be notorious for their rol.Jbers' caves. On the other side of 
these hills we came upon the halting-place Ali Bugham, where 
an esco~t of the Fifty-first took charge of the llanghy diik, and 
awny we marched over the sandy plain of Jelblabad. As we 
got near to the camp wc could see the trees along the river-
side, which had a very home-look about them, just tinged with 
yellow-like autumn leaves. The gardens round the city con-
tain a great many line mulberry trees. Here we have a large 
camp under the command of JJrigadicr-General Arbuthnot, 
R.A. A very fine mud fort has been built for the Com-
missariat stores, nnd the camp covers a large extent of ground, 
nnd consists or a battery of Artilll.!ry, the Carabineers, the Fifty-
first Regiment and a native regiwcnt, and the i\Iadrns Sappers 
and 1\Iiners. There is also a large fteld-hospital, under the 
charge of Surgeon-Major Tippetts. Colonel C. Ball-Acton 
received me vcr)' heartily, and gave me a place in his lines 
during my stay. In the afternoon I g:wc an adclrcss at the 
canteen tent, another in the Tt:mptnwa tent, and also visit~d 
the field-hospital. 
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CHAPTER IV. 
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fd/nla/1{/ rl, J'{(ll'<'JIIbo· z;vrl, 1879·-Sundr~y morning on active 
service is too often a d:t}' of bustle nnd hard work; everything 
must be nd to the demands of wnr. This Sabbath morning, 
however, the camp wns as calm nnd peaceful as an English 
village nt home. The band played 'churcll,' as the men were 
mustering; imitating bell-ringing, and one could almost fancy 
the village bells were pealing out the well-remembered chimes 
calling the people to the sanctuary of God. There was no 
chaplain in camp, so Colonel Ball-Acton nsked me to con-
duct the parnrle service, which I very willingly did, rending 
prayers and giving a short address. When I walked dow·n to 
the parade-grounti with the Colonel, the men were being 
inspected, after which they formed up, and the service began. 
:My address was tnken from the miracle of Christ feeding the 
five thousand ; nnd on the sandy t>ltlin of J ellnlabad, with its 
many sand-hills, and bnrren mountain-ranges, we were vi\'idly 
reminded of the desert place where the miracle was wrought. 
While I was preaching, men who were not on parade came out 
of their tents and liste ned. In the afternoon I went to the 
field-hospital, which is a comfortable mud building in one of 
the bastions of the fort, nnd ~a\'C :m nddrcss to the sick and 
wounded, from that beautiful parable-the True Vine. Then 
at fou1· o'clock I read evening prayers in one of the fort bastions, 
nfter which I went into camp and had an opcn.air meeting on 
the parade-ground, which attracted a great crowd of men. 
The men came in undress, anyhow, some with pipes in their 
mouths, and others with tin pots in their hands on the way to 
the canteen tent for their evening allowance of rum; and a 
more orderly or attentive congregation never assembled in 
church on Sabbath evclling than this soldier congrcgntion of 
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the Fifty-ftrst, who stood on the sanely pbin of J cllalabad 
listening to the Gospel message. After sunset we had n splcndicl 
moon, so that we prolonged our meeting longer than we other-
wise could have done. This moonlight meeting was the best 
nnd hnppicst of the day. The men came voluntaril>'• and 
never seemed wc:~ry, but thankful to have the opportunity of 
nttcnding an extra service. On the way back to my tent I 
closed a pleasant day's work by looking in at the Temperance 
men in their tent, where we concluded our S:lbbath scrl'iccs in 
a few words of prayer. 
When I got to my tent I found Sergeant Fisher of the 
Seventy-second Highlanders waiting to sec me. He had just 
come down from Cabul with n convoy of sick ami wounded, 
and was on his way home to the depot. He was secretary to 
our society, and had most faithfully kept his pledge through 
the campaign; he g:~ve me a very good :~ccount of our men in 
the regiment, who nrc very anxious to recei\•c their Afghan bnrs. 
He is an enthusiastic admirer of General Roberts, and saicl 
that the men would follow him anywhere. When once a 
general can inspire the men with this enthusiastic confidence, 
he can do anything with them, :md they will do anything for 
him. 
Just as we were gc:tting ready for dinner, a fc:trful sandstorm 
came on; thc.winrl was blowing hard, and clouds ofs:md swept 
over the camp. In the mess-lent it was so dnrk that we could 
hardly see a~ross it, and at dinner the soup w'as more like 
muddy water, the nath•c servants had changed their black· 
skins to sandy brown. Everyone looked :ts though a bag of 
sand had been eniptied over him, gi\'ing us all very sandy com-
plexions. Hour after hour the storm raged furiously without 
the lenst ceSiation. The men in cnmp were awake all night 
securing their tents from being blown down. I wns up and 
down all through the night looking after my tent-pegs and 
fastetling-ropcs; at times the tent wns so full of sand that I tied 
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a silk handkerchief over my mouth so as to breathe more freely. 
S leep was quite out of the question in such a s torm . 
.fdln!abad, Novr:m/tcr ~4/h.-Thc storm is still blowing in all 
its fury ; it was quite useless to attempt to wash, unles!l 6ne 
wanted to be caked over with mnd, which would be a trille 
worse than dry sand, and that is bad enough. My tent-ropes 
nearly gave way, so I got the long rope I used for my baggage 
tied round the tent to prevent it being blown down. Eating i! 
a most unrlcasant process under such circu rnstanccs; every 
mouthful is covered wilh sand, and small sand-heaps in ooe's 
mouth arc most unpleasant mouthfuls. T o wards evening the 
wincl began to subside , and by sunset the s torm had blown 
itself out, to the great relief of everyone in camp. Then began 
the ge neral brushing and washing: heaps of s.,nd had been 
blown round the tents, and in t he tents; in fact there was a.'\nd 
everywhere, in your clothes, in your hair, in your cars, in your 
eyes, in }'Olll' mouth, and. eve ryth ing you tried to cat, and 
cvcr}•thing you had to drink-nothing without sand. 
The detachments of the Fifty-first and Seventy-second came 
into camp to-c!ay from l'cshawur, and I hope to have the 
Seventy-second for an escort on to Cabul. Just about sunset 
I went down to the canteen tent where the men were getting 
their rum, ancl had a. capital meeting ; they were nttcntive 
and seemed to enjoy it. Two men signed the pledge, nnd I 
presented two of the Seventy-second, who were going home, 
with Afghan bars . 
.fd!a/abad, Not•cmb,·r 25//1.- Had a very good night-all the 
more enjoyable as there was no danger of being smothered by 
my tent falling, o1· by the suffocating sand. The calm morning 
was ve ry delightful ; and the! men were very busy carrying away 
the heaps of sand that surrounded their tents. Now that there 
was some prospect of my getting on with the Seventy-second, 
I mad e inquiries about a pony, which the Colonel aa.id was 
absolutely necessary. l\Iy first attempt at a bargain _with an 
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Afghan contrnctor was very unsatis factory ; he brought me a 
strong pony, for which he wanted three hundred rupees, and 
most indignantly refused my o!fcr of n. hundred, but ultim::~tely 
took a hundred and twenty. Thb contractor, Mr. Aboo Khan, 
is making a large fortune out of the unbelievers now in 
Afghanistan; and I expect that as soon as he hns secured the 
}nst rupee, he will be ready to cut our throats. Afghan kni,•cs 
gcncmlly follow Indian mpecs. 
Jdlal.rbad, .JVvvt!mb,·r 26/h.-An unfortnn~tc telcgr:~m hns 
just come in, ordering the detachment of the Seventy-second 
to halt until further orders. I now began to give up all hopes 
of going farther, but the Colonel is very anxious I should wait 
for a convoy going on, as he considers it Vl!ry important thnt I 
shonld visit all our societies up to Calml i there is plenty of 
work in this camp, and he thinks thnt my time in waiting 
for n convoy will he well employed. Fortnn;~tclr for me, a 
convoy is to start to-morrow morning for Gnndamuck-a convoy 
of rum, so the poison and the antidote will travel side uy side. 
An ofliccr on his way from Cabul is l}·ing very ill in his lent, 
too bad to go down with the convoy. I was very anxious to 
visit him, but medical men, unfortunately regard visiting the 
sick as n kind of ueath-wnmmt. I feel very uneasy that I have 
n ot seen him, but cannot go without the mcdkal o fficer's 
sanction. What a frightful mistake it is for men lo look upon 
religion as a terrible thing, only to be mentioned when there 
is no hope of life. Oh that men would lcnrn to understand 
the grnndcnr of the sacred trnth- /o lil't is Christ, and /o die 
gain. In the afternoon the Colonel took me to the city, when 
I made my first attempt Lo ride my Afghan pony; he carried 
me very well, and will no doubt do the rough work that is 
before him. The Colonel took his revolver, as it is not safe to 
go into the city without arms. I took my weapon of defence, 
nn oak walking·stick, and am glad that neither the revolver nor 
stick were required for any purpose. 
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The road was lined with mulberry trees, and numberless 
water-comscs irrigated the fields. The cit)' is surrounded with 
n high mud wall, with bastions for defence, and it\ many parts 
is in a. very dilapidated condition. The bazaars arc very 
narrow and unspeakably filthy; the shops are of :m equally 
dirty appearance, and the men who squnt at . them nrc no 
cleaner. 1t was impossible, however, to pnss through the city 
gntewny without n crowd of historical associations making the 
dirt}' city :mel broken-down walls suggest the scenes of r84z, 
when Sale and Havelock with the brave men of the Thirteenth 
made this Afghan city illustrious in the annals of brave deeds, 
which have been recorded on the p:tgcs of history, concerning 
our heroic army. In riding through the gateway it was im-
possible to forget the brave men who marched through it years 
ago, and fought Akhbar Khan's army in the plain where our 
camp is now pitched, completely destroying his force; and 
then, n. few months l:ltcr, Pollock's avenging army marched 
through the gateway, while the band of the Thirteenth played 
'Ay but yc'\'c been lnng a-coming;' and then the crowning 
rcl}lcmbrancc was, that through this gateway the onlr survivor 
of the Cabul army rode in, Dr. Bryden, well-nigh worn out 
with fatigue and starvation, to tell the sad, sad story of the 
massacre ·a t the J ugdulluk rass, and the treacherous murders 
at Futteeabad. 
Inside the city we saw the place where Sale had his quarters, 
:md the spot where the unfortunr~tc F.lphinstone is supposed to 
be buried. 
We left the city on tl1e river-side, and rode on to the Amccr's 
gardens. This is the royal residence of the Amcers, who 
usually winter at Jellalabnd, and so escape the severe weather 
of Cabul. There was nothing I could buy in the b:l7.aar as 
a remembrance of Jell;:~ !a bad. Only one long baza:u runs 
right through the city, which is partly roo(ed O\'er, making a 
kind of arcade. When Geneml Sir Sam Browne marched his 
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<.li\'ision through · the city, the baz:i:tr people sat nt their shops 
:ind kept them operi, ready to · trade with our soldiers-there 
was n o fear of looting. This was a great tribute of respectful 
confidence in the British soldier, who was treated more like a 
friend than a foreign foe. 
The Amcer's gardens were well worth a visit : they contained 
some of the handsomest cyrrcss-trccs I 've ever seen ; though 
sombre, they looked very grand : the walks nrc bordered with 
water-courses, and orange-trees, and sweet limes. The gardens 
nrc well watered by a small canal which runs through them ; 
large flower-beds cover the centre of the gardens, and a rc well 
filled wilh bright-coloured stocks and wallflowers. A few of 
these sweet now~rs will form my kccrsake of Jellalabad: double 
remembrancers-at Jellalnbad of home, ancl when at home of 
J cllnlabnd. C lose to the river-side is a large kind of summer-
house, which h:ts a. line view of the river and tlu: snow-covered 
mountains beyond. As a matter of course, Tommy Atkins 
has left his mark behind; the' Fifty-first' and nnmucrlcss initials 
are cnt into every piece of wood . in the building : doors, 
thresholds, window-frames, and wooden pillars all testify most 
:tbnnuantly to the remark:lble anxiety of the men who have 
visited this city to leave their mark behind for coming Amcers 
to see, when they curse the British army in thdr winter-gardens 
at J cllalabad. 
On our way back to camp we rode through the old canton-
ments outside the city. The Amecr's army, we cannot say 
camped on the plain, but was buried in the pl::tin; it looked 
like n gigantic rabbit-warren. Instead of huts being erected 
for the men to live in, large pits had been excavated in 
the ground communicating with passages from one to the 
other, and roofed over on the top. In these dark holes 
the Afghan troops were quartered when the Amecr re-
sided at this city. There would be this great advantage, that 
during a sandstorm there would ue no danger of the wind 
I 
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blowing down the tents, nnd the sand would sweep over the 
underground barrncks. When the sand Sll'ecps across the 
plain like the simoon of the desert, suffocating to death 
unfortunate travellers who may be caught in it, doubtless the 
Afghan soldier;; felt grateful for the protection singularly pro-
vided by this underground cantonment. 
We passed the little graveyard where several officers and 
men lie buried, who died nt the post of duty. One long 
mound shows where the poor fellows of the Tenth Hussars nrc 
buried; one long grave containing ni111'1.-m bodies. These 
unfortunate men were drowned in crossing the Cnbul river, 
at a ford not fi\r from the camp. The horses anrl men were 
carried down the ri\'er by a strong current sweeping them off 
their legs with irresistible force. They hnd been ordered to 
cross the river tit night to surprise the enemy on the other 
side, and had not left camp an hour when the horses of the 
drowned men came galloping riderless into camp; the first 
messengers of the dreadful catastrophe in which nineteen men 
were drowned out of fifty. 
In the evening I went round the tents of the Carnbineers, and 
addressed the men in groups which gathered together in different 
parts of the camp. One old soldier, who had been ::m abstainer 
some months, told me that for twenty years he hu<l not known 
what it was to be sober for n whole dny, and never went to 
bed sober until he signed the pledge, when he found the 
great difference between getting up with a bad head and n 
clear head, between doing his duty grumblingly and willingly. 
Although he had been one of the heaviest drinkers in the ( 
regiment, he had received the ' Goorl·conduc/ .11/.-dal.' This j 
man represents one of the miforlrmaldy lucky drinkers who 
can go to bed drunk e\•cry night and ntwr .'{tl caught. t 
Rosa./J((r/, Ntm:mb.-r z]lh.-Although I had succeeded in pur-
chasing a good strong pony, there wns some doubt about my 
being able to avail myself of the services of this shaggy crea-
l 
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ture, ns I hn.ri neither s<~cldlc nor bridle nor S}'CC, n.nd there was 
no pmspeet of my procuring any. The prospect of riding 
with a blanket for a saddle nnd a piece of rope for a brielle 
was not pleasant; at last all :mxicty was removed hy .Major 
Nugent most kindly lending me a. saddle, and the Colonel 
lent me a bridle, so that I made a very good start for Gnnda-
muck. There wns the usual delay in starting the convoy, so 
.that we did not get on the s:tndy road till past eleven. The 
march was exceedingly drear)• and wearisome-nothing but 
sand and stone:;, a sterile desert, here and there intcrncctcd 
with streams. lly the time we got to the next camping-
ground it was quite clark. Rosabad is simplr a large fort, 
and must have belonged to some sirdar, as the rooms and 
courtyard inside were in good repair, and had the appearance 
of belonging to a wealthy native. The courtyard was sur-
rounded with suitr."l:> of rooms, in which we made oursch•cs very 
comfortable for the night, and were thus saved the trouble ol 
pitching our tents. 
F(Jr/ B«llyc, November 28//i.-For the first time on our line 
of march some villagers came with fowls and eggs for sale, for 
which we very willingly paid high prices; an)•thing would be a 
luxury niter the Commissariat rations. I fmd out that this fort 
once belonged to Lhc Amecr's Wuzcer/' who must hwe had n 
romantic idea of a lodge in n. desert placC'. Just as we were 
starting, the camel-drivers were bU5)' clearing the road of dcnd 
camels. Four wretched-looking crcatnrcs had their strength 
taxed to the utmost in dragging an unfortnnnte l>cnst that had 
carried its last load and dropped down dcnd. No one will 
ever know the correct nitmbcr of miserable camels that ha\'e 
died during the campaign. It is supposed that so,ooo perished 
in tbc first war, and almost ns many have followed in this 
expedition. 'fhc road is dotted with dead camels, and the 
decayed carcascs poison the atmosphere for miles, The road 
• Wnucr, n minister. 
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was just as dreary as yesterday-nothing but sand nnd stones, 
with the exce ption of the villngc of F'nttccabnd, where a few 
trees and n running strcnrn make a bright spot in the dreary 
desert. '!'his village will always be remembcn:d for its treachery 
in 1842. It was here that the three offkcrs who had escaped 
the massacre at Jugdulluk halted, and were invited into the 
village by the peo ple to take some bread and milk. Two of 
them ventured, bcing weary and hungry, and paid the penalty 
for trusting lying Afghans. When they were sitting down, en. 
joying the supposed hospitality of the villagers, they were 
cmelly tllllrdcred by those who had pretended to of!er them 
assistance. The third . oniccr, Dr. Bryden, rode away on a 
miserable pony, and reached J ellalnb:~d snfcly, the sole survh•or 
of the Calm! army. During the present war, Futtceabnd will 
be remembered as the scene of a fierce engagement, where 
j\ofajor Wigram Battyc was killed in lending the ch:1rge of the 
Guides-an ollicer of heroic bravery nnd nobleness of character, 
respected and bela\•ed by nll who had the good fortune of 
claiming his friendship. His own men were frantic when they 
saw him fnll, and gave no f)ll<\rtcr to the enemy us they charged 
them down the hill. One old native officer rushed to the side 
of Major Bnttyc, rmd was instantly killed. He w:~s a man who 
inspired men, and drew out their sympathies and attracted 
their esteem-a man born to lend others, r~s he did at tbat sad 
and fatal charge of the Guides at Futtecabad. The fort at this 
place is called after him, aiHl appeared to me to be nothing 
but :l yard surrounded by a. wall of loose stones about four feet 
high. We found a sick-convoy halting on its way from Cabul. 
I went through the tents and spoke to the men, and found some 
very low from the effects of fever. Most of them had some 
memorials of Cabnl; brass helmets, which once graced the 
heads of the Amecr's bodyguard, seemed to be very plentiful; 
others hnd goldfinches in cages, which had been purchased in 
the baza:'lr at CalJUI. All of them were very thankful to be on 
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their way to India; C\'cryonc seems to hate the country just ns 
much as the Afghans hate us. The hatred is very mutual. I 
found one of onr mclllbers true and loyal to his pledge, and had 
great pleasure in giving him the Afghan Dar for fidelity through 
the camp:~ign. 
Gwlflrrmud:, JVm,,·mbtr 2f)llt.-We started somewhat earlier 
this morning, and were on the road by nine o'clock. The road 
was a gradualllscent the whole way to Sufced Sung, which is 
the old camping.ground of the first expedition. From the rising 
ground we had a fine vieiV of a lovely valley C<llled Necm llllgh, 
a green nnd well-w:~tered vnllcy, with gardens of solemn, but 
beautiful cypress-trees. As soon as I got to the old camping-
gcound, I s~w the Field Hospital Red Cross flag, and made for 
Surgeon-.i\bjor Evatt, who was in charge. He very kindly gave 
me a place for my tent in the hospital enclosure, and made me 
a welcome guest at the hospital mess during my stay. Unfor-
tunately 1 cnn hear of uo convoy going on to Cabul, so expect 
to remain here some days. I called on General llright, who 
commands the division, and found that he was on the eve of 
marching to Jellabbad, which will in future be the hcad·quartcrs 
of his division. 
S1111rlrr)', Nowmb.:r Jolli.-I conducted a short serl'icc in the 
hospital tent; the men sat on their cots, and a few ofliccrs 
brought their camp-clwirs. In the afternoon I rode over with 
Dr. Evatt to the camp at Gundnmuck, which is about three 
miles from Sufccd Sung; on our way we passed the clump of 
trees where Yilkoob Khan pitched his camp last April when 
he came to negotiate the treaty with Cavagnari, which cost that 
unfortunate oflicer l1is life; at the extreme end of the phtin is 
the memorable hill on which the men of the Forty-fourth made 
their last stand in the disastrous retreat from Cabul. When 
om troops camped here last year, bones were found on the top 
of the hill, and were supposed to be the bones of the poor 
fellows who were killed there in 184z. The men of the Seven: 
3 
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teenth Regiment buried them, and a cairn has been erected on 
the spot; the hill is now called the For!yfourtlt hill. It 
may be interesting to record the !iJrcngth of the force that left 
Cabul, and the number who made a last desperate stand on this 
hill. 
The Cabul force, in 1S.p, left Calm! 4,5oo strong, com· 
posed of: 
4 Guns Royal Horse Artillery. 
1 ~fountain Guns. 
Bengal Sappcrs and ;\·liners zo 
Shah Soojall's men 250 
1-I.~I.'s 44th Regiment .. , 6oo 
One troop Horse Artillery So 
5th Cavalry z{;o 
1st Local Horse ... 70 
4ili D~ ~ 
Envoy's Escort 70 
znd Shah's Cavalry soo 
Half ~lountain Train 30 
5th Native Infantry 700 
37th Nath•c Infantry 6oo 
54th Native Infilntry 65o 
6th Shah's Do. 6~o 
Total 4,soo·,, .-......... 
Only 380 of this force reached Gundamuck : 
zo Officers. 
so men of the 4<1th Regiment. 
6 Artillerr. 
4 Sepoys. 
300 Camp Followers. 
Out of this remnant of the Cabul army only three officers 
escaped-Bellew, Grant, and Bryden; the two first were mur-
dered at the village of Fntteeabad, and the last, Dr. Dryden, 
was the only one who reached J ella! a bad. 
Colonel Daunt, the commanding officer of the Ninth Regi-
'11- This return is from Lady Sale's 1 Journal.' 
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,nent, very readily gave permission for a meeting, and sent 
orders to the men that I would give an address at two o'clock. 
I stood on some planks of wood, anrl had a great gathering; 
t:he Colonel also cnme and stood by me. On 1ny way back 
he told me that there were five prisoners in the guard-tent, 
~vho had been tried for breaking into some kegs of rurn, and 
that they would most likely be flogged. The very same 
CEl'l'-kAI, 11.\\'f. I.OCK. 
thing has bcel\ done at Jellalrlbacl, Seb Baba, and Cnbul. 
'T'his nbominablc rum brings disgrace and shame wherever it 
goes. 
General Gough has very kindly promised to let me know as 
soon as a convoy starts, which he thinks will be in a few days. 
3-2 
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In walkin~ throtlgh the camp I saw a magnificent dog, which 
had been brought down from JJalk ; he was n splendid creature, 
with strong, thick legs, very thick hair, nne! a head like a lion. 
He had to be chained with two strong chains, as he broke an 
ordinary one like n piece of thread. 
Jn the evening I went for a walk over to a small cnmp of 
some Sirdar Khan who is friendly, or supposed to be, by 
giving information to our politicals. Just at sunset I heard the 
clear, ringing cry of c Allah .t\ kbar r and I saw the ~Ioollah, 
with Ids huge white pugree, calling the faithful to prayers. The 
.. Khan and his followers soon formell up in two rows behind 
him, with their faces towards the setting sun, repeating their 
long prayers, and prostrating tl1emseh•cs in adoration on the 
earth. The dim ligl1t in the valley tinted the yellow mulberry 
leaves with the golden tints of autumn, and lighted up U1e sky 
with the deep crimson rays of the setting-sun, until the lofty 
mountain peaks seemed aglow with light; clark shadows rested 
on the sides of the mggcd mountains that surrounded the valley, 
and the black pine forests stood out in bold relief from the 
white snow which covered the whole range of the Snfecd Koh. 
In the evening twilight this camp of war seemed hushed to rest; 
long rows of white tents were just visible, and wreaths of smoke 
were rising from numberless camp fires. The valley, with its 
sad memories, was calm and p~ceful, and the fading light 
made the bold peaks of the Sufccd Koh stand out in great 
clearness nnd boldness, forming a gigantic hackgronnd to the 
valley of Gundamuck. 
D.:mnbtr zs/.-Cicneral llright and his stan· left to-day for 
J ellalabad, and I heard a rnmour that a convoy is to start to-
morrow. I sincerely hope it may be so, ns I am somewhat 
weary of waiting, though there is plenty to do in the large camp, 
which is without a padre. I found the men very plenscd with 
my visits to the hospital, and feel certnin that a deal might be 
done for the poor fellows. The hospital camp is a very com-
I 
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plctc and wcll-armnged place; the mc1\ arc well looked after; 
everything is most scrurulously clean. The 'kahars '* arc aJI 
drillt.:d by a smart little Goorkah sergeant, and the awkward 
coolie is made to look like a smart recruit, with his blanket 
worn plaid-fashion; and instead of a native salaam, they gi\•c a 
military salute, and do their best to stnnd to attention. Dr. 
Evatt's coolies arc known in c:unp as 'Ev«II'J OUifl,' a gallant 
corps of dhoolic bearers. 
Dr:mnbtr znd.-The convoy has been postponed on account 
of the expected arrival of an 'illustrious personage from Cabul.' 
Great curiosity exists in camp respecting this illustrious per-
sonage, whose name cannot be mentioned. At last the secret 
was known throughout the camp that the illustrious personage 
is the cx-Amccr, Ynkoob Khan, on his way to India as a 
State prisoner, instead of going as a State guest to attend 
the Calcutta Durbar, which was to have been held for his 
reception. 
Dmmb.:r 3ni.-Early this morning a wing of the 24th 
N. I. marched for Futtceabad, to guard that part of the road 
when Yakoob passes down to-morrow. Tht:rc was a great 
deal of excitement in camp on account of the 'illustrious per-
sonage • who was expected ; the ucrd was so profound that 
every cook-boy in camp knew who was coming. He was 
spoken of as ' 1lfr. J«cob,' a name gh•en by Tommy Atkins. 
The first indication of his arrival was a. number of camels with 
women, completely covered up-said to be some of Yakoob's 
wives-passing through camp without any escort. A small 
cloud of dust i11 the distance indicated the approach of the 
illustrious prisoner. It is impossible to imagine what his feel-
ings must have been as he rode past the clump of trees under 
which he signed the celebrated C:undamuck treaty, and came 
into Sufecd Sung camp to be stared at as a prisoner, instead of 
being received as the great Ameer, with the troops presenting 
,:, K~hars, coolies. 
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arms, and the big guns roaring out a royal salute, and everyone 
treating him as a royal guest. Now he was regarded as a pri-
soner, who deserved stem justice mthcr than the tender mercy 
he was rtceiving. Everyone in camp felt that he should have 
been treated ns guilty if the evidence before the commission 
brought home to him the massacre of our cmba~sy, or entirely 
acquitted if innocent. Innocent or guilty, he looked very 
sullen and downcast, and well he might, as the sowars on either· 
side of him with drawn swords mnde him feel that he was a 
prisoner of war, and not :m honoured guest, in our camp at 
Sufced Sung. General Gough and staff headed the escort, and 
rode on to the ground where the General's camp had been 
pitched, just below the field hospital. Two small sepoy tents 
were pitched for him, and he seemed glad to sneak away out 
of sight; four sentries were placed over hirn, the 9th Regi-
ment forming the guard, and then a native regiment formed an 
outer guard. The guard had orders to allow no one to go into 
his tent, and no one to come out, and fnrther, nothing was to 
be taken in to him without first being inspected by the otliccr of 
the guard. Even the food that was cooked had to be inspected, 
to prevent anything being taken in to him. When he halted, 
fast night, at Jugdulluck, where Colonel Jenkins is commandant, 
he walked up to the Colonel and put out his hand, to shake 
hands in a friendly way; but Colonel Jenkins coolly put his 
hands· behind him and bowed, making him ft!el that he was 
a prisoner rather than a guest, and must be treated accord· 
ingly. 
In the evening he asked the political oflicer to give him an 
umbrella, as he found the dust very trying to his eyes, or 
perhaps he found the gaze of hundreds of natives more unpleas-
ant than the dust, and wanted to take shelter behind the 
kindly protectiol\ of an umbrella ; or did he suppose that the 
people of the royal city of J cllalabad would suppose that he 
was still an Amcer by being privileged to carry this sign of 
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royalty-an umbrella? Unfortunately this sign of royalty did 
not hnrmoni7.c with the drawn swords of the sowars. 
It was a very diflicul t thing to find :m umbrella; ofticcrs 
had swords and the men ·had rifles, but no one thought of 
adding an umbrella to the weight of his Cabul kit. At length 
one was found, not amongst the hospital comforts, but nmong 
the kahars. Think of a dhoolie-ucarer marching with an um-
brella I Certainly he never fancied that his umbrclb would ever 
shade the face of an Amcer, ancll suppose that the great Amecr 
of Cabul never anticipated thi\t hc would one dny bc indebted 
to a Hindoo coolie for an old cotton umbrella . 
.D<mn/J(r 4//1.-Early this morning, before it was light, I 
heard the cbttcr of the escort taking the • illustrious Mr. 
Jacobs' (the ex-Amccr) out of Afghanistan as fnst as a cm·alry 
escort could run him through the wild passes and snndy plains, 
which he's never likely to sec again. In the course of the day 
I got the news that we were really to march to-morrow with a 
small convoy of warm clothing for a native regiment at Cabul. 
The Amecr's yaboos arc wanted back at Cabul as quickly as 
possible for transport purposes, so there is some prospect of 
our startil1g. These yaboos nrc st rong Cnbnlcc ponies, and 
carry four mnunds with rm Afghan sitting on the top of the 
load. This snvagc-looking yahoo seems to carry his load 
without the least fat igue, and is ready to fight all night after a 
heavy march; I never saw such creatures for lighting: instead 
of kicking each other as more civi li:~.cd ponies do, they charge 
with their mouths open, and scir.e one another by the neck, 
fighting more like dogs than horses; the drivers look ns wild 
anrl s.wnge as tht:ir ynboos. 
In the evening a very large convoy of sick Cilme down from 
Cabul, about 240 niltive soldiers and 6o Europeans. I went 
through the tents giving the men tracts; they had the usual 
number of goldfmches, helmets, swords, and fur caps, Cabul 
trophies. 
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l1cforc turning in for the night I made everything rc;ldy to 
start for Cabul in the morning, and hope I shall not IJc dis-
appointed. 
CHAPTER V. 
ACROSS TIH: I.UTABUNO P,\SS • 
.Dtmnbtr sth, r.·s1oan.- Thc yaboos were all required for 
the stores, liO I had mules for my baggage, and a great ndvance 
I found them on the Hnfortunatc ponies, bullocks, nnd camels 
which had been my transport cattle from Peshawur. I joined 
the convoy at the Gundamuck camp under the oommancl of 
Capt~in M--, who ga.vc me the following striking incident in 
connection with the wnr in r S,p. His uncle was a hot at the 
engagement of Tc:r.ccn nnd left in the snow for dead :; when the 
doctor.5 were looking after the wounded he was tcf~ as n 
hopeless case, :md had it nol been for one oi the medical 
o11iccrs thinking tha~ something inight be done, he would have 
died in the snow, A brother ofliccr thought him dcad1 and 
excl:limcd, '~OI\' that i\f--'s dead, I shall get my company,' 
but ;\f-- recovered, and disappointed· the hopea of IL step 
being made in the regiment. 
The ro:~d from the camp was through rocks, and a rough defile. 
winding round the Forty-fourth Hill, with its mourn(ul cairn on 
the top telling of the last stand made in 1 S,p, Not far from 
this hill we crossed the Surkab river, by an old Afghnn bridgej 
the river dashes down between the rocks, and splashes along 
the rough gorge, :~nd is soon lost in the rugged hills; on the 
other side of this bridge the road gradually nsccl\ds, until we 
reach the camp of the Guides at Pes wan which is on the top of 
the hill. Just before turning in, an escort of sowars rode into 
camp with Sir Charles W--, who was going on to Cabul • 
.Duanbo· 6/lr, Jugdllllu/.:.-This morning we made a &tart for 
the terrible Pass where the Cabul Army was cruelly slaughtered 
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in r S.p. The road was exceedingly rough and sleep, am! for 
some distance along the dry bed of a river the ~mall streams 
were all frozen, and even at one o'clock in the day they were 
fringed with icc. When we reached the top of the Kotal, we 
came to that part of the !'ass which the Afghans barricaded in 
18.p. The ravine is not more th>lll forty feet wiclc, and the 
rocks ri~c up almost perpendicularly, so that there was no pos-
sibilit)' of escape or defence; the surrounding heights were 
covered with revengeful Afghans who had promised to sec our 
troops safely through the Passes; instead of protecting the un-
fortunate :mny, they shot down hundreds, and took I .1dy Sale, 
the ollicers, and their wives >md childn:n, prisoners; numbers 
pcrisiH.'<i in the snow, and only one arrived at J ellalauad to tdl 
the s:td tale of the destruction of the Cabul Army. The whole 
l';lss is surrounded with hill ranges, so that no force could 
march through so long as the heights were hdtl by the enemy. 
The road down from the Kotal was too stc::cp to ridl!, so we 
dismounted and w:~lkcd on to the Jngdu\luk village, which is 
the headquarters of the Guiclcs, who h:we charge of the 
whole Pass; they were to be seen on the heights keeping a 
sharp look-out, so that the convoys might p:~ss through safely. 
We.: had our camp pitched in n \'cry snug corner llllitc sur-
rounded by hills, ami very closely guarded hy the Guides, 
who allowed no one to pass ant; and woe to the man who 
thought of coming in I The next morning we had an ex.tra. 
guard, although the road looked just ns safe as any we had 
mr~rchcd; the road might appear safe, but the surrounding 
hills and ravines might be sheltering any numl.Jcr of the enemy 
ready to pounce upon the com•oy. During the tby we met 
whole t:1milics of Cabulccs coming down the l':~ss with their 
grand Bokhnra. camels h~nvily Jaclcn with bags of all kinds 
of merchandise. These camels arc very difiercnt from the 
unfortunate creatures that come from Indin, and die in such 
numbers. I never saw one of these llokhara c;tmcls <.lc:td on 
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the road. Most of them had one or two little Afghan children 
tied up in a poshteen on the top of the bags, and their little 
heads were j~rkcd backwards and forwards every stride the 
camel took, making dislocation of the neck a probable result 
in a journey from Cabul to J ellalabad. These round-faced 
and bright-eyed young Afghans were either very stiff-necked, 
or by custom had got so used to the jolting that they appeared 
to be quite indifferent to the constant jerks inseparable from 
a ride on a camel. These Afghan families, with their strongly 
marked Jewish features, looked like old Jewish patriarchs with 
their wives and their little ones, their llocks and their herds, 
m;1rching through the wilderness. Arc they the descendants 
of the lost tribes? 
D.·r.:mb.:r 7/h, S.:b-Biihii.-As soon ns we passed a place 
called Totti Sung we had to pick our way through rough stones 
and boulders; no road had been made beyond this spot, where 
Genera\ Gough mel General Macpherson, and opened commu-
nication with Cabul. This was decidedly the hardest bit of 
marching on the whole line. The convoy straggled a good deal, 
as the mules couldn't possibly keep up with the yaboos; these 
creatures walked away with the greatest ease, carryin~ their 
four maunds and an Afghan driver on the top, without the 
least sign of fatigue or distress. We had to make n long halt 
for the convoy to get itself well together, and during the rest 
I was glad to find thnt my cold tea had the advantage over the 
whisky-flask. One of the officers aske;! me for a drink of tea 
instead of the usunl peg of whisky, and there c:m be no doubt 
that a good drink of cold ten is very much more refreshing on 
tllC line of minch than fiery whiskr. Nothing could possibly 
exceed the dreariness of this 1\ofilitary Post, in a wilderness of 
stones and surrounded with barren hills, which have neither 
grass nor trees to hide their barrenness. The ground was so 
rocky that it wns impossible to drive in our tent-pegs, so we 
had to tie our tent-ropes to big stones, and clear away the 
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stones from the inside of the tent. Just as it was getting dark, 
a party of signallers came down to my tent, :md turned 
out to be men of the Sixty-fifth, who were stationed on the 
Lutabund Pnss. Sergeant F-- was in charge. They were 
much surprised and very l>leascd to sec me. I got a brew of 
tea ready, and we passed round the friendly cup, wishing each 
other n safe return to India. I then rend the first chapter in 
the Epistle to the Ephesians, and said a few words and prayed 
thus having a short service on this Sabbath evening in the wild 
and barren valley of Scb·llab:i. 
.Dt•rcm/,o· St/1, llflnbunti.-In the middle of the 11ight my 
servant was taken ill with violent spasms, ;md for some time 
nothing I could give him did him any good. I tried pain-
killer, chlorodyne, camphor; and then I lighted my spirit -lamp 
and made him n cup of tea, with a good strong dose of essence 
of ginger in it. This acted like a charm, and gave him relief. In 
the morning he was quite ready for the day's march. 
The asccut of the Pass was very steep, and the huge stones 
and b oulders made it difficult work for the unfortunate ponies 
to pick their way. Sometimes we had to wind our way along 
the narrow ledges overhanging precipices, and then again the 
rocks almost touched each other, making it diflicult for camels 
to pass through with their loads. Was it such a pass which 
suggested the proverb that 'it is easier for a camel to pass 
through the eye of a needle,' etc.? Nothing could exceed the 
wildnes:; of the l'ilsS or the ruggedness of the road ; in places it 
seemed to be quite impassable for our baggage animals. Along 
the whole of the Pass the dead bodies of camels, ponies, and 
even elephants showed how fatal the march had been to these 
poor creatures, who crmied their loads to the las t, nnd then 
were unloaded for the last time, and left alone to die. When 
General Gough marched to our relief at Shcrporc, he lost a 
hundred and fifty baggage animals in crossing the Lutabund. 
From the top of the Pass we had a very extensive view of the 
1. 
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Cabul plain, and with the assistance of a good glass could 
distinctly see the J3Cd:1 Hissiir, the city of Cabul, and the 
long wall of Shcrporc ; and then beyond the lower range of 
hills, the lofty Hindoo Koosh raised its grand snowy peaks, 
makin{; a splcndill background to a magnilicent picture. The 
other side of the Pass was a very easy descent, and t he last 
range of hills had a fine zig<ag road cut all the way down to 
the c:unp." Again we met several families coming from 
Cabul. The women and children were remarkably fair, with 
strongly marked Jewish features. Many of them were hand-
some, and would have been considered good-looking if the 
civilizing ctrccts of soap, comb and brush could have been 
frcc.:ly used on their headgear, a nd a suit of clean garments 
instc:td of a sack-like dress, which looked more like rags sewn 
together than anything else. The children looked wonder-
fully !>right and happy, with their fine round faces and bright 
dark eyes. 
When I got to the camp I was very tired, and had to wait 
some hours for the wretched uaggage animals to come down 
the Pass. I made my first bargain in an Afghan bamar, by 
buying some dried grapes, apples, and parched corn, which 
made an excellent titlin. if- The camp gossip was exceedingly 
exciting. The tribes arc expected to be on the eve of rising, 
:md a very sharp look-out IS Leing kept up to prevent :my 
Cabulcc .i\loollahs or Sirdar.5 getting through the Pass to the 
tribes in the ) cllalabad district. During the day we passed 
the three leading Sirdars of the late Amccr under a strong 
c~cort, gohlg as prisoners to India, and more uncomely ruffians 
could not be_: found, even in Afghanistan. 
I found that the signallers at this station expected me, as 
the Lutauund party had hcliographcd a message that I was 
coming j and the men here arc going to signal to Cab11l throtJgh 
the Dutkak station that I ~hall reach Cabul on Wednesday. 
• Tiftin, lunch. 
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In the evening the men c.1mc into my tent, and we hnd read-
ing and prnycr; two of them were entitled to their Afghan bars, 
which I presented, :ind was very gratified to hear thnt one of 
them had sent his mother ten rupees a month ever since he 
had signed the pledge. 
. During the night a very respectable Afghnn, with his sons, 
two little boys, wns brought in as a prisoner, and is to be 
taken Lack to CnlJul by our escort. 
.D.:mnbt'r CJIII, Buthiik.-We had a very cold night; the frost 
was keen enough to freeze the water inside my tent. On our 
m:uch n Sepoy, not knowing the differc·nce between a. frozen 
stream and the road, found himself on his back much sooner 
than he hatl nnticipatcd; this painful experience will teach 
him to beware of slippery paths in future. Everybody was 
keeping a sharp look-out, as we marched for some miles 
through anum ber of\ ow hills, ami we breathed more freely when 
we merged on to the plain a few miles from Butkak. When 
marching by the side of the village we had to face all the 
chilclren and snllen-looking men who turned out to sec us pass. 
In addition to the high walls round the village, there is a mud 
fort used as n signal-station, garrisoned by a company of the 
67th Regiment. The camp consists of three troops of the 12th 
Bengal Cavah'}'- When we were having something to cat in 
their mess-tent, :m officer gave some very exciting news ·about 
the e xpected rising; he had just come from Cabul, and said that 
there were all kinds of rumour~ about Sherporc being attacked. 
Two brigades have been sent out to dispcl'sc the tribes th::~t 
me now assembling under ~Iahomet Jan, which has greatly 
reducecl the strength of Sherpore. One very 'jumpy' fellow 
said: 'You're just in for u second ls:mdnla; we're to he 
attacked to-night.' 
During the evening five of our men belonging to the 67th 
came to my tent, and spent a pleasant hour in reading and prayer. 
Du.:mbt·r 1 olh, Cnbu/.-Hnving committed myself to the 
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protection of my God, I turned in for the night, not knowing 
at what hour I might be turned out, as we were expecting to 
be :~ttacked. After a good night's rest, I felt quite ready for 
the last march into Cabul. Sir Charles W-- nsked me to 
ride into Cabul with him, without waiting for the escort, if the 
officer in charge would allow us to go 01\ before the convoy. 
Captain l\{-- said : 'Yes, you may go on ahead, provided you 
take all risks.' So we started alone. The first part of the 
road was through the fields which surround lllltkuk; then it 
crosses a very extensive swamp of several miles in extent, 
which brings it to the Logar rh•er; here a very old-fashioned 
bridge spans the ri·;er, which is deep, and with a strong 
current. On . the other side of the river we took the road 
leading round the Siah Sung heights, bringing us in front of 
Sherpore. As we rode along the road I heard a gun, but said 
nothing until a second went off, when Sir Charles \\'-- said : 
4 There, did you hear that gun?' To which I repl ied : 'Yes; 
nnd d id you hear one before thnt ?' This wn:; the first gm\ I 
had ever heard fired in anger, and felt exceedingly thankful 
we were so ncar Shcrpore. Arter these sounds of war we 
thought it desirable to break into a brisk trot, and reach the 
c:mton~ent as quickly as possible. 
Just at the entrance of Sherporc I met an old friend of the 
72nd Regiment, who remarked: 'Well, you're just in time; an 
engagement is going on, the other side of the hill.' He then 
took me to the mess, and gave me some breakf.'tst. The Colonel 
very kindly allowed me to pitch in his lint!s, and invited 
me to be an honorary member of the mess during my stay in 
Cabul. 
Shcrporc Cantonment is auout two miles from the Diilii 
Hissar, nnd surrounded on three sides with high walls, in front 
of which a long range of barracks f.1ces the enclosure, which 
has the Demaroo heights on the opposite side. The wall 
extends about a mile and a half in length, and thrce·quarters 
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of a mile in breadth. The enclosure is reached by four large 
gateways, which contain rooms uscrl b)' the ofliccrs. One is 
called the Headquarters' Gateway, where General Roberts 
and his stall' are quartered; this is on the side facing the city. 
The long wall f.1cing Sinh Sung hns three gates-the 7znd 
Highlanders, the Commissariat, :md the 92nd Highlanders. The 
72nd Regiment had built a hut for a mess-house, and were busily 
engaged building huts for the ofliccrs who could not be accom-
modated in the rooms of the gateway. Other regiments were 
also engaged in building huts; but this unexpected outbreak 
had put a stop to all these building projects for making one's 
self comfortable for the winter. In the afternoon there was a 
great deal of excitement in camp ; a squadron of the 9th 
L:mcers and Bengal Cavalry were ordered out at a gallop, ns 
the engagement was close to Sherpore. Tbe guns could be 
heard very distinctly, and the General with his starr were 
watching the engagement from the top of the gateway. The 
troops nre ready to turn out at a moment's warning during the 
night, should any attack be made upon our position. 
CHAPTER VI. 
SHERPORE CA~Il'. 
Cabul, IJccm,!Jer 1 s//r.-Thc great city of Cabul, about which 
the natives. or India have heard so much and expected so 
much,, nstonishcd botn Europe:ms and natives with its insigni-
ficant appearance. I.t contnins no stately palaces such as you 
see at Agra1 or grand musjids such ns are to be seen at Delhi. 
The buildings :are nearly all made of mud, and the bazaars nre 
narrow and filthy, such as may be seen in any second-ra~e city 
in India.. On~ peculiarity about some of the bn1.aars is that 
they nre covered in to protect them from the snow; and 
.. 
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another novelty was a tea-shop, where tea is kept hot it\ l:ugc 
urns, with a charcoal fire in the centre. Groups of men 
gathered round these tea-pots, and smoked nnd gossiped over 
bowls of tc:t. The tea must h:we been the greenest of the 
green, as it gave me the impression that rusty nails had b een 
put into the pot to give it a lla vour. However pleasant to the 
Ml{han palate, it would have been refused admittance into a 
'Brick Lane' tea-meeting. Cal>Ul will never suggest anything 
pleasant or il\\·iting to those who h:wc once visited it. 
Early this morning we got the news th:~t the Afghans had 
been defeated and dispersed hy General i\lacpherson's nrigadc, 
and everyone felt satisfied that we had heard the last of the 
rising of the tribes. I sa.w the 9th Lancers nnd Bengal 
Cavalry go out just to sec if :my of the enemy were hanging 
about the ~urronnding villages. After breakfast I went with 
Lieutenant C--of the 72nd Highlanders into Cabul. I took 
my old walking·stick, :~nd he put on his revolver-belt. The 
ro:~d to the IHhi Hiss;ir is lined with willow-trees; in fact, the 
country round Cauul is pl:mted with will01v, so as to get the 
willow charconl for making gunpowder. J\s we walked to the 
city we met a great many Afp;hnns going to work in Shcrporc ; 
and our men were very busy carting wood from the RWi Hissar 
for the huts nnd barracks which were being built. The palace-
gateway at the B:thi I-liss:l r is o nly an ordinary gateway, with 
a great many rooms in it. It was on this gatewny that our 
flag was hoisted when General Roberts took possession· of the 
city; inside the Biil;1 Hissiir, the place has all the appearance 
of an ordinnry nati\·c city, with long narrow baza:\Ts running in 
every direction, but now completely deserted :md in ruins. 
We went on to the Residency where poor Cavngnari and his 
staff were mass:~crcd; the building has been nearly pulled 
d own, although there are the signs of the struggle in several of 
the rooms, by the bullet-marks in the walls, and s tains of blood 
in different plnccs. The most hideous remains of the death-
: 
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slmgglc were in the bones ancl skulls which were still lying 
about on the ground and in the rooms; at the rear of the 
building a great many bodies had been buried in a htrgc pit by 
the Afghans, ami the stench was most unbearable. Within 
sight of the Residency two gallows have been erected for the 
execution of those who have been tried by the Commission; 
about seventy have been hanged since our army came to 
Cabul, ns participators in the massacre of last September. 
Leaving the Residency, we went on to the city, and found the 
bazaars thronged with Jleople. Each bar .. 1:u· is devoted to 
one particular article. For instance, there is a fruit-bnzaar, 
with grapes, raisins, apples, pears, etc. ; then there is a l:trgcr 
bazaar, covered over with a yery strong roof, where silk and 
cloth mcrch;mts display their goods; then there arc leather 
!Jaz~ars, iron-work bazaars, and a kind of square market-place 
where poshtcens are sold, also Russian china tea-pots, basins, 
cups :mel saucers. Everything in these trading b:u~aars seemed 
very quiet and pcnccfnl; but as soon as we got into anothet· 
part of the city we found the pco11lc very excited, and looking 
at us very strangely, and every now and then men on horseback 
with guns slung un their backs galloped past us, which made 
me say to G--, 'I'm sure there's something up;' :md as 
soon ns we got outside the city-walls, we saw all the people 
who had been at work at Sherpore hurrying away as f:tst as 
they could. On our way to the camp, an otliccr rode past 
and shouted out, t the Vmcers arc cut to pieces and a battery 
taken by the enemy.' On hearing this we ran on to Sherpore, 
as the pnd Highlanders would be sure to be ordered out; 
and just as we got to the gate the Artillery were unllmber-
ing thdr guns, and two companies of the 72nd were with 
them. We certainly had a very narrow escape iu the city, 
where they undo11btedly knew of our revct·se, which accounted 
for the excitement. We felt that we had been providentially 
protected from being shot down in the city. 
4 
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Everyone in Shcrporc looked very cool and determined; 
there was no excitement. l\{en were turning out of hospital 
who should have been in bed, but were rcndy at the call of 
duty to tum out at Rll risks, and if need be die in defence 
of our position. General Roberts had sent for three com-
panics of the 7;md, who marched out under the com-
mand qf Colonel Brownlow; they reached the gorge just in 
time to prevent ;'\Inhumed Jan's army from entering the city. 
Their presence nt this critical mo.mcnt greatly cheered lhc 
men of the IXth Lancers, who had suffered fearfully in the 
Chardeh Valley. In camp the suspense was very dreadful, and 
it was some time before any reliable news reached us. Every 
now and then a rumour went round that the Afghan force 
would be in Sherpore in ten minutes ; and then most exagge-
rated reports were brought in from the city as to what had 
become of our men at the I~ala. Hissar. In the course of the 
afternoon, men began to drop into camp, and groups of men 
gathered round them to hear the news of the cng(lgemcnt; 
some of the men were covered with mud and besmeared with 
blood. One man had just strength enough to keep in tlw 
saddle until he reached Shcrporc, when he called out to some 
one to come rmd hold his horse, but before anyone could 
reach him he fell down, and fainted from loss of blood. Soll)c 
of the men had very narrow escapes. One man seemed to 
have passed through a shower of bullets untouched. I s::~w 
the rent a bullet had made in his blanket, unci the mark 
which another had made on his sacldle, and another had 
broken his scabbard, while another had gone through his 
horse's neck. The man seemed to have been n. mark for the • 
Afghan rifles, but came out of the action without rt sing\c: 
scratch; many others had very wonderful escapes. Two 
officers were left dead on the field, and seventeen m elt were 
killed and wounded. The Colonel who led the charge was 
dangerously wounded; he also had a narrow escape in the 
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dhoolie, nnd would have been cut up but for the comagcous 
conduct of two of his men, who got him out of the dhoolie 
after the kah:ns had bolted, and brought him into Sh~!rporc 
on a horse; there is very li ttle, if any, hope of his recovery. 
When we think of the numbers that came against them, it is a. 
wondcr that any cnme back to tell the talc. The men said 
that the Afghans stood like a w:tll, without moving, and that 
the}' charged through them. What could a hundred and twenty 
men, and nbout the sam.e numher of Native Sowars, do against 
fom or five thous~nd Afghans? This charge of the IXth 
Lancers in the Charclch Valley will be remcmucred as one of 
the bravest deeds ever performed by our Light Cavalry. The 
l3attery lost ll fine young onicer, who was in the act of spiking 
the gun when he was shot dead. When we were at dinner in 
the mess-hut of the 7 :md, the \'Oiley-firing at the Dala Hissar 
was so severe and const:mt that we thought it was in camp, and 
rnshed out to sec where il wns; by the bright flash of the 
musketry we could sec that the engagement was on the hciJ;hts. 
All night the firing wns \'CT)' sharp; but our brave men held 
their ground nobly against overwhelming numbers. At one 
time they were so close that om men could hear th~m snying 
to each other, 'We'll serve these Kafirs as we scn·cd Cav:l-
gnari.' \Vc lost a very fine o01cer, Captain Cook, V.C., of the 
Coorknhs, who was f.1tally wounded ; and we also ha<.l Licute-
n:mt Ferguson of the 7~nd very badly wounded-a llllllet 
struck him in the eye and compl etely destroyed it; he bore 
the pain right bravely, and was wonderfully cheerful when 
brought in to cnmp. We were up nil night, not knowing the 
moment we might be attacked ; and if we had been, I fenr it 
would hn.ve been hut a feeble resistnnce that a few hundred 
men could mnke against thousnnds of savage Afgbans, who 
were yelling for a chance to dc~;troy us; it is a fearful sound 
these c .-uel and bloodthirsty creatures make. 1 spent the 
night in writing letters home, in the hope that the d£1k would 
tj-J 
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get through. It was a sad task; it seemed like writing in the 
face of death, for no one can tell how the struggle may end. 
Thank God, I felt cnlm and satisfied that He will supply nll 
my need, both in life nnd death. I would not be without this 
calm peace for all the wealth of India. I now know the power 
of faith in the face of death. I know in whom I have 
belicvad . 
.S'htrj)(Jt'<', D.·mnbtr 1 2/lt.-Thank God we were not attacked I 
The brave 72nd held their ground in the gorge, and kept 
bnck the enemy. \Vc could sec the enemy Inking posses-
sion of the Asmai heights and other hills, and defiantly w:wing 
their standards from their sung:m.* All day our men were 
fighting at the gorge and Bnla I-Iissar, :md the walls of Sherpore 
were manned. Tile Guides corps came in from JugduUuk, 
and just as it was getting dark, General Baker's brigade came 
in. This remo\•cd a great deal of :mxicty. The 92nd Gordon 
Highlanders formed part of the brigade, without doullt one of 
the finest regiments in India. It is very fortunate for us 
that we have three such splendid regiments as the 67th, 
72nd, and 92nd. Baker's brigade was nearly surrounded, and 
if the enemy had possessed even a small amount of courage, 
they might have cut them up long before they reached Shcr-
pore. The new!l is not very cheering. We hear that the 
whole of the tribes are marching by thousands on to Shcrporc. 
I spent a good deal of time in the hospital wards, and let the 
men know how we were holding our position, which seemed 
to cheer them. They could hear the firing, and were anxious 
to know whnt was going on. A fine little drummer-boy, 
who was snllcring from fever, said, • Well, I suppose I must 
shoulder a rifle;' a brave fellow, more lit to be in bed than 
on guard, replied, 'Never mind, Jack, I'll do your sentry; 
you'd better tum in again.' ~fany a man did his guard that 
night who was more fit to be in the hospital ward. 
·;.• Sungar, a stone· walled rillc·pit. 
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Sho·rporc,Dtambcr IJih.-Early this morning General Baker's 
brigade formed up just m1tside the 7211d Gateway. The 
General rode out nnd inspected the troops, when the Gordon 
Highlanders made the camp ring with their hearty cheers. 
Very soon nfter they marched they engaged the enemy, and 
had a hard fight on the lower mnge of hills, and then fought 
their way up to the summit, where the Afghans had planted 
their standards and secured themselves in a walled sungar. 
This conical hill, as we callcc\ it, had been held by the enemy 
for the last two days, nnd our men had failed to drive them out 
of their position. The po~ition was an exceedingly strong 
one, and only a ccessible from one side. Nothing could with-
stand the determined charge of the 92nd, nnd we had the 
gratification .of seeing the standards driven from the hill-top. 
Several brave men fell that clay, among them a fine promis-
ing officer of the 92nd, Lieutenant Forbes. The enemy 
was in sunicicnt force to attack us while Baker's brigade was 
engaged on the conical bill, and the cavalry made several good 
charges- The IXth Lancers again suffered severely. Captain 
Chisholm wa~ shot through the thigh, but bravely kept with his 
men rmd rode into Shcrporc. When I saw him in his room, h e 
was very cheerful, and doing well. Just before sunset news 
came iu that Raker had dispt!rsed the enemy, and was returning 
to camp. General Roberts and his staff rode out to meet the 
brigade, and when they came in, the men of the 721ul turned 
out and gave three hearty cheers to their comrades, the 
Gordon Highlanders. At sllnsct I had to bury one of the 
men of the 7 :md. The burial ground is just outside the 
camp, past the head-quarters' gate. The gun-carriages we hacl 
captured had been taken down to this part of the camp, and 
used for barricading the gap, and the ground in front was 
covered over with wire entanglement, so that in case of a rush 
the enemy would be thrown into confusion and disorder. The 
funeral party crossed the wires and buried their comrade under 
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the mulberry trees, where many a hr:wc soldier of the Cabul 
force lies buried. Sentries were posted with lo:ulcd rincs to 
guard our party while I read a few \'crses from that solemn 
chapter, the fifteenth of Corinthians, and ofli::rcd a brief pmycr. 
The funeral party then \V('llt through the firing movement with-
out firin~, as we h:ui no blank cart ridges, and were too short of 
ammunition to take out the bullets from the ball cartridges. 
We fed rather more secure to-night ; both brigades hrwe rc-
tmncd. General Macpherson holds the Ilala 1-Iissar, and 
General Unkcr is in camp. How all this fighting fills one 
with awe, rmd stamps the reality_ of war upon one's mind l 
There is something fearfully real in war, and something fright-
fully awful. 
Slt.-rport, Smulay, Dtamb.-r qlh.-J\Il our arrangements for 
divine service had to make way for the stern realit ies of w<tr. 
1 noticed n very great number of the enemy almost coveri ng 
the hills close to camp. At ftrst I thought they were our men, 
l>ut soon saw tile standnrrls nnd heard the tom-toming, l>y which 
I knew they were Mahomcd ] an's forces. ( iencral JJakcr was 
ordered out to clear the hills. The 72nd were soon rend>•, 
nnu the whole force made for the surrounding heights. 
The artillery shelled the enemy for some time nt long ranges, 
:m d soon cleared the hills, !Jut they were soon covered again 
by thot1s:mds of Afghans. The fighting was very severe, 
a nd the 72nd suffered very heavily. Captain Spens, with 
about fifteen men, vainly attempted to clear one of the 
heights. llefore the regiment marched out of camp, we were 
talking together on the parade-ground (while the men were 
(;tiling in), and he remarked, ' I don't feel very fit this morning,• 
which was not to b e wondered at, ns he had I.Jecn on duty 
night and day since the I zth. It was a memorable parade for 
the 7 znd. Many comrades stood side by side for the last 
time. The men looked calm and resolute. They would 
not have looked smart enough for a parade at Stirling Castle. 
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T heir uniform was a dnrk brown (!takcc) colour, \ 't::l'} ' much 
soiled by weather, and very much torn by the rough work 
of the campaign. Some wore tartan trcw:;, a nd some haci 
'k:ikcc '; some had two or three different kind~ of buttons, :md 
others had none; their helmets hnd once been pipc-claycd, but 
now m:my were shnpclcss and f."\r from being white; their boots 
were brown with dust, instead of being bright with blacking ; 
but no one was checked. H wns a war parade before the 
enemy, and not n swnggcr par:~de before nursemaid~; and 
perambulators. One thing was thought of, :tnd only one thing 
was ncce~s::tr}', :~nd that was for the Quartermaster to sec th:tt 
they were supplied with ammunition. When that w:ts oyer, 
they marched away with a linn and steady tramp, and you felt 
satisfied that they were men who would do their du t>• in the 
fierce struggle on the heights. l'oor Spcns never returned. 
His was a striking instance of fidel ity to death. When the war 
b roke out, he was on the point of leaving the service and taking 
possession of a line estate in Scotland, which he had inherited. 
Instead of ense and luxury, he accepted the hardships of the 
campaign, nnd followed his regiment like a true soldier, and 
<lied at the post of duty, le:tding his men in action. Instead 
of h ome, it was a grave under the mulberry trees in the linlc 
cemetery of Shcrpore. His name will long be cherished wilh 
reverence and respect in the gallant 7zn<l. The ~1ount:1i n 
Raltcry lost its guns, and the detachment under Colonel 
Clarke had to retire to the bottom of the hill. When the 
regiment returned everyone felt snd and cast-down. Poor 
young Gaisford was among the killed, nne! thirty-six men we re 
killed and wounded. I went down to the hospital-tent nncl 
helper! them with the wounded, who were coming in very 
rapidly. Many men were badly hit, several mortally wounded, 
a nd some h:lCl died in the dhoolic, nnd were brought in 
<lend. I g reatly admired the cal m qnict mnnncr of Surgeon-
i\l<ljor R?e attending the wounded. When a man was restless 
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from pain as he probed for the bullet, he would quietly sar, 
'You're only making it worse, my man.' In bad cases the 
men had to be examined under chloroform. I saw a rough 
bullet taken out of a poor fellow's back. J\-fany were wounded 
in the thigh and stomach, evidently shot as the}' were going up 
the hill. It was a fearful sight of blood and dnst, men groan-
ing with pain and dying in agony; dhoolics and charpoys were 
covered with blood. The hospit:~l-tcnt hns 11othing but the 
agony, and none of the glory of wnr to reveal. The tent in 
which the dead bodies were placed was a ghastly sight ; mnny 
of them were fearfully mutilated, some were hacked from the 
feet to the head, nnd others had their noses cut off. Some 
had their hends blown to pieces by charges of powder being 
placed in their mouths. One poor cn:aturc had his heart 
cut out. All this has a hardening eft'ect upon onr men, 
who nrc terribly exasperated, and will give no quarter when 
they meet again. This is one of the fearful horrors of this 
war; there can be no quarter on either side. Wounded 
Afghans hnve again and again shot our men as they passed 
them on the field, and I have heard men say, before an 
engagement, that they would shoot themselves rather than fall 
into the merci less h:mds of the Afghans. There is something 
very fearful in the thought of a wounded mnn falling into their 
hands. This was a dreadful Sabbath. How ofll:n I thought 
of the songs of praise which were ascending from peaceful 
congregations, and contrasted their happy condition with our 
camp of wnr, with its noise and din of conflict. I visited the 
dill'ercnt hospital-wards and had short services in each, for 
which the men were very grateful. When the last oft he wounded 
had bcc:n brought in, a cry was raised, 'Man the walls!' Sick 
men left the hospital, and shouldered their rifles on guard all 
night. We expected the Afghans would have followed our men 
to Sherporc now that all the troops had been withdrawn from 
the heights. llut providentially the}' thought more about 
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the rupees in the nala Hissar, and set to work looting the 
city instead of attacking our camp. 
All night the walls were strongly guarded, so that there was 
no chance of our being taken !Jy surprise. At midnight I 
went round the walls with W-- of the 72nd, who had to ac-
company the Colonel i no one thought of turning in-we had 
been sitting up in the mess hut. In one .of the bastions the 
artillery oflic:er in charge was an old correspondent of mine. 
Although we had never mct, we had known each other n long 
time by corresponding, and as soon as he heard my name, he 
jumped up and said, ' \Vhy, Gregson, this is a strange plnce to 
meet you in,' ancl so it was. :i\Iy friend Captain Campbell did 
good service at that battery before we left Sherpore. :L\{ost of 
the officers were rolled up in huge poshtccns, and sleeping as 
soundly as if they were in their own quarters; the men had 
blankets and the ir greatcoats. When we came to General 
13nkcr's qunrters, he was sound asleep in his chair, but read}' to 
turn out in a moment. As it was no longer safe in the tent, 
every one had to get into the rooms at the gateway, although 
they were no t finished. The Quartermaster very kindly gave 
me n corner in his quarters.: poor young Gaisford, who was 
killed yestcHlay, hn<l shared the room. llullcts were constantly 
falling in camp; one struck the ground close to where I was 
stnnding, which made me feel exceedingly thankful for the 
shelter afforded by the quarters in the 72nd Gateway. 
Slto'}ort', .I.J<'(cm/Ja I6/lt.- I fmc! the change from my tent to 
quarters very acceptable, and enjoy n wood fire at night; the 
weather is gelling colder every day, and the clouds look like 
snow, it is to be hoped that the weather will not be very severe, 
or the sufrcring will be very great among the native troops and 
camp followers. The men arc hard at work all day strengthen-
ing the weak points and fortifying 1hc llemaroo heights. The 
heavy guns we took from the .1\mccr arc being user! ngninst 
his lroops from OIU' bastions. 1 nrormation has COtnC irl that 
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we arc to be attacked in force to-night Every gateway has 
been strongly Larricadcd, and the sentries man the walls night 
and cl:t}'· We arc expecting Gough's brigade, ami there was a 
rum our he would IJc in to-night. Just bdorc !iunsct I went to 
the top of the gatcwny, which commands a very cxtcmivc 
view, in the hope of seeing a heliograph nash a messngc from 
Dutkak, but was disnppointcd. I repcatccl 'Hold the Fort' to 
the gnard on the gateway, at which many of the men smiled, 
nnd one snid earnestly, 'Yes, our trust is in the Lord.' Dming 
the afternoon some mud towers close to our camp were blown 
up, ns they afforded shelter for the encn~}'• Unfortunately we 
hnvc scvcml villages and walled gardens close to our bastions, 
which will afford goocl shelter when the Afghnns begin their 
attack. 
Sl!opvr,·, Dar:tllbc-r q/h.- Wc have much to be thankful for 
that we passed a quiet night. Mahomc<l jan is looting the 
bazaars in the city, and carrying off the trcasmc and powder 
from the Dala Hissar; and we h<:ar that the Uindoos arc 
suffering fearfully from the lv£ahommcdnns, who blew some of 
them up, by putting them on hc<~p:J of powtlcr, which they piled 
up in the bazaar; they turned their women out naked, and then 
completely destroyed their houses, anrl dng up the floors, in 
the hope of getting more loot. The people of Cabul will find 
some difference between the city taken by :Mahomed Jnn and 
G eneral Roberts; to the credit o ( the 11ritish Army be it said 
that our men respected the honour of the women and the 
property of the people. It was more like Lilt.: entrance of a. 
protecting army, than an avenging force, to avenge the mnrder 
of our Embassy. Stern justice 111ight have reduced Calml to 
a heap, but justice tempered with mercy has punished the 
offenders a11d saved the innocent. The charitable dispensary in 
the centre of I he c ity was a very praclical cvidem.:c of our good 
will to the people of Cabul. The men nrc very heavily worked, 
night and d:t}', and we have great cnusc to be thankful that we 
.. 
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h:we not had any snow, although it looks like snowing every 
d ay, We nre cxpecting an attack to-day; the enemy come out 
into the gardens :mel hide L>chincl the w:.lls; now and then a 
standard-bear<:r takes up an advanced position and gets a few 
more to foll ow him. Nothing can exceed the wonderful smart-
ness of these men ; they arc very first-class skirmishers, and 
take advantage of every stone. Now and then n pnff of smoke 
lct!i us know where an Afghan has got within rnngc, and the 
constant whia. of the bullets leaves }'Oll in no cloul>t ns to the 
fact that the allack has begun. About half-past twelve the first 
gun was f1rcd from Campbell's b01stion, and continued until 
dark. The enemy kept wdl under cover, hardly venturing 
into the open ground bcll\'ccn our wall and their villages. The 
wounded had to be moved out of the large tent into the n:randa, 
as the uullcts were falling rather too ncar the poor fellows 
who had csc.'lpccl with their lives from the t:ngngement on the 
r 1th. It would h:we been very hard lines for the wounded 
to have been killed in the hospitnl tent. I visited them in the 
wards :m<l vcrandn, anu found one or two poor fellows very 
low. One poor man, who appeared to l.Jc d}·ing, sent the man 
who was over him to ask me to come and pray with him. H e 
w:~s very nttcntivc, and listened with evident thankfulness to the 
message of the love of God, who is able nnd willing to sa,·c to 
the 'uucrmost all who come to Him. We hnve he;1rd con~tnnt 
firing in the cit}', and saw n great explosion of gunpowder at 
the I3ala I-Iissar ; from nil we hea•· the city people arc suffl!ring 
fearfully, When on the gateway I was much amused nt a very 
cle,•cr bit of skirmishing. Some Afghans were crossing our 
front, and hnving to leave the cover of a wall for about fifty 
yards, they utilir.cd a donkey lor shelter. First of all the 
donkey was trotted out from behind the wall, and then two or 
three Afghans dodged behind it, and fired at us as soon as 
they got under cover again. The whin of n uullet soon 
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arc now :mxionsly expecting Gough's brigade to re-inforce us, 
and many are the questions asked in the hospital about his 
advance. 1 Will M bt rrblc lv .r:d l~t·rr: 7' 1 Can he get transport?' 
1 He must be ncar now,' arc the kind of remarks passed ronnd. 
I read Sankey's hymn, ' Hold the Fort,' and from mrmy the 
hc:nty response came: 'lnrlr't:tl zoc will I' There were no doubts 
in their minds as to our holding Sherpore, and although the 
duties were very hcn\'y, nothing daunted their determined 
spirits. 
SlurfiJrt, DNr·mba 1 S/11.-Hnd the luxury of sleeping without 
Ill}' hcnvy boots, and hope before long to get my clothes off 
once more; n great many in camp would give a deal for the 
treat I enjoyed of sleeping without my boots. The night passed 
quit:tl}', but I was called before it was light by my companion, 
who told me that we were to be attacked in half nn hour, as 
he rushed out of onr room to look after his men, who were 
forming up outside the gateway. There was a great scare in 
camp this morning by a report that the followers of the 
fricnclly Afghan Sirdars in camp were going to set fire to all 
our stores of bhoosa (straw). These questionable friends were 
speedily turned out of camp, and the great Daod Shah, late 
General in Yakoob Khan's army, was made a prisoner. 
We should be safer without any jrkndly Sirdars in camp ; 
for my part, I don't believe that any of them are our friends. 
We're simply being used by them under the pretence of 
friendship, to protect them against rival claimants for power 
and position. 
Lieutcnnnt E-- of the 72nd who was shot through the 
neck, is doing wonderfully wel1, and is remarkably cheerful. 
It was a very narrow escape; the ball passed through his neck, 
and the infinitesimal part of an inch on either side would have 
killed him on the spot. Captain C--o( the IXth Lancers is 
making- a good reco,•ery ; the ball went clean through his 
thigh, but although in great pain he kept his scat, and came in 
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with his men. Contrary to all expectation, the Colonel of the 
IXth is still alive, but we fear there is very little hope of re-
covery."' I regret to hear that ])OOf Captnin Cook of the 
Goorkahs is not likdy to reCO\'Cr. 
The expected attack did not begin much before twelve 
o'clock, when the liring w:~s very sharp at Campbell's b:~stion, 
:md was kept up with a den! of spirit till dark. The enemy, 
nccording to their custom, kept well under cover, so that they 
did not sufier much from our lire; some of the houses must 
have been knocked about by our shells, as we saw a great deal 
of du!;t where they fell. On my wr-.y to the hospital I went 
nlon~ the rampart, but soon found it too hot to ventnrc further; 
the bullets were falling all round, and one struek the ground 
close to my feet. One of the men turned to me and said : 
• You'd better not come here, sir,' and ns notl1ing could be 
gained by going further, I turned back and went down the 
covered veranda. to the hospital wards, where I found the 
poor fcllo\vs anxious to know how the attack was getting on. 
It was very exciting nnd trying for them, to hear the constant 
rattle of the firing without being able to take any part in the 
e ngagement. I spent the grcntcr part of the afternoon in the 
wards, anc\ they were very thankful for my visit. We had very 
few casualties-only two or three wounded, a.nd one Sepoy 
killed. 
Slw-por.·, December 1 9/h.-As I walked from the mess-hut 
last evening I felt the snow falling on my face, the first l'd felt 
for many years, and certninly never thought that I should be 
in a snow-storm at Cabul. In the morning the whole comp 
was about a foot deep in snow i guns, tent:;, huts, nnd walls 
were nll thickly covered, nnd the whole of the ground, the 
trees, and the hills round Shcrpore were beautifully white with 
snow. It was nn cxcccclingly grand sight to sec these snow-
::. This lmwc officer, Colonel Cldl::m<l, dk<l at lllurrec from the effects of 
the wound. 
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clad mountnins towering one nbovc the other, like a gig:mtic 
flight of stairs, reaching up to the lofty summits of the Hindoo 
Koosh. Snow in December made us nil think of home, though 
it seemed cmd mockery to be reminded of our Fatherland by 
snow at Calm!. During the day I was busy helping W--
make a list of poor G--'s kit. He was a fine young otlicer, 
and nn only son. He was the last man shot on that dreadful 
14th when the pnd lost so many brave men. It was a sad 
task to fold up half-finished letters to his father and mother. 
I placed them in an envelope to be sent home, with a text out-
side: '~Iy God shall supply all your need out of His riches 
in glory by Chri~t Jesus.' No other power or love can supply 
the need of a broken heart. 
All day the enemy kept up a fire on our position. We lost 
a fine young Artillery ofticcr to-day close to the llcmaroo vil-
lngc; owing to a thick fog he didn't see th:H the enemy had 
possession of a village which he was passing, and the first 
intimation was a shot fired from a house, which mortally 
wounded him. A gallant soldier passed awny to-clay, from 
wounds he rccei1•ed on the 13th-Captnin Cook of the 
Goorkahs; he had just got his brevet mnk as hlajor, and nlso 
the much-coveted honour of V.C. for services in last year's 
expedition, and now, poor fellow ! he leaves these wcll-cnrncd 
honours, with nil that's earthly, on this side of the gra1•e. 
Neither wealth nor rewnrds go beyond this barrier. !\{en have 
hccn sent out with letters in the hope that they may reach 
Gough's brigade; they get twenty rupees to stnrt with, and 
thirty when they return, if they ever do. They run grent risk, 
as they arc certain to be kiUctl if the enemy suspects them of 
carrying letters. Should letters be found on them, they would 
be cut down on the spot. 
Shcrporc, D,·c~mber :wlh.-It was a. splendid sight this morn-
ing to see the sun rise, lighting up the snow-clnd hills with pale 
pink and deep crimson shades of colour, making them glow 
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with crimson brightness, bringing vi\'i<lly to mind Campbell's 
verse: 
' f e w, few sh;~ll ~~~rt where mnnr meet, 
The snow ~h~ll he their win!liolg ~heel, 
And every turf hcnc.\th their feet, 
~hall be a solc.licr's sepulchre.' 
During the day two hcav>• pieces of ordnance were placed 
in posit ion on our front bnstions, to fire upon n fortified village 
which hns given us a deal of trouble ever since we were shut 
in. Our men arc not allowed to fire without orders, owing to 
the ammnnition being \'el')' short. Each regiment has made a 
return of the number of rounds in store, nn<l great care will be 
needed to prevent :til}' needless waste by random firing. No 
one can tell how much <lcpends on having sumcicnt when the 
last attack is mndc-. Old Cromwell's orders arc nlmost repented, 
1 Trnst in God and keep your powder dry;' we can say, 1 Trust 
in God and tnkc care of yonr ammunition.' The Gcnernl and 
his Staff came round our wall to-dar, and though he must have 
a very anxious lime of it, he looked cheerful and confident as 
to the result. The men will stand by him to the l:lst. Officers 
nncl 'men have great confidence in him. No news yet of 
Gough's brigade, so thnt we arc bcginninf; to get anxious nbout 
the relief. What anxiety there must be about us, both in I n<lia 
and England ! 
Slwj>on·, Damtbo- !!IJ'f.-At one o'clock this morning we 
were tumed out by the reserve falling in, ns an attack w:~s 
expected immcdintcly. After kcepiog the men marching about 
till three o'clock they turned in ag:~in. The ground was covered 
with snow, and the cold was very severe nt that early honr in the 
moming. Our men arc rcncly for any emergency, ancl can turn 
out at once. All this must be exceedingly trying for tl1e native 
troops. At nine o'clock the big guns opened on the village in 
our front, and cannonaded for about two honr3. As soon as 
the roar had ceased, the 7:!nd formed up for Dh•inc Scn•icc, 
under the protection of the high gateway, which prevented the 
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men from being hit, ns the bullets went whining over our 
heads with the usual ping! ping ! I read the fifteenth chapter 
of the Gospel uy Luke, :tnd gave a brief address, and offered a 
short prayer seeking delivcrnnce and protection from our Father 
in Hca\'Ct1. The scn•icc was necessarily very brief, but it wns 
better th:tn none. Surely this is a time to remember God, and 
to c:tll upon Him inn time of danger. What a strange Sabbath ! 
How unlike quiet hours where congregations hnve no fears and 
no alarms of war I Instead of church bells calling congreg:l-
tions, bugle notes sounded the fall-in before sunrise, and then 
a heavy lire told us that an attack wns threatened. Guns roar-
ing, and the rattle of the rilles, and the ping l ping ! of whizzing 
l.)llllds, were strange• surroundiugs for Divine \Vorship. 
Great regret is felt throughout the camp at the death of io.·Iajor 
Cook, who was buried to-day. The General and Starr nttcnded 
the snd service, anri his brother wns obliged to be carried in o. 
dandy, owing to a wound he had received in action. It wns a 
most affecting sight, a wounded brother attending the funeral 
of his brother, who wns congrntulated only a few weeks ago on 
rcc~·iving his honours, but had soon to part with them in the 
cold gr;wc of Death. The death-roll of oniccrs in this war has 
been very heavy; another is very dangerously ill- Colonel 
Clarke of the 7znd. • Hnd a short service in the hospital 
wards, which the men greatly enjoyed. 
In the afternoon some of the 9znd and native troops, 
with two guns, went out after some Kohistanecs, who were 
p:~s.o;ing along the valley on the other side of the Bemaroo 
vill.age. It is n good thing for them to sec that we are not 
afraid to leave our camp when we have the least chance of 
attacking them. Nothing much could be done, ns they soon 
took to the hills when they saw our troops were nfter them, 
;md to follow them up the hills would have been a great wnste 
of strength and possibly life, as none of our men can climb a 
• Colonel Clarke uicu nt All:~hab:~d on his way home, 
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rough hill.side like the Afghan, who knows ever>' path, and 
appears to !Jc f.1miliar with every rock. 
Sltcr}on·, Dt'c<'III/J,•r zznd.-Thank God we ha(l a quiet night; 
only a few shots were fired, ami no one was hit. WI! have 
received the good news that Gough':; brigade has crossed the 
Latabund Pass and may really he expected to-morrow, Last 
night two squadrons of Bengal Cavalry went out to meet them 
beyond llutkak, lo show them the way in, and were fortunate 
in crossing the Cabul river and getting right away bcfon: they 
were attacked. \\'e have been expecting the brigade so long 
that no one can realize the fact that Gough will really ·be here 
to-1norrow, and enable us to drive 1Inhomed Jt~n out of 
lhc ci ty. Mtc:r breakf.1st I went clown to the lines of the 
9znd to sec our men, and am glad to lind thnt the}' arc 
s tatmch to their pledges. On my way l>ack I called in to sec 
Captain C-- of the Lancers, and was pleased to lind him 
making a rapid recovery. He had a wonderful c~cnpc: the 
man who shot him was only about eight ynrds ofl~ and a 
second man fired still closer, but fortunately missed. In the 
excitement of war we arc very apt to forget the lo\•ingkindncss 
of God in the hour of danger, and to spc.1k of good·luck, 
instead of acknowledging the hand that has protected us. 
The village on our front which we cannonackd y~:sterday 
d oesn't seem to have suffered much; the enemy nrc ns busy as 
ever firing at our gateway, and gather just as freely on the tops 
of their houses. These mnd villages arc very hard to knock 
down by round shot or shell, and can only !Jc reduced h)' 
mines blowing them up. 
I went round to Captain Campbell of the 1\rtillcr)•, and found 
him busy making a list of poor M--'s kit. This sad and dreary 
task takes away the glitter and glory of war. In this case a line 
young officer struck down in the strength of his manhood, leaving 
brother ofiicers to regret his Joss to the service, and those who 
are nearer and clearer to gric\'e over the memory of a loved 
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one fallen in battle. The auction of a soldier's kit is a strange 
contrast to such feelings of regret and grief. The auctioneer 
tries to realize high prices by :1 joke or cxtr:wagant description 
of a comb or hrush, but no hearty laugh is raised or heard. 
Eager faces look sad and thoughtful, at times trying l1ard to 
smile; but the whisper, 'It may be my turn next,' makes every 
one feel that a war m1ction is a sr.d and sorrowful gathering. 
News has come in that the cm•alry have lost three killed and 
ten wounded. They were attacked at llutkak on their way to 
Latnbund. We may expect Gough to-morrow, and not n day 
too soon; our men arc almost worn out with constant duty. 
Nobly have these brave fellows guarded our camp night and 
day since the ele\•enth of the month. 
Sho·rpon, Damtbc·r ZJrd.-I was aroused by the tramp of 
men outside our window, and discovered that the 7znd were 
f.1lling in, and before we were outside our quarters, a loud 
voice shouted in the gateway, 'Turn out, we're attacked !' 
A bitterly cold turn-out, in the dark, it was; and not a moment 
before they were wanted, for soon volley after volley rattled 
away in stern reality by the llemaroo village. It was evidently 
hot work, :md a very despernte fight between :m overwhelming 
force of Afghans on the weakest part of our defences; but om 
troops were well nble to hold their own, and poured a deadly 
fire upon the advancing enemy, who made a sharp attack 
at this point. Our men of the 92nd rmd 67th never flinched 
for n second, and eventually drove the enemy from the 
village. While this fighting was going on at llemaroo, a 
very strong force threatened our front; and long before 
they fired a single shot, they were howling and tom-toming* 
to screw up courage to come on, and drive us out of Sher-
porc, as they had vainly boasted they would. For days they 
had been busy making scaling-ladders, rmd had no doubt as 
to the result: but little did they know of the endurance and 
,._, Tom-toming-bcatin[~ drums. · 
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courage of British soldicrs.-Thc attack commenced at haJf. 
pnst five, :md thnnks to a friendly Hindoo in the city, we were 
prepared; he came last night and told them nt he:tdqunrtcrs 
that the great Afghan 1\Ioollah, 1\Iuskce Allam, would throw 
some powder on one of their fires on the Asmai heights at half-
past live this morning, which would be a signal fort he attack to 
begin; and as soon as the nash flared up on the hill-tov, rattle 
went the musketry of Mahomed Jan's force, which had succeeded 
in stf!althily creeping up to the village outside our enrthworks 
at llemaroo. Fortunately for us, we were ready for them, nnd, 
thanks to being forewarned, we were waiting for the signal to 
attack. How little did the grent 1\Ioollah think that Rritish 
solcliers in Sherpore were anxiously waiting for his signnll 
When I saw the blale on the Asmni Hill, I felt extremely thank· 
ful that all the troops were under arms and ready for the attack. 
After the enemy had been repulsed at the Bcmaroo vilbge, 
they opened upon our front, and got standards planted within 
three hundred yards of our gateway. The broken walls, and 
village afforded them excellent cover, which they used very 
skilfully, taking adv:mtngc of every bit of shelter. The bullets 
were flying about in all directions, and the constant ping ! ping I 
made us renlile that it was a determined attack on every side 
of our camp. No sooner were they beaten at one point than 
we saw n standard erected at another. Sometimes the Ghazccs 
went forward a great distance in nd1•ancc of the main body, 
and waited until they came up to the standard, and then they 
raised n fearful howl as they assembled near the flag. 'When 
om fire was too hot for them to assemble, they stuck the flag-
in the ground and left it, in the hope that they would be able 
to take up the position at some other time. One man suc-
ceeded in planting a standard not far from the Headquarters 
Gatcw:t)', but he wns soon driven from his advanced position. 
After the defeat ?.t llemaroo in the morning, they never ven-
tured into or-en ground, or made anything like nn orderly 
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nUack upon our front. The scnling-laLidcrs had to be kept 
under CO\'er. From our gateway we saw a man who was 
engaged the whole da}' it\ dragging away the bodies of men 
who fell, tmdcr cover of some wall, to be t:tken away after dark. 
The Afghans arc singularly C<lreful in carrying away their rlcad. 
I watched four nu:n carrying the body of a dead man from a 
village, and ns soon as they came from the cover of the wall 
our m..:n fired; then they threw the body against :mother wall, 
jumped over with astonishing rnpidity, and then pushed the 
wall down so ns to reach the body, round which they tied :l 
pugrec, and then they drn).!gcd it under cover. ~laybe they 
fcnr that we shall mutilate their dead as they have done 
oms, nne\ therefore do their utmost to carry thcm on· the 
field. 
In the afternoon I noticed a heliograph signal flashed from 
Tiutbk, by which we knew that Cough would soon be at Sher-
pore, but unfortunately a day too late to co-operate with us in 
defending om camp rmd dispersing the Afghan army. 
As the enemy drew off from our front, a party of engineers, 
supported by infantry, went out to blow up some uf the villages 
which had given shelter to the t:nemy during the day, when, 
unfortunately, a very sad accident threw a gloom over the 
victory which our brave troops had gained. A mine had been 
made under a lnrge tower in the village, and, by some mistake, 
time was not given for the fusee to burn down to the mine. 
After waiting some time, the officers went to see why the mine 
had not exploded, but befon: they could escape, the explosion 
took place, and killed two very brave and able men-one a 
V.C., Captain Dundas, and the other Lieutenant Nugent. In 
another villnge nn Engineer officer had an exceedingly narrow 
escape. The men were busy mining a tower, and while he was 
examining the rooms, which he supposed were empty, a shot 
was tired from the inside of the room, wounding him in the 
shoulder. Tiy the flash he could see several Afghans in the 
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roon), ancl, in spite of the wound, he had courage to shut the 
door and fasten it just before the mine was f1red. At sunset 
the enemy drew off from the attack, and nsscmblcd on the 
rising ground in front of the IJala Hissar, :JS though they were 
w aiting for the approach of Gough's brigade, which by this 
time hnd halted at the Logar River, about six miles from our 
p osition. It must have been very tantalizing for his force to 
henr the firing nil day, and not to be ncar enough to render any 
nssist<mcc. If the brigade had onlr arrived before noon, or 
carl)' in the afternoon, the defeat of Mahomcd Jan's army would 
have been most complete. 
We cannot sufficiently thank God for the deliverance He 
hns given us out of the hnnds o f <l cruel and mcrcile~s enemy. 
Our losses have been very trifling, estimated at sixty killed nnd 
wounded; while the enemy is though t to have lost between four 
nnd live hundred. The Afghnn army is supposed to have 
numbcrerl 6o,ooa, while our strength was lit tle more than 
G,ooo; bnt it was a brnvc and resolute army, led by nblc and 
fearless officers, nnd commanded by n determined and skilful 
G eneral, who has the confidence of every soldier in camp: which 
is the secret of the power of the Cnbul Field Force. None of 
u s will ever forget the -23rd of December, and may none of ti S 
forget to remember the mercy of our God in the hour of peril 
nnd danger I 
CHAPTER VII . 
.S/r,•rpore, D,·ccmbo· 2.1tlt.-I awoke this morning to the tramp 
-of men falling in, so as to be rendy in case of n re newed 
attack being made on our cnmp. The dead silence which pre-
vailed soon proved tha t the enemy had withdrawn ; the white 
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snow was nntrodden, :md not a sound heard. Smoking villages 
on our front were the only remaining signs of yesterday's f1ght; 
the dark columns of smoke appeared blacker by reason of the 
pure whiteness of the snow, which had fallen during the night 
and co\'ercd the high mountain-ranges of the Hindoo Koosh, 
as well as the neighbouring heights of Siah Sung. The per-
fect stillness was a striking contrast to yesterday's constant 
firing, and the calmness in c..1mp was a great relief to the bustle 
of yesterday's engagement : it was peaceful rest, making all 
feel the blessedness of peace. No sharp ririe-crack, no pinging 
!Jullets, no booming guns, no clattering squadrons of cnvalry, 
no wounded cnrried into camp in dhoolies, but calm and peace-
ful rest. 'l'he struggle was ovc:r, and our brave men had proved 
themselves capable of holding their own and defending their 
camp against overwhelming numbers. 
After breakfast, the 72nd marched out to take possession 
of the village which had given us so much trouble by 
sheltering the Afghans who had kept up a constant fire upon 
om gateway. The village had been deserted, and everything 
valuable had been carried awny.-The loot was very humble 
stuff; it consi:;ted of wood, bhoosa, huge cabbages, and a few 
birds (f•ghting quail) in cages.-It was a great tr..:at to have the 
gateway cleared, and to go outside without any danger ofbeing 
flTed at. 
Soon after eleven I saw the :tdvnnced·gunrd of Gough's 
brigade coming over the snow at the base of the Sinh Sung 
mnge of hills; our cavalry held the ground while they marched 
in-unfortunately, one day too late. It seems they heard the 
firing all yesterdn)', but were unable to get up in time to take 
part in the action i a great mortification to the whole brigade. 
\Vc now know the reason the brigade could not get up sooner: 
the whole country hnd risen, and they were obliged to halt and 
engage the enemy at Jugdulluk. In crossing the Lntabnnd 
Pass they lost one hundred and fifty baggage animals.-Fresh 
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regiments are 11ow being pushed up from India, so that the line 
of communication will soon be re-opened. 
There is a marked change in the faces of all in camp. For 
the bst ten days there has l.Jeon no quiet joke or pleasant smile. 
Evcr}'one felt we were in a grave position, and an earnest 
determination to be faithful in the struggle was Rccn on every 
countenance. Cabulce boys arc coming in screaming out 
' Gurm rtJ((t: I' ('Hot bread !'), and ll1c guard at the gate has 
great delight in stopping Cabulce swells who have not got 
passes. No one is allowed into camp without a pass from the 
political ofliccr. I overheard one of the men say, 'It's all over 
now; here are boxes of grapes and gurm 1·otcc.' It seems 
remarkable that these people have confidence to come up to 
the gateway to sell grapes, etc., after feeding our enemies when 
they were in possession of the cit)'· What a difference they 
must find in our paying them, and l\{nhomed Jnn's men cutting 
their throats and l.Jlowing them up with powder! 
The 9th Regiment marched in with Gough's l.Jrigadc, and 
had to wait in the snow for their baggage and tents to come up. 
I went over to their camp, and found our men glad to sec me, 
and pleased to l.Je:u testimony to the bencC.t of abstnining from 
liquor on the line of march. It was an exceedingly cold 
camping-ground; the snow had to i.Je cleared aw:ly before they 
conld pitch their tents, and then there was very little strnw or 
dry gr<~ss for the men to lie down upon. Everyone had some 
wonderful story to tdl of the march from Gundamuck, of diiks 
which had !Jcen looted, of passes which had been held against 
them, and of baggage that hacl to be left behind as the column 
wns pressed on all sides l>y Afghans. 
The sxst has marched on from Jellai:Lbad to Jugdulluk, 
but half the regiment had to remain at Safccd Sung to hold 
the fort. AH the outposts came on with Gough to our relief, 
so that the line l.Jetwcen Jugdulluk ::md this will have to be 
re-occupied. 
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It is very interesting, :~s well as remarbble, to notice the 
great similarity between the movements of the Afghmts in this 
campaign and those in r 84:1, showing that the trnditions of 
1842 have been cherished with extrnordinary exactness, and the 
talc repeated over many an Afghan f1re. The history of that 
war is better known among the children of Cabul than in the 
schools of England. Fathers h:we told it to their children, and 
women have gossiped over it :~t the river-side, and travelling 
merchants have passed m:tny an hour over a camp-fire in 
narrating the trngie events connected with the wild mountain 
passes of Afghanistan. 
In 1842 Akbar Khan sent a message to General Elphit1stone 
that he would protect him through the passes if he would 
evncuate Lhe cnntonment, and unfortunately he accepted the 
terms, and lost the whole of his arlll)', between Cabul and 
Jcllalnbad, Dr. Bryden being the sole survivor to l'each Sir 
Robert Sale nt that fort. In 1879 the same overtures were 
made to Gcnernl Roberts, but he was made of stt:rncr stuff 
than the ofllct:r who commanded in I 84 2, and refused to 
trust the promise of an Afghan SinJar, and it was well for us 
he did. The llemaroo village wns the very place where 
our camp in 1842 had been attacked, and where the fmt 
reverse was liustained; but the allnck in 1879 was gallantly 
defended, the enemy lenving their slain on the field and 
retrcnting to the hills for safety. Then the attack nt J ugdul-
lnk was repeated, the unfortunate pass where hundreds of 
our men and camp-followers were massacred by the troops of 
Akbar Khan, who had pledged his word to sec them safely 
out of the country. How thankful everyone must be that the 
events only were repeated, and not the clisastcrs ! In e\'ery 
case our troops held their positions and defeated the Afghans. 
A force under General Hill went into the city and took 
possession of the Kotwal without a shot being fired. The city 
had been loott:d from end to end, many houses having been 
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blown up, nne! foundntions dug up in the hope of fmding 
money. We nrc hearing fearful stories of the cruelties of the 
Afghnus, who murdered many of the Hin<loos :md turned their 
wives out into the bazaar uakcd. Some of the Hindoo mer-
chants were blown up on heaps of powder, because they were 
supposed to have secreted their money; nothing could exceed 
the inhuman treatment of the people h~· Mahomed Jnn's 
troops. It is to be hoped that the Calmlces gmtcfully remcm· 
bered the manner in which our troops occupied the city, and 
how everything was honestly paid for in the bazaar, and a 
charitable clispensary opened for the sick nnd diseased. Just 
before sunset, Yakoob Khnn's mother and her women were 
brought i11 prisoners. They came into camp on camels, 
covered, as Afghan women usually nrc, with white cloth, turn-
ing them into shapeless masses of white bag·like bundles of 
cotton. The mother of Yakoob has shown great shrewdness 
and force of character in planning and r.arr}'ing out the rising 
of the tribes. She provided the money, and gave orders to 
the lHoollahs, and promised ·Mnhomcd Jan's troops lacs of 
rupees and tons of gunpowder for a reward, if they would drive 
the English army out of Cabnl. They got the rt1pccs :md 
powder, but could not drive our army away from Cabul. 
Great must have bc~:n her mortification to fllld herself :t 
prisoner in Shcrpore, instead of hr~ving Mahomed Jan and his 
army quartered there. 
Cltd..-tma$ Dtr)', December :!Slh.-Christmas morning I How 
we thought of home to·day i nnd how sadly we t·emembered 
the names of those whose graves were white with snow this 
C hristmas Day at Cabul. It was impossible to wish an}'one a 
merry Christm:ts. Our hospital wards and vcr:tndas were 
crowded with sick and wounded, and there were :tbsent faces at 
every mess·tnblc, reminding us of the dcadl}' character of wnr. 
The long list of kilh::d and wounded was too fresh in our minds 
to make it a merry Christmas. I \'isited the hospital wards, 
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:tnd found the men very glad to have a word of good cheer. 
General Roberts went round the hospital, and had kind words 
for the wounded, and n pleasant smile for the sick, as he passed 
through the wards. The men arc very much attached to him, 
and he i~ exceedingly thoughtful of their wants. 
During the da)' thc following message came into camp from 
the Queen : 'Afy h.·arl bkLIIs for II"• loss oflij.:, so grc!nl nmo11g 
ojJir.:rs, nnr!llfl}<' lilt. 7i'0JIIIfktl an• rifling 1adl, and 1/url jh'nC<: 1oill 
soon h.: ,.,·;IIJrtt!.' Evcrr hcnrt could respond most sincerely, 
'Amen.' 
I passed some men warming themscl\'es by n large fire, 
and overht:ard them s.1y, • We should do for a group in the 
11/uslra!d ;' and an exceedingly fine group they would have 
made :ls they squ:ttted round their camp-fire, te lling o( the 
hair-breadth escapes they had during the various attacks. 
The signallers on the Headquarters Gate have made a 
large snow-man over the General's quarters. The snow-covered 
hills remind ed us of Christmas at home. Our hearts were 
sad in thinking of the severe losses we had sustained, and o( 
homes and hearts that would ahva)'S remember the Cabul 
Christmas of r8i9 with sorrow and grief. In some homes an 
only son had been cut down in h is early manhood; in some 
a lo\·ing father had perished in the struggle; and we could 
only ask ourselves, ' What can compensate the broken-hearted 
widow and the sorrow-stricken moth er ?'-nothing, but this-
they died doing their ciuty. They fell in a dreadful conflict, 
and died for their country-a soldier's death; faithful to the 
end ! While we honour the bmve suffering of our soldiers ht 
the time of conflict, let us not forget to remember the goodness 
and mercy of our God, who has given us the victory m•cr our 
enemies. During those days of anxiety, how many prayers were 
ascending up to God on our behalf; and we belie\'C thrtt the 
prayers of God's people were hc:nd and answered. The thought, 
'They are praying for us at home,' gave us confidence to trust 
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in God in every hour of peril; and now that we have been 
relieved from danger, IC!t us neither forget nor forsake the hand 
that delivered us, nor the lovingkindness that saved us. Oh 
that men would praise the Lord for His lovingkindness and 
tender mercies. 
Our Christmas dinner was very cheering. After the constant 
meat ration, it was a treat to have dnck and green peas-also 
a very line plum-pudding made out of Cabul raisins, and then 
for dessert apples and grapes. The pipers started their music 
ngain, a most peaceful sign, and we hope a happy indication 
that the Cnbul Wnr is over, and this the lnst Chri~tmas-day 
thnt British soldiers will ever spend in Cabul. 
Jii'ir/(fy, D,-mn/J(r 26//i. - Having a little leisure this morning, 
I walked as far as the J3cmaroo village, where the brunt of the 
attack was made on the 23nl of December. The defences ap-
peared to be \'ery slight; the huts of the 3rd Sikhs made the 
outer mmpart, on which a kind of parapet had been made by 
the branches of trees being placed along the top, and at the 
end of the line of huts earthworks were thrown up; and then 
beyond, wire entanglement lined the whole front. The 67th, 
3rd Sikhs, and 28th Native Infantry had an exceedingly hot 
time of it on the morning of the attack. It was so dark that 
/ire-balls had to be thrown up to enable the men to sec the 
enemy, who were i11 great numbers and quite close to the 
earthworks; but our brave fellows were ready waiting for the 
attack, and nn0inchingly StOOU their gronll(] : their deadly 
volleys al last told upon the enemy, and turned thl! attack into 
n defeat. 
Now that me11 had got a little breathing-time, auctions were 
being held at different parts of the cnmp; and nlthough a 
laugh might be rai~ctl at a far-fetched joke, everyone felt that 
it was a dismal affnir to be selling the effect~ of a brother 
ollker or soldier comrade who had fallen in the Htruggle of the 
previous days. As a matter of course, everything was sold at 
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fa!Julous prices; at one :\llction, six pairs of woollen socks 
were sold for seventy rupees. 
News is constantly coming in of the fearfnl amount of cmchr 
and robbery which ha\'e taken place during the occupation of 
Cabul by Mahomed Jan: one 1-Iindoo banker hnd bl.!cn 
looted to the extent of two lacs of rupees, nnd fcr~rfully beaten 
as well, and his house completely wrecked. 
We r~re daily expecting to have the line of communication 
opened, aud hope it will not be delayed a single hom longer 
than ncccss:uy, as everyone in camp is exceedingly :mxious 
to be brought in communic.1tion with the outer world. A 
company of the 9th Regiment :md a SCJUndron of the I zth 
Bengal Cavalry went out to Butkak to reoccupy the old camp 
at th:tt village. An expedition is to march to-morrow up the 
Kohist:m Valley, and a desperately cold time the men will 
have of it, as the valleys and hills nrc co\•crcd with snow. 
No one is allowed to go into the city, as there is a strong 
impression that the Jlala Hissar is undermined. Great c::re 
is vr:.ry necessary; these treacherous creatures would delight 
in decoying the troops into the city, or llal:t 1-1 issar, and then 
blowing them to atoms. The whole of the ground is to be 
carefully examined by the Engineers before our troops take 
possession of the place. 
Salrmlay, D.wmb<r z 7!/r.-This morning the Kohistnn Ex· 
pedition mnrchccl out under the command of Gencml llakt!r. 
The following troops left camp : the 67th, znd Ghoorkhos, a 
Sepoy regiment :md a mule battery, nnd a Native Cavalry 
regiment. 
I p:tid a visit to our men in the 9th Regiment. Their camp 
was in a fearful condition of mud; the snow had melted and 
made the whole place n perfect slough of despond. Although 
the camp was very dismal, the men were wonderfully bright. 
To make matters worse, straw is exceeding I)' scarce; but they 
man:~ged to CO\'Cr the ground inside the tents with euough to 
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lie upon. As soon ns the ])ala Hissnr is pronounced safe, the 
regiment will march there. 
On my way back to the 72nd Gatew:1y, I passed a soldier's 
nnr.tion, and heard the eloquent auctioneer telling his com-
raclcs that whoever bought n pai r of bbcking-brushes would 
never be checked on parade for dirty boots, quite forgetLing 
that there was not a bottle of blacking in the whole camp ; 
discipline had got very far beyond a blacking-par, On active 
service no one thought about blacking for boots, or pipe·clay 
for belts; it was a great thing to have men to st:md and fight 
in them, and doubtlc~s the want of blacking would not diminish 
their courage. Afler the brushes came a blanket; and the 
purchasers were told that 'it was so light that they need not 
be nfraid of requiring an extra baggngc-pony. Warmth with-
out weight is what you want, and here you have got it.' So 
the anction went on, amidst a great deal of jokillg over some 
poor fellow's effects, who wns killed only a few days ngo on 
the Asmai heights. 
Su11rf1J)'1 D,-r.:mbr:r zStfl.-There was no reason to be n fraid 
of a.n alarm this Sabbath morning; the regular parade service 
was held close to the mess-house; the pnd Highlanders 
formed a square, with the drums piled in the centre fm· a 
pulpit. My subject was 'Fidelity': 'nc thou faithful unto 
death, and I will give thee a crown of life. • The men were 
very nttcntivc, and appeared to feel the importance of fidelity 
to God as well as to man. Of all men, the true soldier knows 
what is meant by f1delit)'. How many officer~ and men had 
proved their fidelity to duty by dying nt their posts, literally 
being faithful unto c\cath l After service I went through the 
hospital, and read and prayed with the men in the different 
wards. The men seemed very thankful for my visit; and 
when I sat down on one of the cots, they came round to listen 
to the word of ever!nstin~ truth. It was pleusant to be able 
to cheer the sick nnd wounded wilh a message of Divine love, 
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and unite in pray\!r that God would res tore them. L1ter on 
in the afternoon, I had a service in the band-room, and one or 
two ofiicers who heard about it came ill. 
During the day one of the guns we lost on the r ,lth was 
brought into camp, and they expect to lind the other in the 
same place. It seem~ that the enemy found them too heavy 
to carry away, and threw them into a tank about six miles from 
the camp. 
The first d;ik (post) left camp to-day with n. strong escort of 
cavalry for Jugdulluk, where they expect to meet the diik 
from India, and we fervently ho]Je that the mnil·bags will be 
brought in safely. 
Jlfonrlay, Dc·mllb,·r !!9/lt.-In the middle of the night we had 
a fearful alarm of lire : I awoke nc:u·ly suffocated, and went 
into my r1eighbour's quarters and found him !:1st asleep, while 
the sparks were fnlling into the room. There was a good denl 
of shouting, but no great harm was done beyond burning the 
floor; the lire was soon put out by a few cans of IV:lter being 
thrown over it. It was an exceedingly fortunate thing it was 
di.scovcred before the fire had gone too far, or the whole of 
the quarters in the gateway would hnve been reduced to a 
heap of ashes. The only inconvenience \l~ts c:~uscd by turn-
ing out of a wam1 bed into a bitterly cold night. 
A poor fellow sent for me after dark from the ho~pit:ll, and 
I fear he will hardly live ihrough the night ; :~fter praying 
with him, I spoke to him about the wondrous love of God in 
snving us from our sin, and when I had finished, I asked him 
if he had understood all I had said about Christ receiving 
sinners. 'Oh yes, sir, you're a gentleman that speaks very 
plainly,' was his reply. M ay the Lord grant him faith to 
bclie,•e the promise so fully given, 'Come unto Me, and I will 
give yon rest.' 
/\ man from the city told me that ~lahomed }iln had taken 
away about fourteen lncs of loot, and a very great quantity 
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of gunpowder ; he also said that the tribes woulu return in 
Jvlnrch and sweep us out of Cabul. It"is possible, however, thnt 
he may have made some mistake in his calculiltions: instead 
of sweeping us out, he may be snuffed out. 
Tw:sday, D~ct!IIJ{;t!r 30/h.-Made arrangements for our New 
Year's Temperance lHceting. Our good fellows in the 
72ncl undertook · to fit up one of their verandas for n 
Temperance Hall, so we may be sure of a. place for om· meet-
ing, and hope it won't be too cold for the men; for an open 
air meeting with snow on the ground is trying, even fm· 
teetotalers. Several Cr.bulecs came into camp from the city with 
furs and cnrpcts for sale. One man, from whom I bought some 
furs, complained most terribly of the cruelty of the Afghans 
under :i\hhomcd Jan; they were nllowccl to do just ns lhC)' 
liked, without the least restraint being put upon them. 1\fcn, 
women, nnd children suffered fearfully during the reign of 
terror which existed under the governorship of the Afghan 
Sirdar. 
1-f/cd!lcsday, Dtccmbcr 3IS/.-The Kohistan brigade returned 
to-day after destroying a good many villngcs. The cold wns 
very intense, and the mel'o~~pecially the nnti1•e troops, suo·ered 
very much ; several times they had to camp on ground covered 
with snow. After this there will be no more expeditions until 
we get milder wr.ather. This demonstration was absolutely 
nccess:uy, as the Kohistance chiefs had violated all the pro-
mises they made to us before the outbreak on the I oth, when, 
instead of remaining faithful, they joined i\[ahomcd Jan's force 
and materially strengthened him ngainst us. 
We hear that the old Glmznce ;\'loollah is preaching a Jchau 
among the tribes in the Lugman Valley, and that there is fight-
ing at Jugdulluk. This will be exceedingly unfortunate, and 
may possibly detain us longer, as the convoy will not start un-
less the road is considered snfc. Sir Charles W-- starts to-
morrow with Gcncml Kennedy's party; and if they get through 
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safely, I suppo:;e we shall follow with the convoy of sick and 
wounded. I went over to General Roberts's quarters, and was 
very kindly received. The General's room is of the plainest 
description-a camp-bed on one side, and a table on the 
other full of papers. Ever}•thing is in keeping with his plain 
soldier-like character. He seemed pleased to hear of the 
.. 
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number of Temperance men in camp, and is exceedingly proud 
of his Cnbul force; and well he may be; they nrc some of the 
finest men in India, a nd he couiJ never have held his own 
against tllC swarms of Afghans if they had not been good 
soldiers. Nothing is allowed to pass the General's notice; he 
takes the deepest interest in everything which pertains to the 
welfare and comfort of his men. It is gratify ing to lind a 
General proud of his men, and men who arc equally proud of 
their Gencrnl. 
Our Temrcrnnce l'dccting at night was a great mcce~s. The 
men m:tde the large verandah of the barracks \'cry comfortable ; 
tent knniits were put up between the pillars so ns to enclose 
the verandah, and to some extent keep out the cold wind ; 
rough p ieces of wood, and beams from the llala. Hissar, were 
put across the verandah on bricks, for scats i and at the end n 
large round tal.lle; couches and chairs, which once adorned 
the Amccr's palace, were placed for the officers. Candles were 
stuck on the pillars and on pieces of wood driven into the 
mud wall of the barrack, and a. glass chandelier adorned the 
round tab II!; lhi!i furniture was kindly Jcut to us for the evening 
by the ofticer in charge of the Amcer's property which was 
taken at the capt11rc of the BaJa Hissar. 
In spite of the bitter cold, our veranda.h was soon crowded 
with men, and numbers stood outside, on the other side of the 
kaniit, where they could hear just as well as inside. We ha(l 
men from every part of the camp, and the fur caps and 
poshtccns and rou~h ]lokhara cloth coats gave the audience a 
particularly 'rough and ready' kind of look; men with sunburnt 
faces, who had marched victoriously through the passes of 
Afghanistan, beaten the Amecr's forces a t Chnrisiab, and held 
their own against Mahomed ] iin at Sherpore, were now met 
together to receive their Afghan Silver Bars of Honour which 
the Associa tion presented to men who had faithfully kept their 
pledges during the campaign. We opened the meeting by sing-
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ing 'Hold the Fort,' and heartily did these brave fellows sing 
out this soklierly hymn. I then stood on .'1 chair and gave a 
Temperance Atklrcss to an exceedingly attcnt ive nudicnce of 
men in warlike trim, ready to tnrn out at a moment's notice, 
and do their duty. At the close of my nddress the honours 
were distributed, and se\•cral new pledges taken. 
This heing New Yenr's Eve, we had a special prayer-meet-
ing in my room at half-p;t~t eleven, when the following ofiicers 
attended: i\Iajor A. Rattyc of the Goorknhs, Captain Campbell 
of the Artillery, Captain Hunt of the Commissariat, and 
Lieutenant G. Scott rv£oncrie0' of the Engineers. Mr. 
:Manson, the Presbyterian Chaplain of the 9:!1Hl, and one or 
two other officers were prevented from coming. How much we 
all hnJ to be thankful for! om lives had been spared dming the 
war, and we were able to seck Di\•ine guidance for another yenr. 
Exactly at midnight, thud went the big clmm of the 
Highlnnders, and then the bancl struck np a rattling good-
Lye to the Old Year; wh<~t with both the bands of the High-
lnnd regiments, the scrc.1ming of the pipes, and the singing 
and shouting of the men, there was no sleep till after three 
o'clock. Up and down the camp they went, keeping up the 
old Scotch custom of seeing the Old Year out and welcom-
ing the New Year in, which they call Hogmoonay-why? no 
Scotchman could tell me. A very good story was told of 
their visit to the General, who knew something ~bout this 
Scotch custom, and had one of his aides waiting for the 
Highlanders who were sme to pay him n visit, to wish him 
'A happy New Ye.ar.' When the men got to his quarters 
one of them went up to the door, and was met hy the aide-
de-camp, who told him that the men couldn't sec the General, 
as he was very tired and had turned in. The stalw:trt High-
lander was not to be put aside by an answer like this, and 
pushed into the room, saying, ' We don't w:mt to sec none 
of your aides-de-camp,' and went up to the General, who was 
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either asleep or pretending to be asleep, and said in th e 
softest tone~, ' Gilw-al I Gtircral I if ye only ken how th e 
men love ye, )'e'd come oot and sec them.' 'fhi~ , as a matter 
of course, fetched the General, who went out to wish them ' A 
happy New Year,' and then the men wished the General ' A 
happy New Year,' and made the camp ring wi th their lond and 
hearty cheers for the General they were proud to serve; and 
then away they went, with their lxmds going rub-a-dub-dub ! 
and the bagpipes sc reaming and the men shouting. I wns 
very thankful when they had done playing in r88o. 
Tlmrsrlay,.fi111nary ut, rSSo.-Ncw Year's Dny. How recol-
lections of past New Ycnrs came to mind, when friends came 
with the pleasant greeting, ' A happy New Year !' 'l'o make 
up for the absence of loved ones at home, I set myself the 
pleasant task of writing home-letters, and can only hope that 
the mail-bags will get safely through to India, or some Afghan 
may fmd amusement in opening letters he can neither read nor 
understand. In the afternoon I went th rough the hospital 
wards to give the poor fellows a New Year's friendly greeting, 
and many a sad face raised a faint smile at the old familiar 
welcome of another year. How past memories arc stirred by 
simpl)• wishing one another, 'A happy New Year !' For my 
New Year's text I took, 'Let not your heart be troubled.' 
I went down to the lines of the !Jlnd, and found many 
of the men, who seemed to be still welcoming the New Year, 
very much the worse for liquor; one man invited me into 
the barrack, jus~, as he said, to drink in the New Year. I went 
inside and found others far gone, and certainly in a con-
dition in which it would be impossible for them to know when 
the Old Year ended, or when the New Year began. I look 
the opportunity of suggesting that they wonld have been in 
a h<tppier condition if they hnd been abstainers, and I promised 
to wish them 'A happy New Year' provided they would sign the 
pledge; but this they were not disposed to do. This drinking 
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was confined to one company, and I am thnnkful that our men 
stood firmly through the temptat ion of the New Year's carouse . 
.Friday, JatlllfliJ' vui.-Genernl Kennedy's party started this 
inorning; they arc known in cnmp as the 'Great Picnic Party.' 
No one seems to understand wh:~t brought the gallant General 
so far to the front to lovk after his camels, mules, and donkeys, 
belonging to the Transport Department, of which he is head. 
This valuable head was nc:lrly knocked orr by a bullet passing 
too close to it, on the top of the 72nd Gatcw:ty. I was st:-~nd­
ing on the top close to the parapet-wall, and heard the ping of a 
bullet, when the General's head bent more hurriedly than grace-
fully as it whiz;:ed over him, We shnll be anxious to hear how 
he gets through the Passes, as we know there is lighting at 
Jugrlulluk. I hope he will be nble to take care of his head 
should the bullets come too ncar again. The commission is 
still busy trying the men who were brought in. One man was 
supposed to be implicated in the mnssacrc of Cavagn:ni, 
because Ca\·agnari's parrot was found in his possession, but 
which he could sntisfactori ly ::account for, having received it 
from the Amcer after the massacre. Others were not so 
fortunate. They were the head-men from one of the Ch:trdch 
villages ; I saw them just before they were t:~ken out of camp 
to be hanged, and thcr looked quite indifferent to the sentence 
which was going to be carried out. I !~card of a prisoner who 
escaped in a very curious m:mner; h!;; name w~s Mahomet 
Ali, :md it seems there was another .,Mahomet Ali in another 
tent, and the oflicer who called for i\:[ahomct Ali went to the 
wrong tent and released the wrong man, so this man got the 
benefit of ha\•ing the same name as the man who was ordered 
to be released. I am very much afraid that some of tl1csc 
treacherous Afghan Sirdars who are supposed to be friendly 
are using us for the purpose of getting their rivals put out of the 
way, by bringing cases. against them, nnd making it impos-
sible for the political officers to test the evidence satisfactorily. 
I 
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Sf11111':1a )', jalflf/1J)' 3rd.-None o f the Shcrporc gnrrison will 
ever forget thi~ dny : to mos t of us n dny of great joy, nnd to 
some a d ay of sorrow. The nrrival of the mail threw the 
whole camp into great excitement. 1\s the yaboos trotted 
through the g;lleway with their letter-bags swinging at dther 
side, and the cavalry escort clattering after them, a gcnc:rnl rush 
was made to the Post-Office tent, where generals, colonels, 
sta(f officers, and private soldiers were a nxiously waiting for 
long-e:<pcctcd letters. It was soon found impos~il>lc for the 
l'ost·Ofticc staff to gel through the sorting, so the letter-bags 
were emptied on the nround, and sc\'Cml oflicers ns well as the 
regimental postmen set to work sorting them. Every now and 
then a. c ry wa:; raised, 1 Here's a letter for you ! now be off ;' 
nnd again, 1 When will you lind mine?' Every lime a letter 
was held up half a dozen hands would be stretched out to 
receive it, and the I'ostmaster wanted to leave the sorting till 
the n ext day, as it was very ncar sunset; but the feeling outside 
the tent was too strong for his regulatio ns, :md the heaps oi 
letters were sorted before dark, nnd only the unopened bags 
kept till the next day. As my letters had all been put in 0 11e 
lnrgc envelope and registered, I had to hunt for mine inside 
the tent where they were being sorted; and just ns the Post· 
master had said, 1 T hcn.:'s no letter for you,' I caught sight 
of m y le tter nnd snatched it out of the heap, and replied, 
'Why, here it is.' After being shut off from the outside world 
since December nth, no one can imagine the joy we had in 
receiving home-leiters. 
In the evening I went over to the IJznd lines, where 
the Christian men or the Gordon Highlanders were giving 
a. tea to their ~omrades in camp. A row of tents had been 
pitc hed, and wooden planks made good tables, a nd rough 
beams excellent scats; candles were stuck along the talJles, 
and everyone looked cheer(ul and happ)' at their Sherporc 1 Tm· 
jig/1/.' The cakes and 1 shortbread' were very good, in fact 
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far better than the cakes usually served at tea-meetings; the 
men had made them, :md having been b.1kcrs in the land of 
cakes, did credit to old Scotbnd in providing, in the wild hills of 
J\fghanistan, cakes that would have found plenty to appreciate 
them in their own far·otr land. Our warm-he:utcd High-
landers were greatly delighted nt the wcJI.descrvcd praise we 
bestowed upon their excellent entertainment. 1\'lr. Manson, 
the Presbyterian Chaplain, Captain Campbell, Lieutenant Scott 
:Moncrictr, and Lieutenant Gompctz were present. After I had 
given an address, r had to attend the meeting of the 67th 
in th eir lines. The meeting was held in one of the barracks, 
the men having rolled 111> their bedding, and stuck candles 
on projecting bits of brick from the wall. I stood on a rough 
kind of platform raised about a foot from the ground. A 
very interesting feature of the meeting was the presentation 
of Afghan bars to those who had kept their pledges through 
the campaign. 
On my way back to my quarters at the other end of the camp, 
an old soldier of the --regiment came up and asked me 
if I remembered him, which I instantly did, as Sergeant --
had been one of our best workers at Agrn. He gave me a 
sad account of the way in which he had been led astray, and 
l10w he had left both the Temperance Society and the Bible 
class. At Lucknow he was made a sergeant, when he found 
that the temptations of the sergeants' mess were too much for 
him, and he C\'en asked his comm:mding officer to be allowed 
to resign his stripes, and go back ns a private to the ranks; but 
this was not sanct ioned, as he was a man of good character and 
had the confidence of his colonel. After refusing to drink for 
many months, some of the sergeants were determined to m~ke 
him break his pledge, and adopted the wicked and deceitful 
trick of putting gin into some lemonade he was drinking with-
out his knowledge; as soon as he tasted the liquor the old 
passion was moused, and he drank, going to bed drunk that 
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night, and for scveml nights. He now fdt disgraced} and kept 
awa)' from his Christian commdcs, and soon uccame careless 
and forgetful of all Lhat was good. He was sent from the regi-
ment, on the breaking out of the w;u, in charge of a signalling. 
party; and now that he was away from his drinking companions, 
he began to recognise the danger through which he had passed, 
and earnestly desired to return to God, whom he had forgotten 
and neglected. 
He came into my room, where we prayed together, and 
where, I am thankful to say, he signed the pledge again, with 
the resolve neither to break it nor forget God. May he remain 
f.1ithful and true to the pledge he hns again taken. 
SmufllJ', J rumary ,t/!1.-As soon ns I got np I went over to 
the Post-Office tent to inquire for more letters, but the rigid 
Post-Office official refused to relax the regulation hour for 
transacting business. The only answer I could get from this 
cross-grained crcatme was, that he would send my letters by 
the usual delivery. Fortunately for me, I had marcheu with 
the Inspector of l'ost Offices from Gundamuck, and so picked 
up an acquaintanceship with him; and being of a genial dis-
position, I thought he might relax the rules in my favour. I 
found him dressing, and at last persuaded him to allow me 
to hunt for my letter in the unopened bag lying in his room, 
when I was soon rewarded by finding another packet containing 
home-letters. 
This morning both the Highland regiments had service 
together; the pnd marched down to the 92t1d, where Mr. 
Manson, the Presbyterian Chaplain, officiated. I. enjoyed 
the service very much. The l>nncl of the 9:md played, and 
the melt sang a psalm and a hymn very nicely; the music 
sounded very clear and sweet as the old tunes rang out in all 
their distinctness, reminding us of more peaceful Sabbaths in 
the solemn congregation of the sanctuary nl home. Jn the 
evening I had an Evangelistic meeting in the tents where 
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we had the tea-meeting in the 9:!nd lines. The tents were 
crowded, and some good, I hope, w:~s done. During the day I 
went through the hospital wards for the last time, and hnd my 
last service with the men, who had become cmlcarcd to me in 
a time of great peril and danger. As I wished them good-bye 
in each ward, the men responded, 'I wish you a safe journey, 
sir.' Poor fellows! many out of these wards will return home 
invalids for Hfc, while many ha vc been crmicd to their last 
rcsting-plncc on earth, the silent grave, which will remain as a 
sad and lasting record of our occupation of Cabul, long after 
our troops have mcnted Afghanistan. 
This afternoon a telegram from the Queen w:~s received in 
camp, congratulating the C:~bul Field Force on its successful 
defence of Shcrpore on the ::! 3n.l. It was to this effect, 
'Thanking her brave soldiers for lighting so brn vcly and gaining 
so great a victory.' Who can feel more thankful than those of 
us who owe our li vcs to their steadiness and cournge? It is to be 
hoped that mntl}' have remembered to a cknowledge the good-
ness of God in giving us the victory over our enemies, ns well 
as thanking our brave soldiers for their courageous defence of 
our camp :1gainst the overwhelming hordes of Afghanis tan. 
At the meetings held in the camp at Shcrpore, I presented 
the following number of Afghan honours. The honcut· was 
a silver bar, with 'Afglmllislrw, r 879,' in raised letters on the 
bar, to be worn with the Temperance medal. The greates t 
number of b:~rs was given to the 67th, which received sixty; 
the 72nd Highlanders, flftr-four; the c;pnd Gordon High-
landers, forty-three; the 9th Regiment, twenty-eight; the 
9th Lancers, ten; Artillery, one; Commissariat, three ; :md 
oflicers1 three: total, two hundred and two. In addition 
to the men who received this spec ial honour, we have a bout 
two hundred who have joined the Association during the 
campaign, and we hope they will get a bar at its termination. 
'l'f/1~' RETUNN MARCil. 
CHAPTER Ylll. 
.l.Jutlml·, fiumm)' Sllr.-Thc events of 1S4z are revived by the 
very dates on which several events took place; for instance, out· 
!irst fall of snow in 1879 was on the same day as in 1S.p, nnt.l 
now our first convoy of sick and wounded leaves Shcrpore 
only a day before the unfortunate army of 1842 started on 
their fatal march to India. They marched on Janllary the 
Gt h, 1 8,\2, and were cruelly massacred in the J ugdulluk Pass 
on the IJlh. \Vc nre leaving on the sth, and hope to r ct 
snfcly through the Pnss aooul the 8th. Everybody seemed to 
be on the move bcfor~ sunrise, although only a fc.:w of the sick 
and wounded ;uc leaving, I rode over to the transport lines, 
and succeeded in getting some very fair ponies for my baggage; 
as they are sending a great many down the line, 1 got a very 
liberal allowance of th•e 1instead of three. After a hurried 
breakfast I got my baggage-ponies packed, and every thing was 
soon ready for n stnrt. The little room in the 7:!nd Gateway 
whic h hnd sheltere d me (rom the snow of winter and the 
dcndly bullets of Afgl\an rilles will always be remembered 
with much thankfulness, as A [llace of refuge in n time of great 
peril. The kindnes1 of Colonel Brownlow and the oflicers of 
the 72nd will ever be cherished by me with much gratitude, 
for their kind hospifality in the mess-hut at Shcrporc. The 
different camps, the hospital wards, and the silent little 
cemetery have memories whiclt cnn never be forgotten. Who 
of the Shcrpore camp will ~;;vQ"r forge t the dangers it passed 
through, or the wonderful deliverance on the 23rd of December? 
Outside the walls we had 3 strange gnthcring of camels, 
mules, yaboos, and donkeys, nearly 2,ooo all told. Then we 
!1nd the gathering of dhoolie-bearcrs, and their dismal dhoolics. 
Our sick and wounded consislcd of seven ollicers, SC\'en men, 
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:ltld forty-six Scpoys. The r4th Bengal Lancers formed our 
escort. A long delay of two hours took plnce before we 
were really on our w:ty. Groups of friends gathered round 
the different dhoolics, and many a comrade in s:1ying 'good-
bye' couldn't refrain from cxpres5ing the wish of his heart by 
saying, 'I wish I could get away! At length the bugle of the 
Lancers told us to mount and walk, the last 'good-bye' or 
'good-luck' was exchanged, the lnst wa,•e of a cap from the 
old gateway, and our backs were turned towards Shcrpore. 
We passed a working-party of the 72nd busy knocking down 
the w:tlls of a vilt:tge th:tt had given us a deal or trouble 
during the fighting. One more good-bye was given by these 
bmve Highlanders, who said n~ost heartily, • [ hope you'll 
get back safely, sir.' As we went along the road on the other 
side of 'Sinh Sung,' we: mw ·n good many dead bodies which 
h:td not been removed since the fight on the twenty-third 
of December. None of the city people turned out to see us 
pass, and nothing of interest enlivened the dreary march to our 
first camping-ground at J3utkak1 where we arrived before dark. 
The ground was wet on whicl\ we camped, and could 11nrdly be 
otherwise, ns the night before it had been thickly covered with 
snow. Of all the cold nights we had passed through, this was 
the coldest; the ground wns damp wilh snow-water, and a sharp 
frost ma.dc our first night under canvas very trying. Some 
of the sick were taken into the Afghan fort in tho village, which 
is held by a. company of the 9fh Regiment. When I turned 
in for the night, I :~ddcd lo the clothes I had on my sheepskin 
posh teen and boots, whic;h, with the addition of a fur cnp, made 
me comfot1auly warm. 
Lalabuml, }illlll(lf.J 6tk.-We were a long time starting, and 
the poor unfortunate natives were almost useless from the 
cold. Of all miserable creatures none could look more miser-
nule than the dhootie-benrers, as they stood shivering, or 
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ngo burnt itself out, waiting for the sun to warm them for the 
day's work. It never seemed to dawn upon them th:tt they 
might warm themselves by increased activity; a very energetic 
doctor's boot and stick were the only warming influences that 
stirred lhcm up to work. When once they got on the trot with 
the dhoolie1 they s~emcd to forget their troubles, and got relief 
in the dismnl chant of 'Ram, Ram,' as they carried their 
burdens on to the next camp. 
Tbe Latabund .camp h1 just at the foot of the dg;mg road 
whiel\ lias beer'! made up the first ascent of the !'ass. We 
were too large a <Jonvoy to get into the liltcs, so had to pitch 
onr camp outside. Several o£ the ollir.ers in the lines had dug 
out the centre of their tents and made a fire at the P.nd, and 
by a simple 'contrivnnce a fireplace was dug in the side, and a 
h ole at 1he top, outside the tent, made an excellent chimney. 
The mess-tent of the 24th Native Infantry was very warm 
and snug; candles \\'ere rather scarce, so that th~y had to 
be blown out until dinner came on, and then each one con-
tributed his bit of candle, in some cases a very small bit out of 
a lanfern, towards the general illumination of the dinner-table; 
then wh<m that was over the bits hnd to be blown out again, or 
the next dinner-party would be in darkness. Colonel Norman 
gave me a good piece of advice at parting respecting to-
morrow's march, namely, • Get up that zig~ag t:arly in the 
morning,' advice not to be forgotten as one thought of the 
telegraph-pole~, <lhoolies, camels, mules and donkeys that 
"'·ould have to twist and turn~ and wind :md bend up that fear-
ful zigzag. 
Sub JJliM,Jimllary ud.-While tfle tent was being packed 
and strapped on the bagsag!!·ponies, I sat on a box and had 
my breakfast. Unfortunately for our start, the telegraph people 
were busy reconstructing the line, and had to take their tele-
graph-poles up the l:'ilss b~(ore we moved. Each mule had 
two long poles (astened on either side, and then the tedious 
---· 
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jo urney began. Solllctimes the poles dropped over the side of 
the Pass, when the rand became blocked, nnd vnluable t ime 
was wasted. The whole convoy was debyed until the last of 
the telegraph-poles had crossed the Ko t:tl. 
As soon as we had crossed, we hal ted for some time to 
get the convoy in proper marching order, and, out of great 
confusion, form something like :tn orderly line. } 'irst of all, 
a squadron of cavalry went on as nn advance-guard, behind 
which I rod e with Captain Campbell; then came the sick and 
wounclctl in dhoolics. Amongst them poor Colonel Clnrkc, of 
the 7 ~nd, was being carried down, I fear never to return 
to his regiment ;* anu then there was Captain C hish olme, 
of the 9th Lancers, who wns shot th rough the leg, but won-
derful!)' cheerful, mnking no more fuss than if he had been 
pricked with a pin. We must not forget n serge:mt of the . 
67th, who had lost a leg in an engagement, nnd had 
re mained faithful to his pledge through the campaign. The 
doctor told him he had made a rarid recovery, owing to the 
fact tha t he had been an abstainer fot· some years. T he 
poor fellow now knew the value of abstinence. After the 
dhoolics came the uagg:tge animals, and then the long line 
of transport animnls o n their way back to Gundamuck. This 
s traggling convoy often stretched from fi ve to six miles along 
the Pass, and before we got to the top we had to halt several 
times for the purpose of tilling in the gaps nnd getting the 
advance and rear guards nenrcr each other. It was long past 
noon when we m et the escort of infantry from Secb Biibil at 
the top of the Latnbund, where we halted and had a mos t 
acceptable tillin nnd our last look a t Cabul, which was equally 
del ightful to the whole convoy, and as we looked through the 
gl:tsses and handed them to others to take a fina l peep, we 
henrd one universal expression-' Thank God, I am out ofthnt . 
hole !' '\\'ell might this wish be devoutly and sincerely tnnde. 
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Only a few weeks ago none of ns C\'Cr thought that we should 
be crossing the L'lt;lbund on our way to Pcshawur. 
This rugged PrtSS winos over rough hills and down the atony 
beds of dry mountain torrents, and then th rougf1 ranrrow 
gorges not wide enough for an artillery gun-carriage 'tO p.'lss, 
until its last slope leads to the rough camp at Seeb :0111.>11, 
where there is nothing but rocks and stones and l>1eak barren 
mountains. 
Just as we got to the camping-ground we passed 'two men 
taking the corpse of a relati\'c to be buried in his vill~e grave· 
yard f.1r away ; the l>ody was in a rude coffin, lashed on to the 
back of a camel, and had a most dismal appearance RS it 
s tretched out on either side of the r.amcl's narrow back. One 
mnn appeared to be an ordinary camel-drive•·, and the other 
was evidently a l\loollah. Whether this was one of ' he dead 
being carried away from Cabul, we could not find out; l>ut 
sur.h is the re,•crencc of Afghans for their dead, that it ia quite 
possible that these men had come on their drea~y journey 
from !liC engagement before Shcrpore on the twenty-third or 
December. 
Our camp was vcrr compact; we had a hig h perpcltcticular 
rock behind us, and a shallow stream in fron t. The troops 
stationed here had their camp surrounded with a stone wal~ 
and sandbags placed on the top. At night n picket occupied 
the summit of the rock, to prevent our being taken by surprise 
in the rear. 
Jttgdt~llul:, jamuuJ' Slh. - The road to-day was nothing like 
so hard r~s that of yesterday; the greater part of the way was . 
comparatively Ievel- I suppose ns level as a road eRn be 
in .Mghanistan, which is a country of rough mount:tin-pa~cs. 
We got into camp quite early in the afternoon, about three 
o'clock, and I was exceedingly glad to find Colonel Ball-
Acton in command : we had both passed through consider-
able dangers since we met at Jellalabnd. My tent was pitched 
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in his Jines, so I was comfortably quartered for the night. In 
the nfternoon the Colonel took me to sec Lhc wonderful Jug-
dulluk Pass. As a precautionary measure, a few Scpoys were 
sent on the hills that command the P~ss, in case of acciucnts. 
A few xealous Afghans might be lurking about, and this step 
would prevent trouble on both sides. Nothing could be 
grander than the entrance to the wild and mggcd gorge, with 
its rough and raggcrl rocks towering above the defile, and in 
n1any places almost meeting; a stream of water murmurs 
through the Pass, the only souml that is heard, gmgling round 
the boulders in their rocky bed. ln the narrowest part I 
could touch one side of the l~ass with my hand and the other 
with my walking-stick, making it about nine feet wide. 
Precious stones nrc said to be found in the river, but we were 
not fortunate enough to come upon an)'· This is one of the 
gmndest pnsscs in Afghanistan, and it would be difficult to 
suppose that anything could be grander than the wildness of 
the Pass, with its bold rocks rising precipitously from the bed 
of the mountain stream, which seems to have cut its way through 
the rocky d efile. The bohl rocks quite overwhelming, and 
the silence, which is only broken by the rushing gurgle of the 
stream, thrilled one with awe. 
The gallant s 1st !J,wc a Temperance tent for the good of 
the men, where tea nnd coffee can be had, and even a supper 
of corned beef. Defore going to dinner I had a. meeting, nnd 
presented one or two hars, for faithful service (as abstainers) 
during the war. With a commanding officer a personal 
rlbstaincr, the 51st ought to be proud of its position. Captain 
F. l3attyc, one of our wounclccl officers, dined with us at the 
51st mess. He had n very wonderful escape; a bullet struck 
him on one side of the n eck, went round under the skin, and 
then came out on the other side, witllOut doing more serious 
injury than giving him a stiff neck for n few weeks. 
Pcswrm, .fallllary 9/h.-We had nn extra escort of men 
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furnished hy the 51st, ns the Pass was not considered safe; 
bnnds of men were constantly jiring upon convoys as they 
marched through, and when we had got to the narrowest part 
we halted about half an hour for the infantry to crown the 
heights before we ventured into the narrow road, which will 
always be rem em be red with dread as the plncc where the 
army in 1 S.p was ma~sacred by men who had promised 
with rill oath to escort them safely out of the country, but we 
had to proceed to the top of the Kotal without the heights 
being crowned, as we had not snflich:nt men for the purpose; 
had the enemy been there, fifty men could have held the 
J>ass against us, and thrown the whole convoy into utter con-
fu~ion (a few weeks after we had passc<l through, an officer 
of the 51st was killed on this road). 
We reached Pes\\':m early, and found an enterprising ll:ltive 
in a tent selling all the strange things of a regular box-wnllnh, 
from biscuits, preserves, and pickles, to paper, needles, and pins_ 
Srr.fi·d Sr111g,.Ja111rary 'o//i,-Our march to this camp w:ts very 
easy; the greater p:ut of the way was downhill and then along 
the le\•e\ valley of Gundamuck. We met some officers going 
to the front who were full of the gush of war, with brand-
new rc\·olvcrs in Sam Jlroll'n belts, new trunks on the bag-
gage mules, nnd all the swagger of lirc·catcrs who saw V.C.'s 
and C.B.'s through the smoke and din of war. We had some 
in our dhoolies who were tame compared with these blank-
cartridge warriors; ours had passed through the fire of the 
light, nnd had seen the mutilated remains of brother-soldiers 
brought into camp, and found nothing to boast of in war. As we 
passed the 'Forty-fomth Hill,' where the last despernte stand 
was made in 184z, one of our company must have thought 
sadly of the day when his father was one of three who escaped 
to Futtceabad from that fearful slaughter. (Dr. Bellew, Chief 
Political Officer, was returning through sickness.) The three 
ofliccrs were Dr. Bellew, Dr. Dryden, and Lieutenant Grant. 
l 
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As we entered the vallt.:y we found the camp hnd moved 
from Gundamuck to the high ground of Sufccd Sung ; the half-
finished huts Wl'rc still standing which were lJeing buill when 
I passed through. At the camp I was very kindly received 
by the 51st; the clean tablecloth on the mess-table looked 
<tuitc grand, and all the smroundings of the camp had quite 
a civili7.ed appearance, aficr the rough and ready camp life on 
the other side of the Latabund. :Fine kerosene lamps, instead 
o f bits of candle stuck on bits of stone, were allowed to burn 
all evening, instead of being blown out for the sake of 
economizing the last bit of canclle; tbcn the ba1.aar hnd one 
or two natives, selling not hospital comforts, but Tommy 
Atkins's luxuries, such as !;a relines, tobacco, lucifcrs, vinegar, and 
boxes of biscuits at three rupees, and tins of mnrmalade at one-
Litree, were rather too high for Tommy. 
The climate here is most uclightflll, warm enough to sleep 
without a poshtecn. Snow never falls in the valley; it only 
crowns the surrounding hills wilh its whiteness, giving a 
lovely Lint at sunset on the clark pine-forests on the mountain-
range of the Snfced Koh. 
At the post~fllce I found some letters waiting for me, 
and heard that the lost mail-bags were recovered yesterday 
between this and Pcswan: the robbers had satislierlthemsch ·es 
that the mail-bags contained nothing but letters, and left lhcm 
not very f::u from the road. I also heard from the Postmaster 
that Dr. L:w,arus's telegram got as far as this, when we were 
shut up in Sherporc, and that he had replied I was in Calm!. 
In the evening I presented Afghan bars to our f.1ithful 
members in the 51st; twenty-seven men received them, and they 
secmc<d very plea.'led with their Temperance honours. 
I dined at the 51st mess, and had a good many questions to 
answer nboul the posiLion of a fl"airs at Shcrporc. It is a vr.!ry 
easy matter to fight a battle, take up a position, and defend a 
post1 without n. blundel' or reverse over n mess-table, with 
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nothing but the clatter of plates, and rattle of cutlery, and 
thundering talk enlivened with roars of laughter, but quite 
another matter when the light is again~t overwhelming numbers, 
when the bullet finds its mark, when wounded nrc can·ied in 
to die, and when positions have to b~: taken up hurriedly, 
and a handful of men ha\'C to hold their own against thousands. 
1\I..:n 111:1)' blunder in war, but too often thou~htlcssly censure 
in peace. 
Jimltaf)' 1 1 lh, Fori Bat(J·t~ - Sunday morning. How I 
began to long for a quiet Sabbath-day, with its sa~:rcd hours of 
ch:votion ;mel reverent adoration in the house of prayer instead 
of these camps of war; when on the line of march the Sabhatl1 
is forgotten in the continual round of duty which admits of 
neither rest nor ~:aim. llcforc the convoy stnrled I went with 
Cl\mpbell n short distance from the camp to sec the cemetery, 
where he had to find the grave of the brother of the oCficcr 
who commanded his battery. We found the graves nicely 
kept; n little mud wall separated the enclosure from the fields, 
and the names of the ofiiccrs were engrnv~d on stones and 
secured on the lop of the graves. How many of these silent 
memorials are now left in Afghanistan to tell of our march 
through the land ! 
On our way to Fort Bati)'C we pnsscd the villl\gc of 
Futtee~tbacJ, where two of the three ofiicer~ who escaped from 
the hill we passed in the Gundamuck Valley were cruelly 
murdered; Dr. Bellew's father was one, and Lieutenant Grant 
the other. When the villagers came out and offered them 
milk and brcn.d they went into the village; but Dr. llrydcn re-
fused and pushed on for Jellalabad, where he arrived worn out 
with fatigue and wounds, the sole survivor of the Calm! Army 
of J8,p. His companions were barbarously murdered by 
treacherous Afghans, who, under pretence of generous hospi-
tality, had deco}'cd them into their village. lt was a singular 
coincidence that we should have another o({icer in our convoy 
q 
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who lost his brother in the prescn t war at this village : Captain 
F. Battye's brother, ;\fnjor Wigrnm lJattye, of the Guides, was 
killed at tllC baLtic of Futtccabad in the Afghan campaign 
before the Gundamuck treaty was signed. This fort has been 
put in a condition of defence, which it certainly was not when I 
passed up. The outlook from this pbcc is most dreary and 
clesolatc; ns f.1 r as the eye can sec there is nothi ng but stones, 
and this stony desert is surrounded Ly hlcak barren mountains. 
The fort is gnrrisoncd by a detachment of the z:md N.J. and 
1oth lJ.C., and flies a flag. The ve ry land looks savage, and 
is held by a s:tvage ancl merci less race who regard mere}' :1s 
weakness; the only recognised Jaw is the ruffian power of 
an Afghnn knife. With the Afghnn, law mc:1ns bnttc-force, 
and justice rm olher word for revenge. 
RtJmbntl, J11mwr;• I zt/1.-Wc had only a short ride this 
morning to Rosabad, and got there by twelve o'clock, and got 
very comfortable quarters in the fort, thoroughly enjoying a good 
rest in the afternoon : constant marching becomes VCT)' weary-
·ing, and very fi1tiguing. Our sick and wounded nrc doing 
wonderfully well. 
Jdlalabrul, JamUIIJ' 1 Jlh.-Had a hot ride over the sandy 
plain to this city. The road is through a perfect d esert of 
sand. We pitched our tents in the Commissariat ·Fort, 
close to the hospital, which we found had been very greatly 
strengthened since we passed up. It is now quite capable of 
standing a siege, and large cJwugh to bold nil the troops in the 
camp as well as the stores. 
We soon heard the camp news, which W<tS anything but 
comforting; namely, that a fight was going on about six miles 
ahead, and we soon heard the guns in the direction of Ali 
lJagham. It is lo l:Jc hoped thnt we arc no t going to be shut 
up aga in, and have to wait weeks before the road is clear. This 
news is 110t \ 'Cry pl easant, as we hear that the Mohmmunds nre 
up, and attacking all our military post:; between this nnd Lundi 
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Kotal. The tribe is s:tid to have risen to prevent Yakooh's wif~ 
und women from bein~ deported to India, nnd, unfortunately 
f.>r us, they arc supposed to be in our convoy. 'Vc may have 
some old women of the other sex, but they arc certainly not 
with us. News from Cabu! is not very satis fi1ctory. Our old 
foe, Mahomcd Jan, is trying to gel the tribes to rise ngain, and 
hopes to secure the co-opcr.ttion of the Turcom:ms. We were 
~ricvcd to hear of the death of Or. Porter, the principnlmcdical 
ollic.~r nf the Calm! Forr.e. IJc died very suddenly front pncn-
mnnia. The whole camp will feel his loss, and the sick and 
wo1111ded have lost :1 kind nnd skilful friend. 
Jdlalrrbari,Jmlllrrry q/11.-Morc troops have gone out this 
morning, so we arc likely to be detained three or four days. 
t;cneral Bright came round to visit the wounded, nnd hat! a 
kindly word for each. IJe told me thnt he expected the fight-
ing would be over by to-morrow, but we should have to wait for 
the road to be declared safe before the convoy cottlcl proceed. 
Dined with ~lajor Cracraft at the mess of the 3rd n.c., 
and heard a most amusing account of the manner in which 
Mohmmunds nttnck. Our troops were on this side of the 
C:1bul RiYer, and witnc~sed :1 strange wnr-dnnce which these 
s.wnge Afghans indulged in before nttcmpting to cross. They 
dnnt cd round nnd romHI in circles, waving their knives above 
their heads, jumping and shouting mo:;t hideously. As they 
attempted to ford the river, onr guns opcncc.l on them, :md they 
flispcrscd as rapid!)' as possible, or, to put it into cnmp dialec~, 
'they legged it to the hills :IS soon as we slated them.' On 
snying good-night at the tent--door, I had to be instrnctecl 
in the best and safest way of passing the sentries, who were 
very jumpy nt night, owing to the Mohmmund scm·c. Some-
times the crack of the rille follows quicker than the answer 
t.o quest ion, 'Who goes there?' The word of p:~rol was 
' Delhi,' and I soon got challenged nt the fort-gate-' Who 
goes there?' 1 A friend,' wns the answer. 1 Give the word 
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of parol j' and the word ' Delhi 1 brought the permission to 
enter, and ' l'ass on.' We had a very great deal of excite· 
ment among our tents, by some apothecaries keeping up a. 
convivial meeting very long aftt:r tattoo. We heard them hold-
ing a mock court-m:ntial ovt:r some unfortunate dispenser of 
pills and powdt:rs, am! from the strange and loud kind of talk 
that conlrl be heard for some distance, they must have been 
sustaining themselves on hospital comforts, rather than hospital 
medicines. All at onct: :t well-known medical voice was heard 
shouting for the sentry to make these noisy apothecaries 
prisoners. The eloqnen~.:t: in the hospital-tent wns soon 
si lenced, and the lights blown ont, and everyone f.1st :~sleep. 
As soon as the call for sentry was heard, some fancied that 
the 1lohmmnnds were doing a war-dance in the fort, and 
' What's the matter?' w:~s soon shrieked out from every tent 
in our little corner of the fort. The cause of the uisturb:mcc 
was neither i\Iohmmund nor Afghan, but the arch·cncmy the 
bbck bottle, who can force any sentry, and overcome any foe. 
Jdlalaharl, Jail/till)' r st/i.-i\[orc unsatisf:tctory mmours are 
flying :~LH.Htl cnmp, to the effect that Dakka hns been surrounded, 
and that Lundi Kotal has been threatened. Troops are being 
pushed on from l'cshawur, so there ought not to be a very 
great delay on account of this rising . 
.fdla/abrlrl,fimual)' t6//t. - All night the wind had been blow-
ing hard, and a r(:gular sand·slorm came sweeping over the 
camp, early in the morning. To our grc:ll joy, it only lasted a 
few hours. :M}' Conner experience matlc me fear another forty· 
eight hours of s;m<l and wind. 
lkfore breakfast I saw a regiment parade lo witness some of 
their men flogged for breaking into the canteen and stealing 
the rum. Nothing coulu be more dbgraccful than this drunken 
crime, which was lodged, not against one man, but against the 
whole guard. After this a Sepoy gtmrd had to take the duty o( 
llritish soldiers. When shall we see this evil abolished-this 
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rum ration? It brings evil .-md shnmc wherc\•c r it i> tolcrntcd; 
it brings disease and. disgrace into every cnmp where it is 
iss11cd. In rS.tz this very plnce witnessed the courage, the 
patien ce, nnd the discipline of Ilritish soldiers, who could 
defend their gnrrison, fight J\ kbnr Khan, nnd defeat him in 
front of the city walls, nnd gain for themselves the glorious 
name of 'IllustriQus Garrison,' without t he aid of liquor. 
Onicers ami men endured the privations of a long siege with-
out intoxicating drink to cheer and nerve them, which it never 
docs, bu t on the contrary, is productive of discontent and dis-
order. If Brit ish soldiers ca nnot go on active service without 
being nervccl and strengthened with liq uor, the sooner they go 
hom e to their grandmothers the better for their country and the 
service, who need brave and steady men, n either st imulated nor 
stupefied by drink, to ftght their battles and maint;1in t he honour 
of their name. 
I dined with ~Iajor --1 who is the Transport oflicer in 
charge of this part of the line. I-Ic has the very great adva n-
tage of being able to converse freely with the Afghans in their 
own language, and has been able to reduce the transport mtcs 
along the line. The cost of transport between l'cshawur and 
Cabul is enormous, amounting to four or five lacs of mpecs a. 
month. On one occasion he showed nn Afghnn l\[oolhh the 
whole of the Koran written by a 1\[oulvic on thin paper, and 
rolled up like a piece of ribbon, and about the same s ir.e. As 
soon as he saw it, he sa id, ' Sahib, no man can possibly kill yoll 
as long as yon have that about you.' The Sahib replied, ' I don't 
trust to the charm of a piece of paper; I am trusting in God, 
not in the Koran.' One e\•ening he was reading the Gospel of 
St. IHatthcw to some men who had come to sec him, and 
amongst them was a bigoted Moollah j but his bigotry had to 
give way before the words of truth and wisdom which wel'c read 
to him from the 5th chapter of St. Matthew's Gospel, ancl he be-
came anxious to kuow who had written the book, a nd who was. 
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the tt!achcr who taught such sublime tmth, exclaiming, 1 I never 
heard such wi);dom; whose words arc they?' and anxiously 
hcggccl for the book to be given to him that he lllight read 
more than he had heard. When he was told that they were 
the words of the J.oru Jesus Christ, he put up his hands nnd 
asked Allah to forgive him for listening to the words of the 
teacher of th<.: 1 infidel's religion.' However, he took the book 
after getting this promise from the :i\lajor, that he would not 
tell any of his p<.:oplc that he had got it, or that he had listened 
to the teaching of the int1dcl's teacher. This is strong testi-
mony from a bigoted ~ofoollah that Christ's teaching was fi1r 
above i\fahomet's, ;md, to usc his own words, 1 he had never heard 
such truth;' or in other words, repeating what has already 'been 
recorded concerning the words of Jesus, 'Never man spakc 
lik(; this man.' That forbidden hook of truth has been left in 
an Afghan Moollah\ hand, and who can spccull\tc on the con-
sequences? J\ ~wed sown, to be found after many days. 
/Jarilmb, frmurny •7//t.- At last the ro:ul was declared to 
be safe, so we made a start under a strong escort of cavalry. 
Wht!n we came to Ali Bngham we found a strong picket 
posted so as to command the road. Only last week some un-
fortunate dhoolic-bearcrs .were hacked to pieces here ; some of 
them offt:rcd all the rupees they had savcri, hut no money 
could satisfy the bloodthirsty Afghans, who would kill anyone 
who received wages from infidels. When we rcachccl Darikab, 
we heard full particulars about the engagement at Dnkka1 
where the enemy had crossed the river, and dctcnnincd to 
force our position, but were repulsed by the Dakkn force, 
which only consisted of seven hundred Scpoys and a battery 
of artillery. The gunners worked their guns so admira'bl)', 
that the :i\lohmmunds legged it over the hills and over the 
river to their own side nt Lalpoora before the Sepoys could 
get fairly within range. If the Lundi Kotal Brigade had been 
up in time, very few would ever have cro~scd the river; three 
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hours late on the field of action enabled the enemy to get 
away. The little garrison at Dakb. must be remarknbly prollll 
o f its work, beating a force of four or live thousand with a 
handful of men only seven hundred strong. 
We were very kindly and hospitably received by th!.! medi-
c:~\ officer in ch:trgc, who hnci a good brew of te:~ read)' with 
cheese and bisc:uits, much more sensible than another medico 
who came round with a brandy bottle :Is soon ns wr. got in. 
E1•cryonc enjoyed the tea, and did uot even call for a pq;. I 
bcliCI'e pegs would soon go o ut of fashion if Leapots were only 
oftener introduced. 
Bmau'lll, j.mllfll')' xS//t.-Suudny morning, we hope the last 
of these war-troubled Sabbaths, in which there is no rest and 
no regard for the day of prayer. How the want of this resl-
(by makes us feel the importance of one <lay in seven being 
set apart for the rest of man and beas t, and for worship and 
praise to 'the J .ord of the Snbbath.' Verily • the Sabbath was 
m:~dc for man.' lt was impossible to leave this cnmp withotlt 
calling lo mind the number of cholera victims who lie buried 
between the camp and the river. This was one of the worst 
camping-grounds in the whole of the Khyber route; from this 
place the destroying angel of death seemed to follow on the 
h eels of every regiment ns it marched tl1rough the passes of the 
Khyber, strewing the road with dead, and blocking up the 
watercourses with dead camels ; the very ground becnme pol-
luted, and the water was poisoned with carcascs, and till! atmos-
phere became charged with the malnrin of death. Hundreds 
perished between Dariknb and Peshawur on the fatal march, 
so terribly, but rightly, called the march of d.:alh. 
We could not start at our cnrly hour owing to a heavy f.1ll of 
ra in. It had b een looking cloudy for some days, and during 
the night we had rather a downpour; fortunately the ground 
was very sandy, and took in the water like a sponge; but our 
tents we re drenched, which made them very heavy for the poor 
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baggage animals. Soon after ten we made a start, and the 
weather thoroughly cleared up, making it pleasant for our 
march. The view of the Safced Koh w:~s very grand ; the 
peaks and slopes were covered with snow, which glistened in 
the sunlight with dnuling brightness and beauty. The sunset 
was very splendid; the wild motmtnin gorge not very far from 
the camp, through which the Cabul River forces its way, was 
lighted up with the rays of the st:tting sun; and then the fading 
light rested awhile upon the lofty rangt:s, which piled summit 
upon summit, until the light of eventide burst forth in softened 
brightne~s ns it cast its departing rays upon the snow-clad 
peaks of pure and pearly ll'hitencss. This Sabbath e'•cning 
the camp of wnr was still and calm ; nothing but the tread of 
the sentry broke the stillness of the sunset scene. N01t1rre 
herself in sunset glory secmcd reverently closing the day of 
rest in prayerful adoration, leading the soul from natur~'s glory 
up to creation's God. This calm was very IJrief, for just as 
the sun touched the horiwn the camp W<1S alive with noise: 
bugles and trumpets made the hills echo with thcir call ; 
guards were mounted and relieved i hor~cs were neighing for 
their evening meal, and everybody was astir m:1kin~ read)' for 
the night; frcsh sentries were posted, and every care takt:n to 
prevent a ~urprisc. 
D n/.-l:n, j nu11ary t91lr.-During the night our patrols harl 
a slight brush with some of the enemy who delight in cutting 
the telegraph-wires, and carrying away as much as they can ; 
Hccording to all ac<.:onnts, they arc capable of <.:arrying hca\'y 
loads, having carried tons of wire away at cliffcrcnt times, 
greatly to the annoyance of the tclcgr01ph officers who have the 
trouble and danger of rcconstructing the line of communic:L 
tion. The result of the attack was two Afghans killed, who 
were brought into campi and crowds of men gathered round 
the dead bodies in the morning, astonished to find them such 
remarkably fine and powerful men. 
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Just as we entered Dakka we saw :1 battery of Horse 
Art illery and :1 squadron of Carabineer5 going ont to clear the 
ro:~d we have to march to-morrow of some Shinw:1rris, who :tre 
supposed to be w:1iting in the P:1ss for our convoy. They 
returned soon after sunset without tiring n shot, or seeing 
n single Afgh:m. 
After it w:1s dark, our signallers were hilS)' signnlling to the 
camp nl I.nndi Kotal by means of 1,1ntcrns. These lanterns 
have very poll'crfnl kerosene lamps, :1110 in front :1 kind of 
venetian tin blind which, by opening :md shutting it rapidly, 
makes thshcs of light which could be distinctly seen and read nt 
;\[ount l'isg01h, ten miles distant, tho Lundi camp sign:1l-station. 
'fhc message sent to Dnkkn was to keep n sharp look-out fo1· 
the Shinwarris who were waiting to make an nttack on the 
COll\'0)'. The zsth Regiment is expected here to-morrow from 
Lundi K otnl. Two companies have nlreacly arrived lo 
stre11gthen this cnrnp. 
Lundi Kotal, January zotb.-Om start this morning wns 
considered to be dangerous, so our escort w:1s strengthened to 
prevent :my accidents on the way. We met the zsth march-
ing through, which 1\':ls nn exceedingly strong escort in itself. 
The Shinwarris were not likely to venture down the rass 
while such a force was marching through. So we marched 
through with nothing to frighten us but the bray of a jacknss, 
who had succeeded in getting rid of his load, and was rejoicing 
in his liberty. 
When we met the zsth their band struck up a li1•cly tune, 
which very plcnsantly broke in upon the dull monotony of our 
march. Ji:1•ery head was soon outside the dhoolies to sec tlw t 
bnwc fellows pnss to the front. I saw several of our men, 
and hope they will remain filithful to their pledges through the 
campaign. 
This camp is now very strongly fortified, and the different 
regiments have been brought very much closer together: every-
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one is getting very tired of the war, and weary of the drc:~ry 
camp anu the barren mountains of the Khyber. 
·· Ali Jl/us;i'd, ./allllfli:J' :zu/.-Wc had a very easy march, and 
free from all scares; no need for further alarm when the m a il 
tonga rattles throug)1 the Khyber and the bugle-notes are 
echoing through the Pass. There is something very granu in 
this bold and formidable monntnin-poss, the g:ltcwoy to 
Afghnnistan; bold rocks rise up from the ri\'cr almost perpcn-
diculnrly. While the tops of the mountains nrc towering over-
head, no anny could ever march through the Pass so long as 
the sturounding heights were hdd with brec::h-loadcrs. The 
narrowest part is about forty feet wicic, and that part of the 
road is din:clly covered b}' the heights of Ali Musjid; the 
Musj i<I is close to the road, but the fort is on the top of 
n bold rock right in the centre of the l'ass. We have done 
a great deal to m:tke the Kh}•bcr impregnable, :mel feel sure 
that neither Afghan nor Rnssi:tn could march throug h to India 
so long as we held the surrounding heights, which command 
every part o f the road as it winds its way along this difficult 
nnd much-dreaded Khyber. The only drawback is the un-
fortunate ROSsibility of another road being made through other 
passes in these wild mountain-ranges, which aO'ord such 
excellent shelter on account of their mggcdncss :mel numberless 
defiles which intersect the whole range. Thus one pass may 
be rendered impregn:thlc, while dozens, only a little m ore <..lini-
cutt, could soon be made passable. So that the ' Scicntilic 
Frontier' is a very visionnry line over numberless mountain-
rnngcs that would require the services of a large force to 
mnke all the passes secure against invasion. When a goat-
path is sutlicient for an Afgh:m army, it would be imposs ible 
lo gunrd every ravine nnd gorge which might s heltet- nn 
enerny that can steal across mountains with all the ease and 
cnnning of a panther. 
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'lJtik IJungalo1l/ written upon a board outside a tent put up by 
an enterprising khansamah for travellers; bullock-carts and 
ckkns, all brought back old f:tmilinr scenes, which seldom 
wander beyond the pl'Otcction of the Pcshawur Cantonrncnt. 
If anyone rejoiced at the prospect of terminating the weary 
march, it must have been the unfortunate dhoolie-bcarers, who 
have been made familiarly acquninted with the doctor's shoe-
maker on the line of march. 
1'.-slumf/lr,jrlllllrlJ)' 22!/fi.-Just as we got through the Pass, 
\\'C mel the sth Fusilicrs marching to the front ; these poor 
fc.:llows expected to have gone home two ycnrs ago, and here 
they an: marching nwny to cnmps of war. Such arc the c:d-
gcncics of the service. We reached J umroocl nl.Jout noon, and 
thcu got lea\'e to ricl<: into Peshnwur, instead of wnit ing for the 
convoy to-morrow. As we got n<:ar cno11gh to sec the bar-
r:~c.ks ;md the bungalows, we felt a thrill of thankfulness to 
(iod that we hnd returned safely : how many have we seen 
cut down and burit.:d si nc::e marching out from this station last 
November! The fric tHI who put me up when passing through 
had been plunged into great affiiction, ha\•ing lost his wife very 
suddenly, leaving him with seven motherless children to care for. 
He is now busy packing up for home, having got twelve months' 
leave; and much he needs the change, poor fellow. India 
seems a huge camping-ground, with many gra\'es to mark the 
encampment of llritish residents. The cemeteries hold mom 
occupants than the station bungalows. 
The first thing to be done was to telegraph home the glad 
message, 'Safe back again - Pcshawur.' This will convey 
more than a whole newspnpcr full of intelligence to loved ones 
at Taunton. Then came the pleasing task of looking over 
letters which had been waiting at the post-office for my arrival i 
and, thank God, it was all good news. 
Pc'shrnilur, fiuwnry 2JI'd.-Sccurcd a scat in the diik gllnrry; 
and after one or two breaks-down, we got to the old familiar 
\ 
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railwny-carriagc, which terminated all my difficulties and hard-
ships in the way of travelling. Mountain-travelling ma>' b e 
very plcasnnt and comfortable; but thnt must he in Switzer-
land, with its comfortable hotels, but never in Afghanistan, 
with its cnmps of war and commiss:triat rations. 
My travelling is not yet over; in fact , it has only begun; my pro-
jected tour through the cantonments oflndia has yet to he d one. 
It is with feelings of gratitude and thankfulness to our Divine 
Master that I am able to finish this diary by snying that my 
march through Afghanistan is finished. (Phil. iv. 19.) 
i\I ARCIII~S l'RO~l l'l::S!IAWUR TO CAllUL. 
1. From l'.:sh:twnr to J urnroo<l 
to Ali ~ru~jid 
10 mile>, WY.}<I ro~o. 
2. , J nmroo<l I 1 ., through Khyber l'as~,~oocl 
3· 













Ali i\lnsji1l lo Lnmli l(otal ') 
" " l .umli Kotal to 1).<1< ka ... .. " J >akka to l3asawu1 10 through Khconl Kh)'l>cr, 
(:OOd ro:td. 
Un~.twu1 to B~rikalt II ,, road :<.111<ly. 
Harihh to Jcllnbhad 17 " 
ro~<l rocky nn<1 sa111ly. 
J dl.tlaba<l to ({o,ahnd 12 roacl l'~f)' rough, stouc·;, 
s:mcl. 
1~o,ah:HI to Fort Bnltyc ro " " " Fort Bntt)'C to Sub:<l Suur, 9 " cradna1 ascent, rough road. 
Sufcctl Sun~; to 1'csw:m 1.\ Gun1bmuck Valley nll<l 
n~ccnt. 
l'c.m·,,n to Jug<lulluk II steep ;t~ccnt, rou!!h road. 
J <1grlullt1k to ~~ch lbha 12 \'cry rough, pa~'~s. 
s~eb lblm to Lat:1bund 10 ,, I li~h pa,s, rough ro:Hl. 
Latahund to Hutltal; 9 ,. 0\'Cf low hill,, (;OOtl road. 
Butl;al< to C:tlml 1-1 lcvd wail O\'cr 1>lnir1. 
l{umfotr ~f miks from fbltawur /() Cal•ul, ISJ. 








1,165 ft. nl>ovc the level of the sc;l. 
z,.tJJ ft. , 
3.37 J h. " 
1,963 n. .. 
s.370 fr. 
8,2$0 ft. 
6,400 ft. , 
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CHAPTER IX. 
FROH c,\HUL 'TO CEVJ.Olf, 
1 ::-~ ''isiting the princip:tl stations between Cabul and Cc)·lon, I 
have travelled a distance of 6,268 miles, and in rtlmost C\~ 
kind of conveyance, from a broken-down mail-c11rt to 11 ,·om· 
fortahlc r:lilwa}'·carriage, 11•alking O\'Cr sandy plains, and crost· 
ing high mountain-passes i11.1 wild Afgl1anist;~n. F.very kind of 
locomotion has been tri~d-diik-gft:mies, mail-carts, wrctdted 
ponies, Jirst-clas:; railw~-cl'!Tr..i;ages, and weii-3Jlpointcd stenm~rs 
- and rIll:\}' S:\}' I h:l\'C passed through every kind or climate. In 
Cal.ml snow was co,·cring tlu: hills :md plaina, nnd severe fro1t 
reminded rne of a keen winter in England. In Southern In11i~ 
I passed into a. vapour-hath kind of climate, where cverythinc 
was damp and moist. Then, crQssing over to Ceylon, I c.:njoycd 
the tldightful ~cn-brccl(cs. D11t for the feathery cocoa-nut nnd 
graceful p<.~lm-trces, :lttcf the wide expnnse of OCf#nn, with the 
flshing-hoats tossin~ upon the white-crested waves, 1 could 
almost f.1nq• I had suddenly come upon tn English se.:uride 
watering-place, 
The various hill-stations h.tve their own special beautit& :Lnd 
varied scenery. The vnst range oC Himalny:a mountain• in 
N orthern India provide the largest number of 15tntions; though 
not covered with the luxuriant vegetation oftlle stations in the 
tropics, they h:lVa a grandeur in their rugged rocks, lofty 
summits, and snow-clad pook.•, not to be surpa19cd for bold 
and wild scenery. The :ttout oak, the sturdy rhododendron, 
nnd the gigantic deodar, which flourish on their sJo(lCS, Ki .. ·e 
inexpressible grandeur to the Him:llaya forests. In SoUl bt:m 
India the hill-stations ofCoonoo('1 Wellington, and Ootnc:unund 
form a striking contrast to the rough boulders and rugged rocks 
of L\11dour. The road to the foot of the ~:hnut is through a 
dense forest of palm-trees, nnd the ASCent winds round the hill· 
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side, under waving palm and feathery bamboo trccfi. The 
npproach to Coonoor lSI exceedingly beautiful. A splashing 
mountain-strenm dashes down the go~ge, :md the sides of the 
hill are covered with coffee pl:mtntions. The station has very 
much 1hc nppcarnnce o( 11 am:11l Welsh rtown in' the midst of 
hills llnd valley~ 11.nd bright-looking hau!ics surrounded with 
trees and well-kept gardens, w'hich can boast of green lnwn!i 
nnd flower-beds bordered with box, the first [ have seen in 
India. Then the llo"e.rs wot1ld compare with any grown in an 
English garden, nnd the hedges and lnl\e11 had~ most homelike 
nppea.mnce. The roads nrc wide enough ror carriar;cs, which 
nre very much more comfortable than l.\{ussooric jnmpnns, and 
Silirited little P~gu ponies are mudt more active than lazy 
Paharcc coolies. I must not forget to mention tl'c Coonoor 
,.rcmpcmncc Society, which. is doing a good work under the 
nble direction of a most :~:calous Christi:m worker, i\{r. Stanes, 
whose name is a household word in the hearts and homes of 
the residents e>f the Neilghcny Hills. The 'l..'emperance work is 
part of the CJ)ristian "'orlt in connection .,ith Mr. Stancs' 
•choolroom, nnd I should like to s~ nil our Temperance 
societies working under similar Christi<m infiuenees. 
The depcjt nt Wellington is 11. very pleasant drive from 
Coonoor, nnd hu a. fine range or barracks fo·r the invalid 
soldiers of the Madras Presidency, who are to be congratnl:Jtcd 
on having such a splendid 111nitarium, where the men c:m walk 
for miles nlong the valleys and over the low hill-land of Coonoor, 
without ha\•ing any exhausting clilnbing, such as there is at the 
Landour de~t. Perhaps they would like 11. fttw more bold 
rocks in the Neilghenles, and our men would be thankful for 
n few valleys in the Himalayns. The drive to Ootacnmund is 
a. steady asc:ent tho whole way. Though not so c:old ns Simla, 
it is much cooler than the climate of Coonoor. The station 
stretches away for aomc miles over ll comparati\•ely level plain, 
and a line drive winds round an extensive lake. The Australian 
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blue gum-tree grows remarkably well, :.nd h:t~ been \'cry L·ugely 
plnntcc\ on the slopes round the station. From a distance• a 
phmtntion of these Australian trees looks very like a •mall 
forest of !)ines. They shoot up with gr(.-at rapidity, and only 
put out straight bmnchcs. A very rich odour of l\ pine-like 
fragrance comes from pressing the lerwes in the lKmd, and is 
r~lso pcrceptiulc when walking through a. plantation. The Ooty 
Temperance Society is mo:;t efficiently worked hy its active 
secretary, ~lr. Pctm, and supported by the veteran missionary 
the Rev. George Pearce, who was the first to inaugurate the 
work at this station. Impcrinl Slrnl" would be very glad to 
possess the line drives of Ooty, where pony-carriages take tlte 
place of dandies, and fine level ronds nrc far more comfortable 
to walk upon than the winding ~ig;r.:tgs over Jacko's summit. 
Tht.:re is no crowdi11g of houses, nnd there are no filthy Paharees 
swarming in the ba7.a<lfS, making the stntion almost as un· 
healthy as any in the plains. 'rhe Madras Government is to 
be envied in hnving such :l remarkably fine stntion as OotRca· 
nmnJ, where they arc free fron\ the \'tlpour-bath climate o( the 
PrcsidcnC)'· 
The journey from Ooty to Tuticorin was one o( tha most 
tedio11s it has ever been my misfortune to make. The trains 
seem to be :lt cross purposes, ns I had to 1lecp two ni~hts at 
railway stations, first at Erode, where the Madras Line join1 
the South Indian, nnd then nt Madura, where I hnd to wail for 
a morning tmin to take me on lo T11ticorin. 'l"he 1peed oflh<J 
South Indian is, if anything, a trifle slower tlmn the Rnjpootana. 
line, and that is slow enough; :md n slow trnin in a climate 
like Trichinopoly is f.w from being agreC:fl.ble or (>leasant. 
E\•crythin!{ is so changed frmm Northern Indi:l, that it is har<l 
to uclic\'c that it is the same country. The men nrc not quite 
so robust, but quite as smart; and whnt is most reiiU\rkablc, 
nearly nll the mihvny ernployes spenk English, and even 
·coolies il1 Madras understand English. To m}' 1\ttprilo I 
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(ound H indu~tnncc of no nse, whereas E nglish sco!med the 
language of the Presidency. The wo men go about wi thout 
any covering to their heads, and have the lo l>cs of their 
cars so weighed down with ornaments, wllich can hardly be 
called ear-rings, thn.t they. hang some inche s from the cnr. 
11 may be beaut iru!, but to my mind there is no more beauty 
in it than there is ill n ring in a swine's snout. This remark-
able ornamcntntion does not prevent the women from working 
as hn rd as the men. The)! not only carry heavy loads, bu t 
work .in the fields, tligsing and reaping with a great deal mo re 
energy th:m 1the l11en. )\-"J'amil coolie woman is undoubted ly 
n good "TWrl:mat~·,. in spite 0( the hicJcous car-ring. The country 
in Southern Indira is not unlike some parts of JJengnl ; the 
paddy - ftclds and the plantains give the country a JJcngnl 
look , On approaching Tnticorin, I passed through an extensive 
belt or lllllld thickly CQVCTCd with palm-trees, !\1\U then got a 
glimpse o·f the b,right blue ·Sea, and felt thankful that I had at 
)engt,h got t.a the most ~outhern point in India, having travelled 
through the vast contincn't of IncJia (rom the bold mountains 
of the Himalaya. with their snow-clad ranges o f unsmpasscd 
grandeur. to lhe bric1lt blue waves d<~ shing upon the cowl 
atrand of Tutkorin, From Lnndour in the north to this sea-
port in the south, and rrom Dombay on the west to Madrns on 
the east. From the snow and frost of Cabul to the heat and 
glare of Central India. . Passing through scenes strange ;md 
wild in an Afghan pass, and th en through well- cultivalecl fields 
in lldtish India. M:ixing with people of va rious trib~.:s and 
apealdnJ: strange languages. nnd cJclivering the mcSSilgc of glad 
tidings, the gospel of salvatio n, to all l!~nglish-speak ing people, 
J~uropeans and Natives, and addressing large c rowds in a ll the 
}•residency tov.·ns and ata tions1 both of soldiers and civilians. 
on the impartant subject of Total Abstinence from intoxicating 
()rink. A Gospd Tem~rmrre cmsaclc throughout the em pire. 
The slntio!i\ at Tutkorin hnd all the appcnrnnce of a small 
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s~aport in England ; boats were lying on the beach, small 
vessels were riding at anc:hor in the bay, and groups of bo;Jt-
mcn hanging about the pier, read)' for a job. It is inh.;rcsting 
to know that this is one of the first places where Zavier intro-
duced Christianity, and to-day there arc thousands of Christians 
in this district. One of the oldest Roman Catholic ehapel~ in 
India is still used a~ a place of worship, and is more than tbrec 
hundred years olu; there is also an old Dutch :Protestant 
chapel more tban a hundred years old. The Roman Catholic 
boatmen wear charms, consist in~ of little pictures of the Virgin 
Mary on cloth, suspl!ndcd round their necks. 
After waiting a day for the \'(;sscl which c:~ll~ at all the 
various ports between Bombay and Calcutta, I found myself 
once more on bonrd a steamer. The Aji·im was a \'cry fine 
boat, almost :~s large :~s a home steamer, which made it 
dillicult to understand that it was onl>· going to Colombo in-
stead of London. The sea-trip was very pleasant from India. 
to Ceylon, a distance of a hundred and fifty miles, anu about 
eighteen hours' run, long enough for landlubbers to pay the 
customary fcc to the king of the wide, wide se~. A lon{: ac-
quaintance with the old sca·king exempted me from Ncp-
tuncs fcc for venturing once more on the wild waves. 
As soon :~s it wa~ daylight, we had a magnificent view of 
Ceylon. Adam's Peak towering above the hills was :t very 
prominent object; and ns we drew nearer we could sec 1hc 
long waving line of cocoa-nut trees which fringe the shores of 
1his luxuriant island ; beyond the palm-trees, dense forests on 
the hills became visible. Doats of a strange fashion soon sur-
rounded the steamer- hen\'}' cargo boats, and light canoes not 
1101ike racing outriggers ;',but tbe Ceylon fishing· boat is the most 
unique kind of boat that ever went fisbing, or ran before a 
gale of wind. The boat is so loug ilnd narrow that only one 
man can sit between its sides; it hoists t kind of square Mil, 
and is balanced by an outrigger which is secured to the boat 
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by two picccfl of \Vood The outrig~cr is a heavy !•ieee of 
woocl, shaped 1101newhat like the canoe, only not so l:~rgc, nnd 
prevents the boot from cnp!lizing. As the wind incn:ucs, the 
llontnu!n sh on the outrisgcr to steady the h€>at ; nn<J accord-
ing to the number or men, 110 they call the hrcezc-a out·mal\ 
breeze, A 1~-mnn breeac:, or a lhrc"•'·m:m breeze. Should lhc 
wind still increase, I &hould be :tfraid thnt it would I.Je a 
capaizo breeze, as the crew Is never more than three or four. 
Strange II this double kind of boat lonlta. it tails witll great 
spccct over tltc rottlh Yo'AYC:!\ nnd I$ seldom knmm to capsi1.c. 
When they make for the tthore, the snil Is nc,·cr lowered, to 
ennhlc the boat to escape the surf by running on to the sandy 
beach at full 111eed. On lanctlng, n stranger is at once struck 
with the curious style of dress of the Cin~alcse. The men 
dress so like: the •·omen, that it's almost Impossible lo dis-
tfn&uish Cine from the other. Nothing can bi: more womanish 
than thtt drcs.-t of a Cingalcsc man. He wears neither hat nor 
pugr~, but ha." n brsc: tortoilie-slwll comb stuc:k in his bxk 
hn.lr, wc1us a kind of pctticOClt doth, called a Kom-boy, which 
makes hi,. look lll)'thing but " lom·/lo.J, tittln,;: tightly Jound 
his Join11, with somctinleS A jacket, and sometimes nothing, 
above it. When the unfortunnte man haa neither beard nor 
moustache, he bas a vc:ry worunnish nppcarnncc, especially as 
the women dress ia the aamc style "'itho'llt :my head co,•cring. 
The snrrison is orcry small, although they are quart~red in 
very fine hmadsomc bRrrncks, two stories high, mnd facing the 
sea. 'fhe pnisoll consists of p.ut of the ao2nd Regiment 
and a battery of Artillery. 
During my stay at Colombo I was most hospitably enter-
tained b7 my rricnd >.lr. Ferguson, one of the oklcit J'(lllidents 
In the colony, and fhll of information of every kind respect ing 
the ialand. It is impossible to touch on any subject in con· 
ncctlon with Ceylon without gaining a mass ol valuable 
in formation (rom the: rich stores of his Intelligent memory. 
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E\•erything th;tt aiTccls the island seems to affect him; Ion~ 
residence, and deep interest in the welfare of the bnd of his 
adoption, h::ts mach: everything that relates to Ceylon a per· 
son a I matter, as though it touched the interests of his 'f;,mily. 
He is master of every subject, religious and political, as well 
<15 c\'crything that atrccts the material prosperity of the island, 
from the oyster.fislu:ry, bcncnth the deep, deep sea, to the 
cotTce·plantation on the tableland of its mountain·mngcs and 
hilly slopes in the interior. The climate is very much like 
that which is sug~ested by a vapom-bath-ever)•thing is lbmp 
and steamy. After lecturing, one's body becomes very spongy, 
r~nd one's clothes snturated with perspiration. The sea-brect,e 
is a kind of natural pnnknh, which is ple:~s;,ntly cool so long as 
it blows, or so long as it is not shut out l>y n thick wall 
obstructing it. The houses along the sea-shore are IJcantifullr 
situated; a splendid brccl.C, night and day, keeps down the 
temperature, and the music of the sea, as its waves splash 
along the shore, reminds one mo~t vividly of the white-crested 
waves dashing on the sandy beach of our own loved island-
home. It is impossible to conceive of a Arcater change than 
that which is atTordcd by the bright cmer:~ld-green of Ceylon 
in its luxuriant vegcwtion as contmsted with the dry sandy 
pia ins of India, IJurnt up with scorcbi ng heat and brown with 
barretl rocks. The railway-ride up the ghaut lo Kandy is one 
of mntchlcss beauty; grO\'es of palms, dense forests, cover 
\'alleys and mountain-slopes, nnd further in the interior the 
hill-sides arc covered with cofl'cc-phmtations, while Kandy pre-
sents one of the prettiest and most picturesque of citic.~: 
cradled in mountains, the ancient capital of Ceylon ri,•als for 
bc:utl)' some of the most f:womcd lawns in Switzcrlnnd. Th~ 
stillness of the lake, with the surrounding hills reflcctl!d in 
it; the island in its centre, which was the hnrem of Kandy's 
king~; the old pnlace, with all its deeds of cruelty j ami the 
green sward, on which the last of the kings crushed to death. 
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British soldier• by having elephants driven over them to affcnl 
amusement to his court-all tend to deepen the interest which 
is historically associated wilh this ancient capital of the land, 
of which Heber says: 
• 'l'h.'ll every prO!Ipccl plcn~cs, 
•\ml OIJiy m:m 1~. \· lle.' 
'l'he drive, by mail-cart, Crom the raih,•ny-s.tation at ·Gmnpcla 
to Rambodde, and then np to the hill-sta!ion1 Newm-EIIiya, 
n distnnce of thirty-six miles, was cxcccdiogly grand. The 
road as fnr as Ramboddc skirted the sicks of 1hc hills, and 
passed through hlany vr.ry extensive coffee-plantations. Here 
and there a snug bungalow could be seen pccpins out of 1he 
plAntation, and nn occasional village on th.c roadside made the 
picturesq\le l:uxl:~cape complete. The (]ist:mcc from Ram-
bod<le to Newni.~EIIiyn. is only thirteen Jniles, 'l>ut the road 
has to twist n.nd wind it11 wny ttp a ~;tccp nsccnl, which makes 
it A long arxJ weary drive. l\. good ·dinner· nnd :1 good night's 
rest, and " magnificent climntc, mAd~ m., forget the weary 
journey, "A'hich is more than nmply rew-arded by the splendid 
scenery of Newra-Eiliya. Although over seven thousnnd feet 
above the level of the se31 the ro3ds nrc as good ns in the 
valley~ enabling carriages to be driven all over the station. 
This hi\1-stntioD stnnds unri¥a11t!d for beauty, ll'ith its cxtensi\'e 
tableland intersected with carriage-drives, and covered with 
green grass, on which the brit;ht yellow gor5e bloo ms, ns it 
doe~~ on old England's village commons, and surrounded with 
hillll covered wilh thick Corests and cultivated with coffee-
plantations. The Himalay!l station$ may surpnss: it for bold 
nno r11gged sccnc1y t the Neilgherr)' Hills mny rival its co(fcc-
plnntations j bu~ for beauty and striking comuination of uncut 
forest-lan~l, in its wildne!l."r and cultivated plantations of coffee 
and cinchonl\1 and its (nntutic: mount:ain-pc:~ks, and hs extc~­
ilive tnbJcland, and Itt coot climate and homelike aplJcarnJ>ce, 
Newm-Eiliya stands unrlvnllcd as a hill-!ltnlion, we c:an hardly 
any in Indin, but in the tropics. 
liS IHROUG/1 7'1!1.:.' K11Y/JHN J'IISS . 
At 'Al.>l.Jotsfor<l,' the coOce·plnntation of ;\(r. Fc:rgu~on, I 
had the opportunity of lc:uning something about coftce-plant-
ing. The colfec-t rccs are cut down to shrubs about four feet 
in height, and require t~ great deal of careful pruning and culti-
vating. The blossom is a small white llower, and the cofl'cc-
berry is covered with a thick green skin. The fruit is close to 
the stem, a green.looking berry. Just now the plants nrc 
suffering from a disease which has nearly destrored whole 
plantations, and :~!though a great deal of skilful attention has 
been given to the nature of the leaf disease, nothing has been 
discovered to destroy the fungus which threatens the prosperity 
of the colTee-plnnters of Ceylon. I wonder whether any expcri-
.oent has been made, in allowing natmc to cure herself, by 
leaving the trees alone for twelve month:> or more, neither 
pruning, nor cutting, nor gathering fruit, but giving them rest 
for a season, and the ground arouncl them. Let the land lie 
f.'lllow. Jo.(ay be the pl:mlatio ns have been forced beyond thc 
natural strength of the trees, and nature now demands r.·st. 
1\[nny planters have largely introduced cinchona on their estates, 
and it is to be ho ped that what they lose on coflce they may 
to some extent gain on cinchona. 
The bungalo1v at Abbotsford is most beautifnll)' situated. 
Hills are ranged in long and fantastic ranges on e\'ery side. 
An extensive valley stretches for miles between them, and 
planters' bungalows arc studded along the hill·sides. The 
mountain-peaks take strange and cmious shapes, and have been 
named in accordance with the things they suggest. For in-
stance, one llcak is called 'the Jaw,' the most silent of jaws; 
another is called 'the Knuckles,' a peaceful fist; another is 
called ' the Scntrr Dox,' with a sentry that has no chance of 
being wlieved, poor fellow. On these mountain-sides thick 
lorests still shelter the wild elephant, the spotted deer, elk, and 
panther; and in some of the mountain-stremns precious stones 
arc still frnmd. 
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My hurried visit to Abbotsford h:u given m~: mental photo-
graphs of grand scenery, high mountain-peaks, "'dl-cultivateu 
valleys, rushing streams, and s,plashing waterfalls, that c:m . . 
never fade R~l':t)', but rcmairt to refresh me wht:n weary and 
tired with constant work, which has no time for rest, and can 
only find relief in change. 
'Wbt th~~gh 1t 11111 in life ••ny aever ~ .. :We for me? 
Soon ~hAll a better thing~ thine, the L111l o( Eternity.' 
Our meetings \\'ere well attended both in Colombo and 
Kandy, and we hope that the hlt5sing o( God will rest upon 
our labour. In Colombo our friends, the Revs. Stevenson and 
Nicholson, did everything in their power to tnnkc· the meetings 
successful. It was very pleasant to labour with wnrm-henrted 
brethren, who fully sympnthized with our Temperance work, 
and were personally identified with it ns pledge!i abstainers. 
At our last meeting. Mr. Nichol1on announced that a Ceylon 
'l'empcrance Lenguc WO\rld be formed, nnd we wish the Lenguc 
much prosperity. An cnmest worker in the Tempcmnce C.'\U!Ie 
came all the way from Calle to be present at the Colombo 
meetins, travelling a distance of over sc•enty miles, There is 
no fc..-nr of our work getting cold, when we are supported by 
such ualous p,dherents. The meeting• at Kandy were quite as 
enthusinstic as those nt Colombo, lllld here ngnin It was y,·ork~ 
inion wcll-work<XI ground. Our friends, the Revs. S. Longden 
and Waldock, did everything to secure good meetings, and both 
are personal abstainers. The Temperance Society in conncc· 
tion with Mr. Longden's mission is doing good work, nnd the 
Band of Hope for the children is a very encouraging part or 
it. Mny the blessing of the Lord abide with our fellow-workers 
at Kandy I 
1 In the IJIOmiPg sow thy seetl, nor stay thy hnnd at evening h011r, 
Never uklng which shall prosper ; both 111.\)1 yield the fmll and Bowec. 
Thou sbolt rcnp of tllar th~' sowc:st, th<~~Jgb thy g11ln be .mnll ~ b:ue, 
llod ahnll clutlic It u I [c: plc:ute5 (ur ttw 'borvesl (11\1 and fait".' 
APP EN DI·X. 
THE LATE LJEUTJ~NANT IIAMILTON, V.C. 
THE following lines were written late in August by Lieutenant 
Hamilton, V.C., and sent from Cabul on the :~sth of that 
month, eight dars Lcforc he was massacred along witll Sir 
Louis Cavagnari and the rest of the ~[ission and escort : 
('The Village llehm~ru,' scene of thl! outbreak of Cal>11l dis~sler, 1S.p 
Rc\'i~iteu, Au:,:ust, 1S7S.) 
Though all i~ rJtnn{l~ll, )'ct rc.mn:ml" of the pa~t 
!'oint l<> the seen~ of hloodshl.'ll, Rntl, RL-.~ I 
Of tnnnlt:r foul, ;tncl ntini:!LI !IO!i.•cs Cil..!il 
Thdr mournful shadow o'er the !: lllYc~ of gms~; 
Of EngLllld'~ soldiery who f~ccd a lot, 
That few, thank IIcnvcn I bcfOt"c or si11ce have shared. 
Sin in hy the h:~nd of trl.':lchcry, nnd not 
ln 0\)Cll C<llllh<11, Where the fuc ne'er slarccJ 
To ~ lOW themselves. The fatal, honest tmst, 
l'lllc~cl in an cnCRl)' who lorcd n li.: 
Anol knew not honour, wn~ n tmst that cost 
The lh·cs of th os~ that gave: it. Yet to die 
, Gnmc to the 1~1<1 , tu the)' dicl, well u!lhckl 
Their En jllidt name. l!:'en now thctl'formcr foe 
Frankly OI'C.r!l lhc British ann~ were •!•Idled, 
D~ nutuhtrs c-nlr, ~tlll th" cmd snow. 
''I i~ Corly y(-..n~ since Briti~h soldict11 turned 
To look their Ia.~\ on this !lOll' \'c~ccful scene, 
\\'hose lingcrin~ gaze spoke l'n umcs ns it yc:nmcd 
For \'C1lgcaucc due to 11'\:achery fiO mcnn. 
Ancl VC1ll:C.'Ilitc true Jirl Pollock, Sale, and Nett, 
Deal with " timely nnc.l unerring hand, 
As tltl!y '1\'ith •ictory df.1cr.d I he blot 
Which ;u>l h:u.l dinuncJ the :tunal~ of our land, 
THOUGHTS ON THE AFGHAN CAMPAIGN. 
DY ONE WHO .'>ERVEO THER E, 
DeAR Co~mADEs, 
One thing which strikes us very forcibly on our 
return from the rough work of a campaign to the compara-
tively quic~ life of cantonments is the number of agencies 
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which exist for ~he moral and spiritual \\'(•lr;uc of our men, of 
opportunities which there nrc o( <ioinp: nnd. ·rcecivin(:( the high~st 
good. \Ve have our 'l'emt>ernncc·-m~tiugs, our lliblc-cla~scs, 
our Prayer-rooms comfortably fitted up, liO• that ttny who choose 
can find a place for retirement and mcdit<~lion. W c h;we, in 
fRet, opportunities which :ne altogether out of our reach during 
the rough work of a. campaign. 
Now, if there is one thing a.bsolntely necessary for an .1rrny 
before ~oin~ on service anywhere, it is this, thai all the fOrr.l's 
composmg 1t should be thoroughly prepared anci read>·· That 
lnfantty regiment is not of any pracucnl11se which has not llll its 
rnen thoroughly instructed in drill, discipline, and other duties, 
11.nd has not already its eqnit>mcnt and ammunition. 1\ cavalry 
regiment or n batt·ery of artillery is of little use if m~n allrl 
horses and guns and hm-ncu nrc not oil thoroughly r.:ady ror 
lhe work: lying before them. So with every branch of the 
serYice: And any brnnch which i!l not ready when the time 
Cor action comes is scvcrcl)t, nnd, we nll think, ju~tl)•, lil:uncd 
on account of this unpreparedness, bcc:tusc it is the du ty of 
all in time o{ peace to tnake themsel\les acquainted :with their 
duties in such a way that, when the time for nction nrrives, 
they anay not be foul)d W:tlt1ting. 
In just such n way doc:~ God holct 11s responsible for all the 
blessings which nre nt our disposal during pence. In His 
great mcrcr and love to us, He gives all these opportunities of 
seeking H1m and finding Him. He gives us to-dny nn !Qpen 
Bible with the old glOt'ious truth openly proclaimed that 
• Christ Jesus came into the \\'Orld to save llinncr!i.' He gives 
us placc:s to worship Him, and fricnrls who e1n and do cell of 
His wonderful love. He hali given us every opportllnity to bl: 
rend)' (or anything that may happen, and He holds us respon-
sible th:tt we are ready. Our blessillbrs arc gr-eat, !Jut with 
ahem increasc.c; our responsibility. 1 How shall lr(! escape if 
we neglect so great salv:~tion ?' 
I would ur,e upon each of you, therefore, now, in pence 
time, to grasp God'• offer of free s.1lvation through Jesus 
Christ, to delay no longer, and thus be prepared for everything, 
I know well how many there a:rc who say, • There is time 
enough yet to think l'bout Sllch matters.' llut 1 need not 
remind you ho\V little: time thcre is on service for thinking nt 
all when duty ia cxcept,ionolly lleverc ; \\'hen one lias long and 
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trying marches, which take up whole da)'S sometimes i ~nd 
when one often is gl;H) to get a spare moment for r<.:st 11nd 
sleep hctwccn the intervals of duty. 
Many there are, too, who think that on their rlcath·bcd they 
will turn to God. Need I remind you wh;tt a false ddu~ion th111 
is? To us soldier~, perhaps more than to any other clnss of 
people, docs that saying npply that 'we know not whnt n day 
may bring forth.' Yon all hcnrd of thnt lcrrible disaster 10th<: 
10th 1-lu!lsnrs on the 31st of March. One moment that squa-
dron wa~ riding- easily and happily along, without a thougflt of 
cbngcr; tbl! next moment it was whirled off in the clarlc:, fatal 
waters of the Cnblll River. Do you suppose at that 'terrible 
time, when men were being swept :lWa)' among drowning c0m· 
rades antl kickin~ maddened horses, that there would bu time 
to turn to God and repent~ Was that accident not n very 
solemn warning to each of us? 
Do not believe that absurd notion that because a man is 
a Chrislian he is th~reby a worse soltlier. Why, it is the 
very opposite of lhis. God's grace makes a man ready for 
anything, and tea ches him to be far truer to his duty than he 
was before. I know a non-commi:;sionect onicer in one of the 
reg-iments of the fm;t division of the Peshawur force who, per~ 
haps more than ;my other man in the regiment, distinguished 
himself in action. 
fcollowi11g hard after an officer in hts regiment, in ch:nginga 
band of the enemy, he w:1s shot down, severely wounded, ~·hile 
the gallant officer was kill-:!d. They took the woundcJ man to 
hospital, where he lay for two painful weary months. That 
grace oi God which enabled him unflinchingly to do rthis duty 
iu :v;tion strengthened and upheld him in the hours of pain 
which he had afterward:; to undergo. 
nc:lieve me, when a man is able to cast all his care upon 
Him who ' careth for us,' he is far mnrc li11ed for a soldier's 
duty than one wbose hopes arc utterly without foundation. 
Shortly before I left J cllalabad, I saw a friend of mine who 
haJ been brought in very ill indeed. He w:ts immediately 
taken hack to Pesha wur, with the ultimate i11tentio11 of being 
sent to the hills. Ahont a fortnight afterwards I arrived at 
l'~shawur, and was sorry to fine! that he was still at the base 
hospital 1 here, too ill to be moved. He wns indeed very weak 
anLI worn, so much so, thut every word he spoke wns ]).'liufully 
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uttered \rith much en·ort. flut Lhc few words he did speak will 
remain long ill my mcmoq•. He asked me to rend n favourite 
pnssnge1 the lhirty.fourth Psalm, and he repeated after me the 
words, ' ' 0 fear tho I .ord, yc His Snints, for there is no want to 
them that fclll Him;' and afterwards he s:~id, 'Is it not a grand 
thing to know th:-.t all is past nnd forgiven?' Very soon after-
wards the: Muter called him. He was perfect!)' rearlr. One 
Sund11y morning, just before church-time, lw passed :~way, 
having finished l1is course ::md kept the faith ; and when we 
laid his bo<ly in the grave thnt hot evening, I rejoiced and 
thanked God, who had gi\•en our comrade grace and strength 
in his dying hour, nnd who had, in His love, taken him up 
highe~·. Coming nt the end of the cmnpnign, it was to me a 
Jes~;on which l trust I Hhall never forget". 
So once more, dear comrades, woulll I urge on you the 
necessity of being ready. God's Word is open to you ; Christ 
is pleading Wilh you, s.tying, 'All things arc rcndy,' warning 
and entrcnting you to be read)', and lh us to add to your use-
fulness and happiness. Let me close by quoting a ptls5age 
than wl1ich [ thtnk none is more ~okllln in God's Word: *Be 
yc rcad,)l also~ for the Son of man cometh at an hour when yc 
think, not.' 
G. S. ;'11. 
}.fy DEt\R ~~~~~. GRECS0:-.'1 
Very many thanks for tlu: parcel of the Qui;·o· 
lately received. They seem very interesting, and I nm sure 
the men will be llllleh pleas~d with them. I have been want-
ing to write to J'Ou for some time, to let you know how nicely 
we h:tve been geuing on here. I think I told )'Oll in my last 
thrttt there were quite a n11m1Jer of the Lord's dear children here, 
nnrl that we had an officers' meeting once a week, and c1•ery 
night for the l!oldicrs. This, I am happy to say, has continued 
all along. As long as we were in camp, we used to meet in 
my tent from six to seven every Wednesday evening. Coloncl 
H-- l~n1 11 tent, and there the men had a meeting every 
night, presided O\'Cr by one of us taking it by tnms. 011 
Sund'\ys the Pre5byteri:~ns had sen•kc in the tent, conducted 
b,r Colonel H--. All this still goes on, only under allered 
ctrcumRtnnees. 'I,'hc camp is broken up, :md we arc ull under 
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cover somewhere or other. ~ly battery, with the 1 sth Sikhs 
and two comp:mies of the 59th, arc in the fort or citadel, the 
native regiments in \'illagcs purchased by Government, and the 
remainder of the troops are in the old cantonments, freshly 
done up, which were built by the English in 1839-4S. The 
officers' meeting is now held in Colonel H--'s house, and 
the tent for tlw soldier:; has been erected in one corner of the 
'block' told off 10 his regiment, the zsth N.J. The numbers 
have l01rgcly increa~cd lately, and lnrgc meetings t01ke place 
erery evening, and we supply them with a good cup of lea, 
which 1 believe the>' enjoy very much. 1 wanted to have 
started a regular coffee-shop, but there is some difliculty in 
getting snllicient supplies, as the Comrnissari01t have not 
enough to spare, and it takes so long to get anything up from 
Indi~. 
1 am very thankful to say the force here is generally healthy, 
though there is a considerable amount of ordinary fe\'cr and 
diarrhcca about. Yotmg L-- (who was at Morar) died the 
c:nd of b st month oi typhoid, after only len days' illness. I 
had given him a New Testament a short time before, nnd hart 
spoken to him once or twice about Christ. He seemed much 
impressed, and w:1s busy with his Bible up to the lnsl, so we 
have C\'cry r<.:nsott to hope he is in the heavenly mausion, happy 
with his blessed Saviour. 
Thank God, 1 am in \'cry good health myself, and trust I 
may conlinue well through this hot season, The wcathcr here 
keeps wonderfully cool for this season of the year. Last week 
in my room, with open winclows, it was 83" at the hottest. 
I still stick to my pledge, and there arc numbers o f !()tal 
abstainers here. The Lord is mnong us, and we are receiving 
large blessings. 




Bt7!t& J-/ij>Yl1'1 Calm!, July z Slit, I 88o. 
0RAQ M~o~. Glli-:GSQN, 
You y,·rolc to me some time ago, asking me to give 
.:m ,,uount o( Jo:vangelistic ancl Tempe•·ancc work at this place. 
Our stay hcrQ is now fast drawing to a close, at least so we have 
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e'•ery rc:tson to I.Jc:Jicve, and thus I write only to you of the 
po~t and what has been done. 
We ha\VC had many dilllculties. Besides the pressure of 
heavy duty which has always thinned our meetings, there is the 
fact t·hat the whole of the garrison is nc\'cr here at one time. 
There is ahl'ays a brigade out somewhere, And with it both 
officers and men who :uc accustomed to help in and carry on 
our work. Still we have indeed to acknowk'<lgc God's blessing 
with us, in giving us many op,portunities of cncoumging one 
another to m;efulness In His aervicc ond of doing some good 
to otherll. 
Very shortly llftcr yon left Catml, I ~·a,'j sent down the line, 
and did not return here for some months. I was quartered 
then In the Bal:t Hissar, which, as you know, has been gar-
riaoned by us since General Charlet Gough came in here in 
December. Since then the old A(ghan houses hnd been for 
the moot part cleared away, the best ol them being reserved 
for barracks, hospital, etc., so that the Ilaln Hissar, which be-
fore wru~ but a sorry heap of ruins, begal\ to p rest!nt a fhirly 
rc•pcct~tblc appearance. A few days after l cnme, some of the 
men in one of the regiments then qnnrtcrcd here came and 
asked me if I could get them a room to hold Temperance 
mecting11 in. They had one, but it hod been required for some 
other purpose, and they could no longer have it for Temperance 
work. To get another room was no ea.<iy mnttcr, for c,•cry 
available place had already been used. There was one build-
ing which had partly escaped demolition, and that was, as I 
undc111tand, a ball of justice under the Afghan rule, at the north 
end of the Ameer's garden. One part of this bl.lilding was used 
ns n workshop ; the other part was tmoccupit-"Cl, but in <1. very· 
sorry 11tate of repair-only (>llrtiaUy roofed, ~Very rickety, and 
vory dirty. However, we h:td no other place to go to, and had 
to make the best of lt. Ha,•ing got the neces!inry leave to usc 
It, \\'e st:l to work to repair the roof nnd prop up the doubtful 
places, and when ull waa cleared up, 'il'ith the help of some tent-
kani\ts u door!!, etc., and timhcr for benches, we had a very 
fairly comfortable room for our work. A short time after there 
were two Jnrge Temperance meetings held in it, Ill both of 
which the Colonel o( the 67th presided, givins away a l11rge 
number of Temperance honour11 on the lm>t occasion . 
As thia room was exclusively for Tc:nll.ICrnncc worw, we d id 
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not t1sc it for an)·thing else on weck-day evenings. On Su ncl:'l)'S, 
in tlw afternoon, we used to meet there for an hour to wor.~hip 
Cod. A good mtmba used to come, though from the cnuscs 
that I mentioned b<:forl•, and also the litc t tha t we h:we had a 
gre:tt deal of sickness, our numbers varied considerably. Ort 
week-days we used to have an evening mce ti ng in the work-
shops, but wc improved upon that nrrang:cmcnt, which wn~ not 
very s;ttisfactor)'. We got n slllr~ll room in the snmc building, 
which w;ts used as a prayer-roon.l, nne! alw:1ys open for any mnn 
who cared to go there. It wns not sumptuously furni~-;hecl , but it 
answered its purpose, and we had man)' pleasant meetings there. 
At Sherpur, owing to the kindness of a Commissariat officer, 
a large room in the 9 2nd High landers' lines was given for the 
purposes of holding ~-;imilar nK'l.'t ings. The men of the 9211d 
ha\'C made the room very ncnt nnd comfortable. A prayer-
meeting was held there every evening, bnt we from the Bala 
I-lissar could seldom go there on a~.:count of the lateness of tile 
hour, and the distance bet ween the two places. On Sunday 
evenings, the Presoytcrir~n Chaplain r~lways addressed the meet-
ing, which was generally a crowd0d one. Personally I enjoyed 
those Sunday evening meetings very muc h i another officer nnd 
I used to ride over from the Hula Hi.~sar to them, but we gene-
r<Jlly hnd to leave before the meetings were over. 
\Ve had an ollicers' prayer-meeting once a week at Shcrpur, 
at which our Chaplain presided. I regret to say that the 
meetings have been abruptly terminated, for mo~t of those who 
attended arc now scattered in various parts of the country. 
We shall all of us soon be scattered in a similar way. Very 
few of us, 1 fancy, know where we are to go after the war is 
concluded. I am snre that mnny of us, though we may never 
meet agr~in, will bear pleasant recollections of the comrades witlt 
whom we were associated at Cabul. 
CHRISTIAN WORK DURING THE OCCUPATION 
OF THE BALA H ISSAR, CADUL. 
lffay z3rd, 1 88o. 
We have been having some good meetings with the 
men of the 67th Regiment Some of the regiment came and 
asked me to try and get them a place to hold prayer-meetings 
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i~1 shortly after my arrival here. This wns a mntter of some 
httle diniculty, ns every availnble place was o ccupied (if not 
for _barracks) for stores or workshops. However, I got the 
Assistant Quarter-Master-General to let us have an old tumble· 
clown bt1iluing-, at one time the Amcer's hall of jutiticc, part of 
which was used by our Sapper carpenters. I got it IUore or 
l~ss nlcnded; and we began to have our meetings, both for 
1 empcmnce-work and for the higher Gospel-work. At first the 
latter meetings were very small, only one or two, but latterly 
th~y h :wc much increased; last night there were more than 
thirty tncn. 
I do wish there was a better man tb:m myself to take the 
matter in hand, for I am a very poor speaker; hut there is no 
other officer but myself to preside. I havl! either to do so or 
to give it up, which latter course I would indecri be loath to 
do. You could help us very much if you would send them 
some books. At present we have only something like four 
books, nnd that doesn't go far with thirty men. There arc: 
some right good fellows nmong the men here- men whom I 
should like to have at my back when hand-to-hand with the 
wily Afghan. The ~pnd is another grand regiment; fine 
nturdy Scots, who have well sustained their old reputation. 
Unforlunntcly they nrc over at Shcrporc (three miles off), so I 
have but few opportunities of being wdl aCcjuainled with them. 
Through the kindness of a Commissariat ofliccr, tlwy have a 
c:tpital room for their 111ectings. I was over there once last 
wc(!k, though I fcnr I shn\1 not be able to go again, as I did 
not get back here till nfrer dark, which is against onlcrs. The 
meeting w~.s well attended; it would have delighted you to 
have heard the men with thdr familiar Scotch tunes. I wish 
I could go there oftener. 
The Temperance work here is doing well. The 67th had 
t\\"O hundred and thirty-two honours presented tlw other night 
by their colonel, not bad for one regiment, and that on active 
service in a desperately cold country like this. When yon 
meet in prayer at Landour, remember us nt Cabul in yom· 
prayers, that we may be strengthened humbly to trust for th:tt 
victory which is assured us. The fight with evil without and 
within is a hard one. Yet we fed that we arc making way. 
ll- --, of the - - , is here, but at present out with Genernl 
Roberts. What a good fellow he is I 
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OFFICIAL RETURN OF THE CONSUMPTION OF 
RUJ.\L 
The following return shows the c.on~umption of rum since 









There is a reduction in the consumption o( rum to the 
extent of 87,J6S gallons. , 
\V c may quote the officanl remark. 1 The above facts prove 
clearly whnt the report from which they arc taken merely 
~mggcsts when it states thnt it is probable that the decreased 
consumption is due to the spread of the Temperance move· 
ment in the Army.' 
RETURN FH..OM REGfMENTAL TEMPERANCE 
SOCIET1 E.<;. 
The following Table of i\vemges per rooo, compiled (rom 
our statistical retlltns, to be found in the nppcndi:t of thiK 
report, will he sufticient in itself to •ustain all that hai been 
said n~ninst the continuance of the rum issue lit the canteen. 
According to these returns, It is evident that the abstainers in 
the army neither figure in the de(aulters' book nor hospitnl 
cn1ry as of1cn ns their drinking comrades. 
'The ftgmcs, I think, CX[llnin themselves. The first column 
show~ the actu~l strengtll, not an average per Jooo, as might 
appear at f1rst sight. Tho remaining column~ ot figures abow 
tile monthly occurrence. per every xooo men. First for the 
whole regi1ncnt, second for the Totnl Abstainers, third for the 
non·;tbstaincrs. In every column, with the exception or the 
Good Conduct lln.d~;c column, the Totnt AbKtaincn have the 
b<'st, and by f.1r lhe best average. The difference Of on~: or 
two per 10oo ngninst the abstainer.• in the Good Conduct 
Badge column isS<) slight, 'hat it Is (ully compensated ror In 
the next coltmlll, showing Good Conduct Dadges forfeited. 
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THE SOLDIERS' TOTAL AllSTINENCE 
ASSOCIATION. 
THis association was formed by Mr. Gregson at Agnt in 186z, 
when the first society was established in the 3 sth Regiment, 
the Royal Sussex. This societr wns formed in the little 
soldiers' chapel built by Captain Havelock and the men of the 
13th Light Infantry (afterwards Sir Henry Havelock, K.C.B. ). 
The work of the association lapsed after l\'fr. Gregson left 
India in 1866, bnt was reorgani1.cd on his rctum in r872, and 
ha~ branch societies in nearly every regiment and battery in 
India, numbering, in June last, I 1,494 members. 
At the suggestion of Colonel the Honourable Frederick 
Thesiger, C.TJ. (now Licm cnant·Gener<tl Lord Chelmsford, 
G.C.B.), we :tdoptcd the following pledge: 
No. Dnl<'. 
TIIE SOLDIERS' TOTAL ABSTINENCE 
ASSOCI A TIOJV; 
H.M. 's R(g/. 
I P.RO;JfiSE, 1<•ilh Cr1d's hdp, /()abstain jn1111 nil 
I11/().1:itali11K Liquors, f'xcr.pl 7(1/hw admim':.krcd mdidna/1;• 
or in a rc!l;t;ifJIIS ()rdimmcc, so /tJ11g as lrdnin 1/lis pkdg(, 
(S1'c-n.:d) 
WATCH AND BE SOBER. 
The Sl>eciality of this pledge is the clause, ' So long as I 
retain this l>ledge.' This clause prevents men from breaking 
their word, or making a promise they lind it impo~iblc to keep. 
The men who sign this pledge are at liberty to retum it when-
ever they like-in other words, to keep it as long as they like j · 
AI' PEND/X. IJ I 
and our returns show· that our association has not suficrcd by 
giving its members this Iibert)'. 
FRo•r I.oRD NA"IRR ot· ~lAGDAfA .(r.AT£ {;omtANDER-rN'-
CHrEV IN INDIA}. 
M\' DF.AR MR. GREOSON, 
I have deferred wtiting to you regarding the opera-
tions or the society ror lhe suppression of drunkenness in the 
army in India, in order that I might RSCertnin thoroughly how 
the action of the society has affected regimental ~isciplinc, 
and .,..hat h11s been its eiTcct upon crime resulting from drun-
kenness. 
From the inquiries which I have mnde, l mn <tuite satisf1cd 
thAt the action of the society in no \(ay interferes with regi· 
mental disr.ipline, nnd h:ts gte:uly diminished drun'kcnness and 
its ~onsequent trim~. 
In t87o, there were :48 teetotalers, 147 nbst:dncrs, r6,570 
non-aLstainers. 
In 1814, !here were r,466leetotalcrs1 :aSs abstainers, r6,233 
non-abstainers. 
So thAt during the (our yenn the tcctotalert h.1d risen in 
numbers, out of nearly the same number of men, from 248 to 
1,466. 
·ne crimes committed by the tectotnlc'"' arc virtually 
none. 
The aggregate percentngc o( crime cotnmitted by teetotalers 
during the five years amounts to o·u. while that of the non· 
abstainers amounts to 4 ·68, or, in round mtmbers, .about forty 
times as numerous. 
Without relying too much on the accuracy of statistics, 
there can be no room to doubt that the action of lhe society 
has exercised the most beneficial inftucncc in the prmy, 
and the society deserves the warmest encouragement as lone 
as its action continues to be as di1creetly directed as at 
present. 
There ia r.oom In the attlon or a general associntion, "·hich 
embraces a lnrgc number ot men in the army, irrespective of 
their regimental discipline, for some interference with the com-
plete moral control which the commanding officer of a regiment 
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should exercise; but heretofore the society's action has been 
entirely subordinate to regimental authonty, and as long as 
this course is maintained, I consider that the society deserves 
cordial approval and encouragement from the Government and 
the Commander-in-Chief. 
Yours faithfully, 
NAI'I ER OF l\1AGDALA. 
THE END. 
I 
LONll()~: I:LI.IOT n CO., 

